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ABSTRACT

Mobile systems, such as smartphones, wearables (e.g., smartwatches, AR/VR headsets), and IoT devices, have come a long way from being just a method of communication to sophisticated sensing devices that monitor and control several aspects of our lives. These devices have enabled several useful applications in a wide range of domains ranging from healthcare and finance to energy and agriculture industries. While such advancement has enabled applications in several aspects of human life, it has also made these devices an interesting target for adversaries.

In this dissertation, I specifically focus on how the various sensors on mobile devices can be exploited by adversaries to violate users’ privacy and present methods to use sensors to improve the security of these devices. My thesis posits that multi-modal sensing can be leveraged to enhance the security and privacy of mobile systems.

In this, first, I describe my work demonstrating that human interaction with mobile devices and their accessories (e.g., stylus pencils) generates identifiable patterns in permissionless mobile sensors’ data, revealing sensitive information about users. Specifically, I developed S3 to show how embedded magnets in stylus pencils impact the mobile magnetometer sensor and can be exploited to infer a users incredibly private handwriting. Then, I designed LocIn to infer a users indoor semantic location from 3D spatial data collected by mixed reality devices through LiDAR and depth sensors. These works highlight new privacy issues due to advanced sensors on emerging commodity devices.

Second, I present my work that characterizes the threats against smartphone authentication and IoT device pairing and proposes usable and secure methods to protect against these threats. I developed two systems, FaceRevelio and IoTCupid, to enable reliable and secure user and device authentication, respectively, to protect users’ private information (e.g., contacts, messages, credit card details) on commodity mobile and allow secure communication between IoT devices. These works enable usable authentication on diverse mobile and IoT devices and eliminate the dependency on sophisticated hardware for user-friendly authentication.
1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile systems, including smartphones, wearables, AR/VR headsets, and Internet of Things (IoT) devices, have evolved significantly over the years. They have transformed from being a simple source of communication into advanced sensing devices that play a crucial role in monitoring and managing various aspects of our daily lives. With the ever-increasing storage capacities of mobile devices, more and more sensitive information in the form of messages, photos, bank accounts and more find its place on these devices. The continuous improvements in cellular communication and wireless networking have pushed mobile devices from being a simple two-way communication channel to being GPS navigators, browsers, personal assistants, and even handheld gaming consoles. A lot of these additional functionalities can be attributed to the availability of several mobile sensors incorporated in these devices. For example, today’s smartphones come embedded with 14 sensors including but not limited to accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, microphone, and ambient light sensor. The data from these sensors has enabled a vast variety of applications in mobile health, context awareness, activity tracking, gaming, etc. Although these applications have increased the overall usability of these devices, they also leak information about aspects of users’ activities that might be considered private.

The security and privacy implications of unauthorized access to users’ personal information, habits, behaviors, and preferences through sensor data have long been a significant concern [1, 2]. Mobile operating systems like Android and iOS have implemented permission systems that require users to explicitly grant access to sensitive data, such as GPS locations, microphones, and camera recordings, to applications. However, the regulation of data from more generic sensors like the magnetometer, accelerometer, and gyroscope is less stringent, allowing applications to access this data without users’ permission. This unmonitored access to sensor data has opened doors to a variety of side-channel attacks on mobile devices.

Previous research has highlighted the security and privacy risks associated with applications accessing various permission-less sensors e.g., motion sensors. These studies have proposed attacks aimed at inferring users’ privacy-sensitive information, including touch actions and keystrokes [3–5], passwords and PIN codes [4, 6], and application and webpage
fingerprinting [7, 8]. Unfortunately, side-channel attacks remain a significant concern for both users and developers as software updates and new devices are continually introduced to the market. For instance, in iOS, despite restrictions on apps’ activity in the background since iOS 5, an application can stay active in the background and continuously access motion sensors’ data if it performs specific tasks such as playing audio, receiving updates from a server, and using location services. Given this, an adversary can easily mimic a benign legitimate app such as a fitness and activity tracker to stay active in the background to collect motion data and track a user’s activity and behavior. Similarly, modern mixed reality headsets (e.g., HoloLens and Oculus) are equipped with specialized depth sensors that continuously build high-quality maps of users’ environment, revealing sensitive information about users and their surroundings. Thus, this ongoing threat underscores the need for careful investigation of the impact of user interaction with mobile devices and their accessories on mobile sensors and the methods that allow adversaries to exploit sensor data for inferring private information.

In tandem, the existence of vast amounts of privacy-sensitive information on mobile and IoT devices and the potential privacy leakages through sensors demand an investigation of effective measures to mitigate the risks posed by unauthorized access to sensor data. Securing this data involves two main challenges. First, the identity of the user operating and interacting with the device must be authenticated. For this, access to modern devices is secured by enabling different authentication solutions, such as PINs/passwords, face recognition, and fingerprint. In recent years, face authentication on mobile devices has become a popular alternative to traditional password-based protection mechanisms due to the ease with which face can be captured with the front camera on these devices and highly accurate face recognition systems. However, most of the existing systems either rely on 2D face recognition systems that are vulnerable to spoofing attacks or employ specialized hardware (e.g., to verify the liveness of the subjects [9]. Although such specialized hardware increases the security guarantee provided by these systems, deployment of such specialized hardware components, adding a notch on the screen, is against the current bezel-less trend in the smartphone market and limits its adoption to several existing devices. Therefore, an ideal liveness detection should not rely on any extra hardware components or user involvement and still provide a high-security guarantee.
Second, secure communication channels need to be established between mobile and IoT devices to ensure the confidentiality and security of data exchanges between devices [10]. Existing approaches for establishing these secure communication channels i.e., pairing methods, can be mainly categorized into two approaches (1) human-in-the-loop based approaches and (2) context-based solutions. Human-in-the-loop-based pairing approaches require user involvement to perform physical contact between devices or specific actions such as entering passwords, scanning QR codes, or manual interactions [11, 12]. However, these approaches have usability and scalability limitations, especially with an increasing number of devices. To overcome these limitations, context-based pairing schemes have gained interest. These schemes use co-located sensors to establish shared keys based on observed events [13, 14]. However, they are limited to devices with homogeneous sensors of the same modality [10, 15]. To address these limitations, there is a need for pairing schemes that support devices with heterogeneous sensors. These schemes would enable secure communication based on shared context without extensive user involvement or identical sensor capabilities across devices.

Given the imminent need for protecting users’ privacy and the “double-edged sword” nature of the sensor data, this dissertation focuses on two important questions that naturally arise: (1) What private information can possibly be inferred from mobile sensor data? and (2) How can we protect mobile systems from unauthorized access to users’ data? To answer these two questions, my thesis is:

*By combining signal processing, computer vision, and machine learning methods, multi-modal sensing can be leveraged to investigate privacy threats and design usable and secure methods for modern mobile and IoT device authentication.*

The first half of this dissertation unveils privacy leakages through mobile sensors using a combination of signal processing, computer vision, and machine learning methods. This dissertation demonstrates two novel permissionless sensor-based side channels on mobile devices and show that leakages through these channels seriously threaten users’ privacy. We develop S3 to show how embedded magnets in stylus pencils impact the mobile magnetometer sensor and can be exploited to infer a users incredibly private handwriting. We then design LocIn to infer a users indoor semantic location from 3D spatial data collected by mixed
reality devices through LiDAR and depth sensors. These works highlight new privacy issues due to advanced sensors on emerging commodity devices.

The second half of this dissertation explores secure and usable user and device authentication for smartphones and IoT devices. This dissertation develops two systems, FaceRevelio and IoTCupid to enable reliable and secure user and device authentication to protect users’ private information (e.g., contacts, messages, credit card details) on commodity mobile and allow secure communication between IoT devices. First, we design FaceRevelio, a novel liveness detection system to protect facial authentication mechanisms on commodity smartphones from spoofing attacks, without requiring effort from the users or any external hardware. Then, we introduce IoTCupid, a secure and usable group pairing system for heterogeneous sensing devices in IoT environments. These works enable usable authentication on diverse mobile and IoT devices and eliminate the dependency on sophisticated hardware for a user-friendly authentication mechanism.

1.1 Thesis Contributions

This section presents an overview of the research problems investigated in this thesis. Following the thesis statement above, I make the following contributions:

- \( S^3 \). With smart devices being an essential part of our everyday lives, unsupervised access to the mobile sensors’ data can result in a multitude of side-channel attacks. In chapter 2, we study potential data leaks from Apple Pencil (2\(^{nd}\) generation) supported by the Apple iPad Pro, the latest stylus pen which attaches to the iPad body magnetically for charging. We observe that the Pencil’s body affects the magnetic readings sensed by the iPad’s magnetometer when a user is using the Pencil. Therefore, we ask: \textit{Can we infer what a user is writing on the iPad screen with the Apple Pencil, given access to only the iPad’s motion sensors’ data?} To answer this question, we present Side-channel attack on Stylus pencil through Sensors (\( S^3 \)), a system that identifies what a user is writing from motion sensor readings. We first use the sharp fluctuations in the motion sensors’ data to determine when a user is writing on the iPad. We then introduce a high-dimensional particle filter to track the location and orientation of the Pencil...
during usage. Lastly, to guide particles, we build the Pencil’s magnetic map serving as a bridge between the measured magnetic data and the Pencil’s location and orientation. We evaluate $S^3$ with 10 subjects and demonstrate that we correctly identify 93.9%, 96%, 97.9%, and 93.33% of the letters, numbers, shapes, and words by only using motion sensors’ data. This chapter originally appeared in the *Proceedings of the ACM on Interactive, Mobile, Wearable and Ubiquitous Technologies (UbiComp 2021)* [16].

- **LocIn.** Mixed reality (MR) devices capture 3D spatial maps of users’ surroundings to integrate virtual content into their physical environment. Existing permission models implemented in popular MR platforms allow all MR apps to access these 3D spatial maps without explicit permission. Unmonitored access of MR apps to these 3D spatial maps poses serious privacy threats to users as these maps capture detailed geometric and semantic characteristics of users’ environments. In chapter 3, we present LocIn, a new location inference attack that exploits these detailed characteristics embedded in 3D spatial maps to infer a user’s indoor location type. LocIn develops a multi-task approach to train an end-to-end encoder-decoder network that extracts a spatial feature representation for capturing contextual patterns of the user’s environment. LocIn leverages this representation to detect 3D objects and surfaces and integrates them into a classification network with a novel unified optimization function to predict the user’s indoor location. We demonstrate LocIn attack on spatial maps collected from three popular MR devices and show that it infers a user’s location type with an average 84.1% accuracy. This chapter originally appeared in the *USENIX Security Symposium 2023* [17].

- **FaceRevelio.** Facial authentication mechanisms are gaining traction on smartphones because of their convenience and increasingly good performance of face recognition systems. However, mainstream systems use traditional 2D face recognition technologies, which are vulnerable to various spoofing attacks. Existing systems perform *liveness detection* via specialized hardware, such as infrared dot projectors and dedicated cameras. Although effective, such methods do not align well with the smartphone industry’s desire to maximize screen space.
In chapter 4, we present a new liveness detection system, FaceRevelio, for commodity smartphones with a single front camera. It utilizes the smartphone screen to illuminate a user’s face from multiple directions. The facial images captured under varying illumination enable the recovery of the face surface normals via photometric stereo, which can then be integrated into a 3D shape. We leverage the facial depth features of this 3D surface to distinguish a human face from its 2D counterpart. On top of this, we change the screen via a light passcode consisting of a combination of random light patterns to provide security against replay attacks. We evaluate FaceRevelio with 30 users trying to authenticate under various lighting conditions and with a series of 2D spoofing attacks. The results show that using a passcode of 1s, FaceRevelio achieves a mean EER of 1.4% and 0.15% against photo and video attacks, respectively. In the worst case, the EER is still low at 1.4% and 0.3% for photo and video attacks, respectively. This chapter originally appeared at the International Conference on Mobile Computing and Networking (MobiCom 2020) [18].

- **IoTCupid.** Pairing schemes establish cryptographic keys to secure communication among IoT devices. Existing pairing approaches that rely on trusted central entities, human interaction, or shared homogeneous context are prone to a single point of failure, have limited usability, and require additional sensors. Recent work has explored event timings observed by devices with heterogeneous sensing modalities as proof of co-presence for decentralized pairing. Yet, this approach incurs high pairing time, cannot pair sensors that sense continuous physical quantities and does not support group pairing, making it infeasible for many IoT deployments. In chapter 5, we design and develop IoTCupid, a secure group pairing system for IoT devices with heterogeneous sensing modalities, without requiring active user involvement. IoTCupid operates in three phases: (a) detecting events sensed by both instant and continuous sensors with a novel window-based derivation technique, (b) grouping the events through a fuzzy clustering algorithm to extract inter-event timings, and (c) establishing group keys among devices with identical inter-event timings through a partitioned group password-authenticated key exchange scheme. We evaluate IoTCupid in smart home and office environments with
11 heterogeneous devices and show that it effectively pairs all devices with only 2 group keys with a minimal pairing overhead. This chapter originally appeared in the *IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy (SP 2023)* [19].

The following chapters describe the design and evaluation details of each of these four systems outlined above. Lastly, chapter 6 presents concluding remarks and discusses the future research directions in mobile security and privacy.
2. S³: SIDE-CHANNEL ATTACK ON STYLUS PENCIL THROUGH SENSORS

2.1 Introduction

Modern-day smart devices come embedded with various sensors, enabling a vast range of applications in activity recognition, context awareness, mobile health, and productivity. Unfortunately, these sensors are also gateways for unintended information leakage about users’ activities. Unauthorized access to users’ personal information, habits, behaviors, and preferences through sensor data has long been a major security and privacy concern. Mobile operating systems such as Android and iOS require users’ explicit permission to grant access to sensitive data (e.g., GPS locations, microphone, and camera recordings) to an application. However, data from more generic sensors such as magnetometer, accelerometer and gyroscope are less regulated, and often can be accessed by applications without users’ permission. Unmonitored access to these sensors’ data has recently opened the door to a multitude of side-channel attacks. Prior efforts have unveiled security and privacy concerns that result from applications having access to motion sensors’ data. Such works propose attacks targeted at inferring users privacy-sensitive data such as touch actions and keystrokes [3–5], passwords and PIN codes [4, 6], and application and webpage fingerprinting [7, 8]. Unfortunately, side-channel attacks continue to be a major source of concern to users and developers due to frequent software updates and new devices introduced in the market.

With the ever-increasing popularity of large-screen handheld devices, many manufacturers have started equipping their products with *stylus pencils* to improve user experience. In this thesis, we study the recently launched "Apple Pencil" used with one of Apple’s most popular devices, the iPad Pro. The Apple Pencil lets users write, draw, and make selections in a variety of generic and custom-designed applications with ease. The second generation of this product launched in 2018 offers a convenient new feature where the pencil pairs with the iPad to charge wirelessly. The pencil’s body is embedded with multiple magnets, allowing it to magnetically attach to the iPad’s body. In this thesis, we present a novel side-channel attack on the Apple Pencil. The magnetic readings sensed by the iPad’s magnetometer are impacted when the user interacts with the screen using the pencil. We show that, given that
the Apple Pencil is often used to fill text fields in applications [20], an adversary can infer a victim’s private data such as passwords, notes, text messages and signatures by only tracking the movement of the pencil through the motion sensors’ data.

To illustrate our idea, Figure 2.2b presents the recorded magnetometer data in X, Y, and Z directions when a user writes the character ‘a’ on the iPad with the Pencil, as shown in Figure 2.1a. We show that an adversary can infer what users are writing on the iPad’s screen by observing the fluctuations in the magnetic readings by only having access to motion sensors’ data. We note that the attack does not rely on any touch information (i.e., the pencil tip position) since iOS does not allow third-party applications running in the background to access this information.

As observed in Figure 2.1, we can readily determine when the pencil is used to write on the screen from the magnetic data. However, to infer the contents written on the screen, the magnetic readings require detailed analysis. In our preliminary experiments, we observe various subtle fluctuations in magnetic readings characterized by different letters and words written on the screen. To illustrate, we present the recorded magnetometer data in Figure 2.2 when the letters ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’ are written on the iPad’s screen (Figure 2.2a). Figure 2.2b shows the magnetometer readings in three axes, where fluctuations in the magnetometer readings are different for each of the three characters. One intuitive approach to extract
Figure 2.2. The magnetometer readings change when a user writes different characters on the screen.

Figure 2.3. The magnetometer readings change when a user writes the same character on the screen.

information from these readings is to train a learning model. This model can then be used to identify useful patterns (e.g., letters, numbers, shapes) from similarities between the magnetic data over time for a given set of characters. Yet, this approach works when the pencil’s magnetic impact is consistent when it is held at different locations or with different orientations on the screen for a given character. To determine whether this is the case for Apple Pencil and iPad Pro, we wrote the character ‘a’ with the pencil at different locations and orientations on the iPad’s screen. Figure 2.3a illustrates two letters written at different locations ($a_1$ and $a_3$) and two letters in the same location when the pencil is rolled by $180^\circ$. 
We observe that magnetometer readings vary significantly, although the traces of characters are visually the same.

Based on these observations, we design a tracking algorithm to track the pencil’s tip movement using the magnetic field data to identify users’ writing. Building such an algorithm requires finding the correct mapping between a given magnetic reading and the pencil tip’s location and its orientation with respect to the screen. A common method for finding such mappings is through war-driving. Unfortunately, the mapping space is five-dimensional since we want to track the pencil’s 2D location on the screen while keeping a record of its 3D orientation. War-driving for all possible locations and orientations of the pencil on the iPad leads to a huge search space and necessitates a huge amount of human effort.

To address this, we reduce the war-driving space by building a 3D magnetic field map around the pencil instead of determining the magnetic field for the screen itself. We collect magnetometer data while writing with different orientations of the pencil at different locations on the screen. We employ a computer vision-based approach for pose-estimation to track the pencil’s 3D orientation since iOS’s touch API does not provide full information about the pencil’s 3D orientation. We apply Kalman filtering [21] and smoothing to the estimated pencil orientations to remove noisy data. We then use this orientation along with the pencil tip location and magnetic data to build the magnetic map with respect to the pencil. Lastly, to further improve our magnetic field map precision, we adopt a magnetic vector field reconstruction technique [22], which uses the divergence and curl properties [23] of the magnetic fields for optimizing the reconstruction process. This map generation is conducted offline and does not require information collected from the target user.

Using the designed magnetic field map, we build a multi-dimensional particle filter [24] to track the status of the pencil on the iPad’s screen, which solely operates with the data collected from motion sensors. The particles’ state includes the pencil tip’s location and the 3D orientation of the pencil represented as quaternion vectors [25]. We use the human writing behavior to guide the particles initialization and transition (components of our particle filter). Additionally, we used KLD resampling [26] to improve efficiency and incorporated particles’ history to handle scattered particle clusters that may exist at the beginning of the tracking process. For an end-to-end attack, we also analyzed the variance in the magnetometer,
accelerometer, and gyroscope readings to estimate when the user begins and ends writing on the screen.

We implement our system, $S^3$ (Side-channel attack on Stylus pencil through Sensors), on Apple 11" iPad Pro running iOS 12.0. We evaluate $S^3$ with 10 subjects, where the subjects write different letters, numbers, shapes, and words at different locations of the screen. We show that an adversary (randomly chosen from the subjects) is able to correctly identify 93.9%, 96%, and 97.9% of the written letters, numbers, and shapes, and English words with an accuracy of 93.33%.

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

- We unveil a privacy leakage through motion sensor data in modern tablet devices due to the introduction of stylus pencils with embedded magnets.
- We design a novel tracking algorithm by constructing a magnetic map of the pencil and building a sophisticated multi-dimensional particle filter that can track users’ writing.
- We implemented our system on an iPad Pro with Apple Pencil. A thorough evaluation with 10 human subjects demonstrates its high accuracy in uncovering letters, numbers, shapes, and words in a variety of scenarios, without significant overhead.

2.2 Threat Model

We use Apple’s iPad and Pencil (2nd generation) to demonstrate a proof-of-concept of inferring information about what the user is writing from motion sensors data. However, our attack can be a threat to any mobile device with a stylus pen support using embedded magnets. The sensitive information being leaked out from user writings can be an unprecedented threat to the confidentiality of user data processed by the writing apps; an adversary can infer passwords, text messages, secure access codes, and other secrets of the user.

We consider an adversary that controls a malicious native application installed on the victim’s device, which has access to the motion sensors data and runs in the background during data collection. The native application does not have any information about other running applications and does not have access to system resources. To detail, the iOS applications,
by default, have access to the motion sensor data, and only web applications from iOS 12.2 and onwards require explicit user permission. Starting from iOS 5, an application can stay active in the background if it performs specific tasks such as playing audio, receiving updates from a server, and using location services. Given these facts, an adversary can easily mimic a benign legitimate app such as a fitness and activity tracker to stay active in the background to collect motion data. The application periodically logs the motion sensors’ data, including accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer readings. The recorded sensor data is stored locally and sent to a remote server for processing. These processes incur minimal energy and computation overhead in order to remain undetected (Detailed in Section 3.7).

We additionally assume that the adversary can obtain or learn a model to capture the users’ writing behavior, which is used to predict how the Pencil’s movement changes over time through Pencil’s previous positions. The adversary could learn such a model by collecting handwriting samples (various letters, numbers, shapes, etc.) from a small number of people (up to 3 users is sufficient for the attack to succeed as detailed in our evaluation in Section 3.7). To build this model, an adversary uses a computer vision-based technique (See Section 2.5.1) to track the Pencil’s orientation while logging the Pencil’s location and motion sensors’ data. We note that the handwriting samples are not collected from the potential attack victims and are solely obtained from the adversary and their accomplices. After the model is learned, the adversary uses the model to infer the free-form handwriting of unaware users solely by collecting motion sensor data. We emphasize that the Pencil location and orientation data are collected only during the training process. An adversary does not need to access this information at attack time to infer user writings.

2.3 Pencil Tracking: A First Look

In our quest for inferring the user’s writing from the sensors’ data, we begin by exploring the simplest case: assume that the user always holds the Pencil in a fixed orientation, i.e., vertically such that the Pencil altitude remains 90°. In this case, to track how the Pencil moves on the screen, we first determine a mapping between the magnetic readings and the location of the Pencil tip. We define this mapping as the 2D magnetic map.
2.3.1 2D Magnetic Map

The 2D magnetic field map would be a function, $f$, that returns the magnetic readings corresponding to a given location on the screen i.e.

$$(m_x, m_y, m_z) = f(x, y)$$

(2.1)

where $x$ and $y$ are the coordinates of the Pencil tip location and $m_x$, $m_y$ and $m_z$ are the magnetic reading in $x$, $y$ and $z$ directions. We consider the shorter edge of the iPad as $x$-axis and the longer edge as $y$-axis.

To build this map, we draw on the screen using the Pencil such that we cover the entire screen. We use a custom drawing application that logs the $x$ and $y$ coordinates of the Pencil on the screen using iOS touch API, at a rate of 120Hz. The magnetic data is recorded in the background at a frequency of 50Hz. The timestamps recorded with the magnetic and touch data are used to align the magnetic readings with each of the touch samples. We start collecting the magnetic data a few minutes before drawing (when the Pencil is detached from the iPad and is not on the screen) to sense the ambient magnetic field. The average of the ambient magnetic data is subtracted from the collected data to eliminate the magnetic impact of the surroundings. Figure 2.4 shows the 2D magnetic field map in the $x$, $y$ and $z$ directions.

2.3.2 2D Tracking

Once we have built the 2D magnetic map, we ask the question: how can we track the Pencil location using only the magnetic data? Here we borrow a standard tracking algorithm, particle filter, to track the Pencil’s location. Particle filtering is a probabilistic approximation algorithm for state estimation problems [24]. In particular, for object location estimation, particle filter operates by maintaining a probability distribution for the location estimate at time $t$, which is represented by a set of weighted samples called particles. The state of these particles is updated based on a motion model for the object, and the weights for these particles are assigned at each timestamp by a likelihood model for the recorded sensor data.
Figure 2.4. 2D magnetic map: the magnetic impact of the Pencil at different locations on the screen in (a) $X$, (b) $Y$, and (c) $Z$ dimensions.

Figure 2.5. Tracking results from a simple implementation of particle filter.

The particles are then resampled at each timestamp using importance sampling to choose a new set of particles according to the weights of the prior samples.

We define the state vector for the particle filter as $s_t$, representing the Pencil tip location. Here, $t$ represents the timestamp, which is updated at a frequency of 50Hz. For the simple case, we define the Pencil movement model as:

$$s_{t+1} = s_t + b_t$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

where $b_t$ is a random perturbation added to the state, with a Gaussian distribution.
Weights are assigned to each particle at each timestamp with the function:

$$w_i^t = \exp\left(\frac{(m_t - r_t)^2}{\sigma}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

Here $r_t$ is the magnetic readings obtained from the magnetometer at time $t$ and $m_t$ is the queried magnetic readings given state is $s_t$, using Equation 2.1. The location of the Pencil tip at each timestamp is the weighted average of the particles.

Figure 2.5 shows the results of this simple implementation of particle filter when used to track a letter (‘A’ - Figure 2.5a), a shape (a square - Figure 2.5b) and a word (‘hello’ - Figure 2.5c). Even though we assumed that the Pencil orientation is fixed for this case, the tracking results show promise that we can infer what the user is writing.

2.4 System Architecture

This section presents the functional overview of our system $S^3$ as shown in Figure 2.6. We will detail each component of our system in Section 2.5.

To launch a realistic attack, our system should find out what the user is writing in their natural handwriting style, unlike the fixed orientation case in the previous section. For this
purpose, we need a mapping between the magnetic data collected and the status of the Pencil, which now includes location and orientation, i.e., 5 degrees of freedom ($\langle x, y \rangle$ location and 3D orientation of the Pencil). We generate this map through war-driving and reduce the effort involved by building the magnetic map around the Pencil. We extend computer vision techniques to track the Pencil’s orientation by attaching a checkerboard on top of the Pencil and recording the Pencil movement with a camera. A magnetic field reconstruction technique [22] is used to remove noise from the collected magnetic data and generate a continuous magnetic field map for the Pencil. This magnetic map for a given iPad and Pencil can be built solely by the attacker. It is a one-time effort since the same map is used to track the user’s handwriting in different locations and environments.

We also build a model for writing behavior by writing different letters, numbers, and shapes at different locations on the screen multiple times while tracking the Pencil orientation with a camera, as previously mentioned. This model finds the relationship between orientation and location changes while writing via linear regression. It predicts how these parameters should change at a given timestamp with respect to the Pencil’s previous position. Similar to the magnetic map, this writing behavior model is also trained on data collected from the attacker and their accomplices and does not involve the victim.

The motion sensors’ data (including magnetometer, accelerometer, and gyroscope data) collected by the attacker’s application is sent to a back-end server for processing. We apply stroke detection on this motion data to detect the start and end of a stroke. The magnetic data corresponding to the detected stroke is then fed into a multi-dimensional particle filter (Section 2.5.2), together with the writing behavior model. The writing behavior model helps in predicting the next state of the particle filter. The particle filter outputs the tracking traces of the stroke. An attacker then looks at the tracking result to guess what the user wrote.

2.5 System Design

This section describes the details for tracking when the users write with their natural handwriting style. To this end, we first describe our approach for building the Pencil’s magnetic map. This is followed by the details of our tracking algorithm and stroke detection.
2.5.1 Pencil Magnetic Map Generation

The magnetic field map needed for tracking the Pencil movement is a function, \( f \), mapping the location of the Pencil tip and its 3D orientation to the magnetic readings in \( x \), \( y \) and \( z \) directions i.e.

\[
(m_x, m_y, m_z) = f(x, y, \text{orientation})
\]  

(2.4)

To build this magnetic map, we first want to introduce the coordinate systems for the iPad screen and the Pencil and clarify the notion of the Pencil’s orientation.

Figure 2.7a shows the coordinate systems for the iPad screen, \( C_s \). The top-left corner of the iPad screen is the origin for \( C_s \). The Pencil tip location reported by the iOS touch API is also in the screen coordinate system. The \( Z \) axis of \( C_s \) points downwards based on the right-hand rule. \( M_{loc} \) and \( T_{loc} \) are the locations of the magnetometer and Pencil tip in \( C_s \), respectively. We assume that \( M_{loc} \) is known beforehand. Figure 2.7a also shows the Pencil’s coordinate system, \( C_p \). The \( Z \)-axis of the Pencil runs vertically through the Pencil’s body. We define the orientation of the Pencil as its axes expressed as vectors in the \( C_s \) denoted by \( X_{ps} \), \( Y_{ps} \) and \( Z_{ps} \).
We can now define equation 2.4 as

\[
(m_x, m_y, m_z) = f(T_{loc}, X_{ps}, Y_{ps}, Z_{ps})
\] (2.5)

For the free-form writing case, we need to move the Pencil in all possible locations and orientations to get the magnetic impact for each location and orientation. This requires a huge amount of human effort. Hence, we focus on opportunities to reduce the war-driving space for building the magnetic field map.

So far, we have considered building the magnetic map from the iPad’s perspective, i.e., the Pencil’s location and orientation, and the magnetic readings are in \( C_s \). Another way to look at this problem is to build the map from the Pencil’s perspective. Recording the Pencil movement’s magnetic impact on the screen is essentially the same as keeping the Pencil stationary and moving the magnetometer around it. In other words, for any position of the Pencil in \( C_s \), we can find the corresponding magnetometer position in \( C_p \). Given that we know the location of the magnetometer, \( M_{loc} \), in \( C_s \), if the Pencil tip is at location, \( T_{loc} \), the 3D position of the magnetometer in \( C_p \), \( M'_{loc} \) can be represented by

\[
M'_{loc} = P_s \ast (M_{loc} - T_{loc})
\] (2.6)

where \( P_s \) is the tuple \((X_{ps}, Y_{ps}, Z_{ps})\) representing Pencil’s axes in screen space.

Similarly, we can also transform the magnetic readings in \( C_s \), \( m \) to magnetic readings in \( C_p \), \( m' \) by

\[
m' = P_s \ast m
\] (2.7)

Building a map around the Pencil reduces the search space for war-driving since \( M'_{loc} \) can be the same for more than one Pencil position in \( C_s \). This means that if we express equation 2.6 as

\[
T_{loc} = M_{loc} - P_s^T \ast M'_{loc}
\] (2.8)

we can show that there are multiple pairs of \( T_{loc} \) and \( P_s \) which would correspond to the same \( M'_{loc} \) in \( C_p \). Figure 2.7b shows an example of this case. Even though the \( T_{loc} \) and \( P_s \)
are different for the two Pencils, $M'_{\text{loc}}$ is the same for these two Pencils in $C_p$. Due to this redundancy, if we cover one of these Pencil positions while war-driving, we also determine the magnetic impact for a large number of other positions automatically. This greatly reduces the number of positions we need to cover through war-driving. Additionally, instead of collecting only one sample for each Pencil location and orientation, we can collect multiple samples for a position in $C_p$ when we move the Pencil at different locations on the screen.

Considering the benefits mentioned above, we build the magnetic map around the Pencil, which can now be expressed as

$$m' = f(M'_{\text{loc}}) \quad (2.9)$$

For this purpose, we use our setup shown in Figure 2.7c to track the orientation of the Pencil while randomly drawing on the screen for a few hours. We record the Pencil movement with a camera placed at a distance above the iPad and looking down upon the screen. In this random drawing, we rotate and move the Pencil such that we can cover the entire screen and maximum possible orientations. Similar to the procedure for building the 2D magnetic map, we collect the magnetic data in the background at 50Hz and touch data, $T_{\text{loc}}$, from iOS API at 120Hz. The touch API only provides information about the azimuth and altitude angles [27] of the Pencil. However, the Pencil rotation around its Z-axis also affects the magnetic readings sensed by the magnetometer. Hence, the Pencil orientation, $P_s$, cannot be obtained without any ambiguity directly from the touch API. Therefore, we employ a computer vision approach to track the orientation.

The camera acts as a bridge between the screen and the Pencil. By finding the camera’s orientation in $C_s$ and then finding the Pencil orientation in the camera’s coordinate system, we can finally find the orientation of the Pencil in $C_s$. To find the orientation of the camera in $C_s$, we use a standard camera calibration technique [28]. Once the camera is calibrated, we use PnP algorithm [29] to find the orientation of the checkerboard in the camera’s coordinate system.

Due to the noise in camera calibration and pose estimation steps, the orientation obtained is noisy. To remove this noise, we apply Kalman filtering [21] and smoothing to the orientation obtained over time. Since the checkerboard’s origin is attached to the Pencil end, the 3D axes
of the checkerboard in $C_s$ obtained after smoothing are indeed the Pencil axes in $C_s$ as well. Therefore, by tracking the checkerboard axes, we can track the orientation of the Pencil as it moves on the screen.

We now have the touch data from the iOS API, the orientation data from the camera, and the magnetic data from the magnetometer. For each touch sample, we transform the $M_{loc}$ and sample’s corresponding $m$ to $C_p$ using equations 2.6 and 2.7 respectively. These transformed magnetic readings in $C_p$ are finally quantized into 5mm by 5mm grids based on the 3D location of the $M_{loc}$ corresponding to the reading. The average of all the magnetic data samples is computed for each grid. Figure 2.8 (top) shows the XY plane of this 3D map built around the Pencil for $z = -5mm$, $z = 0mm$ and $z = 5mm$ in $C_p$.

Here, we emphasize that we remove the magnetic impact of the ambient environment from the collected magnetic data before generating this map. As a result, the same magnetic map can be used to track the Pencil movement while the victim is using their iPad in different

Figure 2.8. Pencil magnetic map for $z = -5mm$ (left), $z = 0mm$ (center), and $z = 5mm$ (right), before (top) and after (bottom) optimization.
locations. Hence, this process is a **one-time effort** and does not involve any input from the victim. We also note that the setup shown in Figure 2.7c for Pencil’s orientation tracking is only used for offline map generation and is not needed at attack time to infer victim’s handwriting.

**Map Optimization:** As shown in Figure 2.8 (top), some of the grids in the 3D map have missing or noisy data. Instead of using a simple interpolation approach, we adopted a vector field reconstruction technique that considers the divergence and curl of the vector field [22].

According to Maxwell’s equations bounding the magnetic field [30], the regularization parameter $\lambda_c$ should be small while $\lambda_d$ should be large. Considering the noise in the magnetic readings, we perform a grid search to determine the optimal values of regularization parameters, guided by the optimal values given in [31] for different signal to noise ratios. The resulting 3D magnetic map from this approach is continuous with reduced noise. Figure 2.8 (bottom) shows the XY plane of this 3D map for $z = -5\text{mm}$, $z = 0\text{mm}$ and $z = 5\text{mm}$ after reconstruction.

### 2.5.2 Pencil Tracking

With the reconstructed 3D map, we are now prepared to describe our system for tracking the Pencil’s location and orientation as a user writes on the iPad screen. Similar to the 2D case, we use particle filter to track the Pencil movement. However, now the state vector for the particle filter also has to take into account the Pencil’s orientation.

Earlier, we defined the Pencil orientation as its axes, $(X_{ps}, Y_{ps}, Z_{ps})$, in $C_s$. This definition is intuitive and works well for magnetic map generation but using this definition in particle filter is complicated. Another common way to represent the orientation of a rigid body is to use the Euler angles, which represent the 3D orientation of an object using a combination of three rotations about different axes [25]. Although intuitive, Euler angles suffer from singularities and give erroneous orientation representation when used to track an object’s successive rotations. Fortunately, there is another formal representation for 3D rotation, which is the quaternions [25], which allows easier interpolation between different orientations. Quaternions encode any rotation in a 3D coordinate system as a four-element vector, where the squared sum of the four elements is equal to 1. Using quaternions, we can describe how
the orientation changes sequentially more efficiently and smoothly [32]. Hence, for using the quaternion representation to describe the Pencil’s orientation, our particle filter has to consider 6 parameters ((x, y) location of the Pencil tip and the Pencil orientation as 4-element quaternion vector) to track the Pencil movement, instead of 5.

To consider the orientation, we define the state vector for each particle at time \( t \) as:

\[
\mathbf{s}_t = \langle x_t, y_t, q_{1t}, q_{2t}, q_{3t}, q_{4t} \rangle
\]  

(2.10)

Here, \( q_{1t}, q_{2t}, q_{3t} \) and \( q_{4t} \) represent the four scalar values for the quaternion representation of the Pencil’s orientation at time \( t \).

So far, we have considered that the Pencil can move in any orientation. However, in practice, the movement of the Pencil is limited by the range of motion of the human hand and wrist. Therefore, based on our observations of the human handwriting behavior, we limit the range for the Pencil’s possible orientation. We assume that the altitude range of the Pencil is 30° to 90°. Similarly, for the azimuth angle, we specify the range to be within 60° to 170°. We do not limit the rotation of the Pencil around its Z axis. These ranges are determined by analyzing the minimum and maximum values of these angles observed in the data collected by the attacker and their accomplices for training the writing behavior model (described below). We specify the ranges for orientation in terms of the altitude and azimuth for ease of understanding, but these ranges are actually checked in the quaternion representation.

Algorithm 1 describes the algorithm for Pencil tracking.

**Particles initialization:** We begin by initializing the particles \( S_0^i \) where \( i = 1, 2, \ldots N \). Since 6 parameters now determine the state, we need a huge number of particles to cover the entire state space. We employ a grid search approach on data collected from a small set of users (e.g., data collected for training writing behavior model which is not included in our evaluation set) to determine the optimal number of particles initially. To detail, we generate candidates from a grid of parameter values specified from 10000 to 10000000 with increasing the number of particles by 10000 in each iteration. We evaluate each of these particle values on the users’ data and use the parameter that leads to highest accuracy at the elbow point [33] to prevent overfitting. Based on our search results, we set the number of
Algorithm 1 Pencil Tracking

1: Initialize particles $S^i_0$ where $i = 1, 2, ..., N$ using orientation constraints
2: Compute the weights
3: Select top $K$ particles with the highest weights
4: for $t \geq 1$
5: Sample $S^i_t$ using $S^i_{\text{max}(t-3,1):t-1}$ based on writing behavior model
6: Update particle history $S^i_{0:t} \leftarrow (S^i_{0:t-1}, S^i_t)$
7: Compute the weights
8: Resample $S^i_t$ to obtain $K_a$ updated particles
9: end for
10: Track Pencil using $S^i_{0:t}$
11: function ComputeWeight($s$)
12: $P_s \leftarrow s$
13: $M'_{\text{loc}} \leftarrow P_s * (M_{\text{loc}} - T_{\text{loc}})$
14: Query Pencil magnetic map using $M'_{\text{loc}}$ to obtain $m'$
15: $m \leftarrow P^T_s * m'$
16: $w \leftarrow \exp(-\frac{(m-r)^2}{2\sigma^2})$
17: return $w$
18: end function

particles, $N$, to 5000000. The $x$ and $y$ location for these particles are uniformly drawn from within the range of the iPad screen. Altitude ($\theta_1$), azimuth ($\theta_2$) and rotation around $Z$ axis ($\theta_3$) are drawn uniformly from the range $30^\circ - 90^\circ$, $60^\circ - 170^\circ$ and $0^\circ - 360^\circ$ respectively. From these values for the three angles, we compute the axes representation for the Pencil in $C_s$. These axes are converted into quaternions and are included in the state vector. Once we have found $S^i_0$ meeting our criteria, we compute their weights using the ComputeWeights function. For efficient computation, we specify a bound on the maximum number of particles at each timestamp as $K = 50000$. This bound is also found through the same grid search approach described above. Therefore, from $S_0$, we choose $K$ particles which have the highest weights.

**Movement model:** We define the model for Pencil’s movement for natural handwriting as:

$$s_{t+1} = s_t + v_t + b_t$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.11)
Figure 2.9. Tracking results without (a) and with (b) writing behavior model. 

where $v_t$ is the change in particles’ states, and $b_t$ is the random perturbation added to the state. Previously, for the fixed orientation case in Section 2.3.2, we used $v_t = 0$ since the state space was small. For this case, we build a writing behavior model, which uses the changes in state from the last three timestamps to predict the state change for current timestamps using linear regression. To train this model, we write different letters, numbers, and shapes at different locations on the screen. We use a camera to track the Pencil’s orientation and iOS touch API to track location, as described in Section 2.5.1. This camera setup is only used while collecting training data for this model and is not used at attack time. Data collected from a small number of users (3 in case of our evaluation) is sufficient for training this model. We capture the relationship between location and orientation change in human handwriting from this location and orientation data. Figure 2.9b shows the result when this model is used in state transition. We can observe that the tracking result is more accurate and smoother than simply adding random perturbation to the last state (Figure 2.9a).

Computing particle weights: Here we transform the quaternions in the state vector to Pencil’s axes, $P_s$, in $C_s$. We use these axes to find $M'_{loc}$ using equation 2.6 in Section 2.5.1 to query our Pencil magnetic map. In this equation, $T_{loc}$ is the $x$ and $y$ location in the state
vector. The result of the query is \( m' \), which is the magnetic reading in \( C_p \). This reading is converted to \( C_s \) using:

\[
m = P^T_s \ast m'
\]  

(2.12)

Weights are assigned with the function:

\[
w = \exp \left( \frac{(m - r)^2}{2\sigma^2} \right)
\]  

(2.13)

where \( r \) is the magnetometer reading corresponding to the given state.

**Adaptive particle resampling:** While a huge number of particles, in our case \( K = 50000 \), are needed to determine the initial Pencil position accurately, a smaller number of particles can suffice for tracking once the particles’ states start to converge. For this purpose, we use the Kullback-Leibler distance (KLD) \([34]\) resampling \([26]\) approach to decide the number of particles, \( K_a \), on the fly for every timestamp. KLD resampling operates by choosing the number of particles to resample such that the KLD between the particles’ distribution before and after resampling does not exceed a predefined threshold. If the particles are widely spread, a large number of particles are used, whereas if the particles are more concentrated, a smaller number is resampled. We use a batched approach to increase the sample size for improving the efficiency of the resampling process. Figures 2.10a-2.10d show how the resampling phase operates over time. In Figure 2.10a, the particles are scattered into two separate clusters;
hence a large number of particles is resampled. Overtime, once the particles start converging, the number of samples selected at each timestamp decreases as shown in Figure 2.10b-2.10d.

**Pencil location estimation:** In addition to keeping track of the state, each particle also carries its history $S_{0:t-1}$ along with it for all timestamps $t \geq 1$. For the simple case of location tracking, we directly used the centroid of the particles to determine the Pencil’s position at each timestamp. However, in this case, given the huge state space, the particles might exist in various clusters in different regions of the space, making it difficult to track using just the centroid. For example, in Figure 2.10a, there are two clusters of particles, and the centroid of these clusters (shown as red circle) does not match well to the ground truth Pencil location (i.e., bottom part of the character ‘β’). In contrast, if we choose the maximum weighted particle in the last timestamp and use its history as the location estimate, we observe that all the particles converge at the beginning. This means that using the history of the particles returns us a path for the Pencil’s movement with high accuracy. Figure 2.10e-2.10f shows the path retraced from the history of particles (red circle in Figure 2.10f).

### 2.5.3 Stroke Detection

To track a user’s writing, we need to identify the precise period during which the user is writing from the collected motion sensors’ data. To achieve this goal, we design a two-step stroke detection algorithm.

**Step 1:** Rough estimation: As shown in Figure 2.11(a), the magnetic field around the iPad will fluctuate when a user is writing, while it is stable when the Pencil moves away from the screen. Using this fluctuation, we first generate a rough estimate of the period when the user is writing. The basic idea is to use a sliding window with an appropriate size that contains a sequence of magnetometer data and move the window along the timeline. We mark the midpoint of this window as the starting timestamp of a stroke when the magnetic data variance is larger than a predefined threshold. Similarly, the ending timestamp is marked as the center of the window when the variance is below the threshold. We analyzed the data collected for training the writing behavior model for determining the optimal values for the window size and the threshold and set them to 100 and 0.12, respectively.
Figure 2.11. Stroke detection to determine the beginning and end of a stroke.

Step 2: Precise detection: A rough estimation is able to help us identify time periods which may contain a stroke. However, since the magnetic field starts fluctuating when the pencil is moving close to the iPad, it is difficult to identify the precise beginning and end of a stroke through magnetic data alone. Therefore, we utilize accelerometer and gyroscope data to detect the strokes more precisely. The intuition behind this step is that the iPad will vibrate slightly at both moments when the Pencil touches and is lifted from the screen. As shown in Figure 2.11(b) and (c), the beginning and end of the stroke are visible as prominent peaks in the accelerometer and gyroscope data. Hence the same threshold-based approach can be used on this data to identify the stroke with higher precision.

2.6 Evaluation

2.6.1 Data Collection and Implementation

We evaluated $S^3$ on an Apple 11" iPad Pro running iOS 12.0. We implemented two applications for conducting our experiments. The first application, $A$, acts as the malicious application installed on the victim’s iPad, mimicking a legitimate application (such as a
fitness tracker) that accesses the motion sensors’ data and stays alive in the background (e.g., by use of location services). Application A logs the magnetometer readings at 50Hz, and accelerometer and gyroscope data at 100Hz in the background. The second application, B, mimics a chatting application with a text input region in the lower half of the iPad screen when it is used in landscape mode. This is where the user writes using the Apple Pencil. The input region is divided into 3 equally sized grids. This application acts as the application under attack from application A. The sensor data collected from application A is stored on the iPad during the data collection process and is transferred to a server for analysis. During our experiments, we observe that on average, with a fully charged battery, this application consumes less than 10% of the battery while logging the motion sensor’s data, over a duration of 3 hours. We use our own custom application (application B) for writing to record the touch API data for ground truth. We also tested these applications on the latest iOS version (14.0) to validate our assumptions regarding required permissions.

Three authors (pretending to be attackers) collected magnetic data for the Pencil’s magnetic map generation while randomly drawing on the iPad screen for a total duration of 3 hours. We used the setup shown in Figure 2.7c to record the orientation of the Pencil and the touch API’s data for recording the Pencil’s location. The three authors also wrote/drew the 26 lowercase alphabet letters (a-z), 10 numbers (0-9), and five different shapes (square, triangle, circle, heart, and star) twice in each grid in the input region of the application B. This data was used to train the writing behavior model described in Section 2.5 and was not a part of the evaluation set.

To evaluate $S^3$, we conducted experiments with 10 subjects, recruited by advertising on the university campus after IRB approval. These subjects included 6 females and 4 males. During the experiments, subjects were seated next to a table on which the iPad was placed. We asked each subject to use the Pencil to write the 26 lowercase alphabet letters (a-z), 10 numbers (0-9) and five different shapes (square, triangle, circle, heart and star) twice in each grid in the input region. The subjects were guided to write in their natural handwriting style and we did not impose any restriction on the size of the strokes within the input region. In total, we collected the motion sensor data for 1560 letters, 600 numbers and 300 shapes.
In addition to letters, numbers, and shapes, we also tested our system’s ability to track words. We asked five subjects to write words of lengths varying between three to six letters, where each word consisted of lowercase letters randomly selected from the English alphabet. We instructed each subject to write 30 words for each of the four word lengths. We also investigated our system’s performance in detecting legitimate English words. For this purpose, we asked these subjects to write 30 words each, randomly selected from the 500 most commonly used English words [35]. These words represented a diverse set of words varying in length between 3 to 8 letters with an average length of 5 letters.

To demonstrate the practicality of our system, we also conducted experiments with different positions of the iPad and analyzed the impact of various environment settings.

We randomly selected one of the volunteers to act as an attacker and showed $S^3$’s Pencil tracking results to the attacker for each of our experiments. The attacker was given three guesses to identify each stroke. Hence our system’s accuracy is determined as the number of strokes correctly identified by the attacker in the first three guesses. We use this top-$k$ guess method considering the similarity in shapes of some letters in the English alphabet.

### 2.6.2 Performance Results

We answer the following questions to evaluate $S^3$’s performance:

1. How well can $S^3$ detect the letters, numbers and shapes?
2. What is the detection accuracy for different letters, numbers, and shapes, and why?
3. Is $S^3$ able to detect words?
4. Can $S^3$ detect continuous strokes?
5. How does the location of the Pencil tip affect the performance of $S^3$?
6. Does the performance of $S^3$ change across users?
7. How does the positioning of the iPad affect $S^3$’s performance?
8. How do the environmental factors impact the performance of $S^3$?
9. How does $S^3$ perform compared to other machine learning techniques?

(1) How well can $S^3$ detect the letters, numbers, and shapes?

We evaluated our system’s performance by randomly selecting one of the volunteers acting as an attacker to guess what the users wrote from $S^3$’s Pencil tracking results. The tracking results for different strokes were shuffled for this process to remove any possible bias. We
recorded the top 3 guesses from the attacker for each stroke. Figure 2.12 shows the overall detection accuracy when the attacker’s 1\textsuperscript{st}, 2\textsuperscript{nd} or 3\textsuperscript{rd} guess is correct for different strokes. The attacker correctly guessed 93.9\%, 96\%, and 97.9\% of the letters, numbers, and shapes, respectively. This detection accuracy is based on whether any of the 3 guesses for a stroke matched with the actual letter, number or shape. Figure 2.13 shows a set of examples from the Pencil traces generated by $S^3$ solely using the motion sensor data. We encourage the reviewers to guess what letter, number, or shape is shown in each example. We give the correct answers at the end of this chapter.

(2) What is the detection accuracy for different letters, numbers, and shapes and why?

We analyzed how different letters, numbers, and shapes contributed to the overall detection accuracy reported earlier. Figure 2.14 shows the detection accuracy for each letter, number, and shape based on the attacker’s first guess. Here, we can clearly see that some letters, numbers, and shapes are detected better than the others in the first guess. For example, letters like ‘b’, ‘e’, and ‘z’ have a high detection accuracy. In contrast, letters like ‘i’, ‘j’, and ‘t’ have lower accuracy. We found that these letters are usually written in two strokes. Since $S^3$ does not consider two strokes separately, the letter’s shape is not obvious in the Pencil’s trace. This can also be seen in Figure 2.13a, where it is difficult to recognize the letter ‘j’ (third trace in the bottom row). Apart from this observation, some letters like ‘h’ and ‘n’ have a low accuracy of 70\% and 60\% respectively because of the similarities in their shapes.
second letter in the top row of Figure 2.13a can be inferred as ‘h’ although it is actually ‘n’.
We observe similar patterns for ‘r’ and ‘v’ (67% accuracy for both) whose traces are similar to each other as shown in Figure 2.13a (‘v’ - third last letter in row 1, ‘r’ - 8th letter in row 2). Similarly, the number ‘7’ can be confused with the number ‘1’. We note that the letters, numbers, and shapes whose traces are distinct from others are detected with high accuracy in the first guess. Examples of such cases are letters ‘m’, number ‘8’, and star shape.

Given that we did not impose any restriction on subjects’ handwriting styles, we observed that the same strokes written by the same subject often varied slightly in size or style (e.g., slanted). However, since $S^3$ does not rely on a specific handwriting style for accurate recognition, these variations do not affect its accuracy.

![Figure 2.15. $S^3$’s accuracy in detecting 3 to 6 letter words.](image)

(3) Is $S^3$ able to detect words?

To answer this question, we shuffled the tracking results for all the words collected from the 5 subjects and presented them to the attacker as described previously. Figure 2.15 shows $S^3$’s detection accuracy for the random words of varying lengths. The attacker correctly guessed 89.3% and 84.67% of the 3 and 4 letter words. Given the completely random nature of these words, we observe that the number of correctly guessed words decreases as the words’ length increases. This is due to the similarity in the tracking results of different letters, as described above, which becomes more prominent in longer words. However, human handwriting in practice mainly consists of legitimate English words where little randomness is involved. For our experiments with the commonly used English words (three to eight-letter words), the attacker could guess the words with an accuracy of 93.33% in the first three guesses. Figure 2.16 shows a set of examples of the tracking results for this case. We found
that the tracking results, in some cases, are noisy, making it difficult to guess all the letters in words. An example of this observation is seen in the rightmost word in Figure 2.16. Yet, the attacker can guess the words correctly in these cases since she is able to infer a few letters of the word from the tracking results, which allows her to figure out what the complete word is.

(4) Can $S^3$ detect continuous strokes?

To evaluate continuous strokes, we conducted an end-to-end attack with $S^3$. To detail, we consider a real-world scenario where the victim uses the Apple Pencil to write a text message in a chatting application. The attacker’s goal is to infer the text message (English sentences) based on the magnetometer’s readings collected by the malicious application running in the background.

In these experiments, we invited three volunteers to write 10 different text messages on the iPad while sitting and holding it in hand. The subjects were asked to write valid English sentences, used in common text message conversations (without punctuation and emojis), with up to 8 words in each case. The number of words in the sentences written by the volunteers ranged from three to eight, with a median of five words. $S^3$’s stroke detection component was used to separate the magnetic readings for different words within each sentence and fed into the particle filter. The attacker was able to guess 66.67% of all the words collected in the first three guesses through the tracking results (42.5% in the first guess and 59.1% in two guesses). We found that the estimated beginning and end of some strokes are not very precise when the time gap between different words while writing a sentence is small. Therefore, the tracking results for these strokes are noisy, making it difficult for the attacker to guess the correct word. However, the attacker was able to guess 80% of the sentences correctly when the tracking output of all the words in a given sentence were shown together as part of a
single sentence. Thus, the context helps the attacker infer the complete sentence correctly even when the tracking results of individual words are noisy.

![Figure 2.17](image)

**Figure 2.17.** Accuracy of detecting letters, shapes, and numbers across different locations on the iPad screen. Grid 1, 2, and 3 are the left, center, and right part of the input region.

(5) **How does the location of the Pencil tip affect the performance of our system?**

As mentioned earlier, we split the input region into 3 grids during the experiments. This enabled us to evaluate $S^3$'s performance when a user writes on different iPad screen locations. Figure 2.17 shows the detection accuracy of letters, numbers, and shapes in the 3 grids. Since grids 2 and 3 are close to the magnetometer location, we observe that the range for magnetic fluctuations caused by the Pencil is large in these grids, whereas grid 1, which is farther from the magnetometer, is less sensitive to the Pencil’s movement. However, we observe that our system performs consistently well across all grids despite detecting only small fluctuations in the grid 1. This observation clearly demonstrates that small changes in magnetic reading can be tracked by $S^3$.

(6) **Does the performance change across users?**

We show in Figure 2.18a how well $S^3$ performs across different users. The detection accuracy is equal to or greater than 90% for letters, numbers, and shapes for all users. From the touch API data recorded for ground truth, we observe that the range for altitude and azimuth angles vary broadly across 10 users for each category. Figure 2.18b and Figure 2.18c show the average altitude and azimuth angles along with their standard deviation for each of the 10 users. Though we defined a fixed range for these two angles, the consistent good
Figure 2.18. (a) Detection accuracy of letters, shapes, and numbers for different users. (b) Distribution of the altitude and (c) azimuth angles for the strokes written on the screen.

Figure 2.19. Accuracy of the correctly guessed letters, numbers and shapes in 1, 2 and 3 guesses when the user is holding the iPad in hand (a) while sitting, (b) while standing, (c) while laying down, and (d) while walking.

Accuracy for all users shows that our tracking algorithm can accommodate a broad range of Pencil orientations and is not affected by the way a user holds the Pencil while writing.

(7) How does the positioning of the iPad affect $S^3$’s performance?

We evaluated $S^3$’s performance with a variety of iPad positions. Apart from the experiments with the iPad placed on the table, we conducted experiments with three volunteers in the following scenarios: 1) iPad is held in the hand while sitting, 2) iPad is held in the hand while standing, 3) iPad is held in the hand while laying down, and 4) iPad is held in the hand while walking. In each scenario, we asked the volunteers to write letters, numbers, and shapes on the iPad screen, as described earlier. Figure 2.19 shows the detection accuracy for letters, numbers and shapes in the top three guesses for each scenario. While a user is holding the iPad in hand, the writing causes small movements in the iPad body that introduce minor fluctuations in the motion sensors’ data. However, a detection accuracy of higher than 90% for all strokes shows that $S^3$ is resilient to these small fluctuations and can still identify the
Table 2.1. $S^3$'s detection accuracy in different environmental settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Letters (%)</th>
<th>Numbers (%)</th>
<th>Shapes (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Door opening and closing</td>
<td>93.37</td>
<td>95.55</td>
<td>96.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People walking around in the room</td>
<td>93.80</td>
<td>96.58</td>
<td>97.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watch with metallic bracelet</td>
<td>91.88</td>
<td>95.55</td>
<td>96.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart folio iPad case</td>
<td>91.67</td>
<td>94.44</td>
<td>96.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pencil's magnetic impact in scenarios 1, 2, and 3. For the scenario when the user is writing on the iPad while walking, we observe that $S^3$'s detection accuracy reduces (66.2%, 77.8% and 87.8% for letters, numbers and shapes respectively) because the continuous change in ambient magnetic readings makes it difficult to separate the magnetic impact of the Pencil and the ambient environment.

(8) How does the environment impact the performance of $S^3$?

In our experiments, we observed that the magnetic field sensed by the iPad's magnetometer is not affected by regular objects such as books, clothes, etc., in the surroundings. The experiments described above were all conducted in a lab setting where electrical devices like computers, laptops, monitors, etc., were present in the surroundings. Based on these results, we concluded that the existence of these devices did not impact the performance of our system. Similarly, events such as opening or closing the door, people walking around, and the movement of furniture in the environment had no significant effect on $S^3$'s performance.

We also evaluated how $S^3$'s performance is affected by the presence of magnetic objects in the environment. We invited three volunteers to perform experiments in the following scenarios: 1) while wearing a watch with a magnetic bracelet on their non-dominant wrist, and 2) while writing on an iPad with a smart folio case. In both scenarios, the subjects were instructed to hold the iPad in hand. Table 2.1 shows our system's detection accuracy in the top 3 guesses for each scenario described above. In scenario 1, even though the magnetic bracelet is very close to the Pencil while the user is writing, its impact on the magnetic readings is much smaller than the Pencil's magnetic impact. As a result, despite the interference, $S^3$ is able to accurately track the Pencil position. In the case of the smart folio iPad cover, although the magnets in the cover affect the magnetic readings sensed by the
iPad, their magnetic impact stays consistent over time, allowing $S^3$ to separate the impact of the Pencil as it moves over time.

(9) How does $S^3$ perform compared to other machine learning techniques?

To conduct a comparative evaluation with our system, we implemented three machine learning methods to infer the users’ writing from the motion sensors’ data. These methods included 1) k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) regression model, 2) Long Short Term Memory networks (LSTM) model for classification, and 3) an ensemble of LSTM models for classification trained for different locations of the iPad screen. We selected these algorithms as they capture the order dependence in our dataset and consider the nearest neighbors or previous states while guiding us about the pencil location over time (we detail the models in the Appendix.)

The tracking results generated from the k-NN model allowed the attacker to guess only 11.54%, 18.67%, and 3% of the letters, numbers and shapes, respectively. The low accuracy is due to the fact that the magnetic readings can be similar for different Pencil locations and orientations and the k-NN model fails to capture the relationship between Pencil’s previous states and its current location and orientation. Hence, the tracking results generated from this model are hardly legible. The LSTM model similarly achieved an accuracy of 7.69%, 10%, and 21.67% for letters, numbers, and shapes. This model fails to precisely infer useful information about the users’ handwriting due to the variations in magnetic readings caused by changes in the Pencil location and orientation, even when a user is writing the same character (as illustrated in Figure 2.3). To guide the LSTM about the Pencil location, we also trained 3 separate LSTM models on data collected from each of the 3 grids in the input region. We observe that this approach slightly improves the LSTM model’s accuracy and yields 11.54%, 16.67%, and 29.67% for letters, numbers, and shapes, respectively. However, this model also yields less accurate results than $S^3$’s particle filter algorithm despite having a smaller search space for the Pencil’s location. This is because this model fails to capture the combined impact of the changes in Pencil’s location and orientation on the magnetic readings from the given data. In contrast to these models, $S^3$ can accurately track the Pencil’s movement over time solely through the magnetic readings without requiring any large training dataset.
2.7 Limitations and Discussion

In this section, we discuss limitations and opportunities for the improvement of our system.

Limitations: \(S^3\) currently can detect individual letters, numbers, and words. As we have mentioned in the evaluation, \(S^3\) can infer sentences with a good accuracy when the tracking results of its words are analyzed together. Although this approach allows an adversary to infer commonly used English sentences through their semantic content, it might not be feasible for complex sentences when the semantic connections among words are lost or difficult to infer. A natural extension to our work would be to incorporate language models \cite{36} for improving the detection accuracy of complex words and sentences. Since language models capture long-term dependencies, hierarchical relations and sentiment of the language, a sentence drawn from the modelled language, regardless of its complexity, can be inferred from an initial imprecise guess with a high accuracy.

We also demonstrated that \(S^3\)’s performance is resilient to subtle changes in the environment. However, continuous changes in the ambient magnetic field, such as when a user travels in a vehicle, might interfere with Pencil’s magnetic impact, making it difficult for \(S^3\) to infer the users’ writing.

In \(S^3\)’s stroke detection process, more complex models through Recurrent neural networks (RNN) and Long-short term memory (LSTM) can be learned to capture the underlying sequence patterns in sensor data for detecting the beginning and ending timestamps of each stroke more accurately. Furthermore, our attack has a human in the loop for guessing what the victim is writing. Future work will expand our analysis to support models built on computer vision techniques to recognize letters, and natural language processing techniques (NLP) to infer words and sentences to infer user writings without human interaction.

Defense Techniques: We now discuss possible defenses for the side-channel attack presented in this chapter. First, we observed in our preliminary experiments that if the sampling rate for accelerometer and gyroscope data is decreased, say to 50Hz, detecting the beginning and end of the strokes becomes very difficult. Similarly, if the magnetic data is sampled at a frequency of 5Hz, the tracking results become less tangible. Hence, a potential defense
against our attack would require iOS to reduce the available sampling rate for accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetic data when a user interacts with the iPad using Apple Pencil. Another potential defense would be to pause the motion sensors when a user interacts with the Pencil. However, both solutions heavily affect the operation of legitimate applications running in the background, which use motion sensors for activity, context, and gesture recognition. Another possible defense is to apply magnetic shielding [37] to the Apple Pencil. However, this will greatly impact the weight and hence the usability of the Pencil. Future work will analyze the trade-offs between these defense techniques and applications’ access patterns to motion sensors.

2.8 Related Work

**Side-channel attacks through motion sensors:** Several recent works have demonstrated potential privacy leaks from mobile sensors. Wang et al. explored how motion sensors’ data collected from smartwatches are used to infer what a user is typing on a keyboard [3]. Another work demonstrated that the changes in the accelerometer readings are powerful enough to help extract passwords typed on smartphone touchscreens [6]. Michalevsky et al. showed the MEMS gyroscopes in modern smartphones could sense acoustic signals, which can be used to identify and parse speech [38]. A recent work unveiled a side-channel attack leveraging smartphone accelerometers to eavesdrop on the smartphone speaker and reconstruct the audio signals [39]. Das et al. [40] combined multiple motion sensors and used inaudible audio stimulation to fingerprint different users by measuring anomalies in the signals. Another line of work leveraged magnetometers to infer private information. It is shown that the magnetometer of a smartphone placed next to the hard drive of a computer allows an attacker to infer patterns about the system details, such as the type of operating system and applications used [41]. Block et al. leveraged magnetometers’ ability to detect locations of users’ devices within commercial GPS accuracy [42]. Researchers also demonstrated that electromagnetic field measured by smartphone magnetometers could be exploited for webpage [8], and device [43] fingerprinting. Compared with existing side channels, we
introduce a new side-channel attack to identify users’ handwriting by analyzing the magnetic impact of the embedded magnets in modern stylus pencils sensed by device magnetometers.

**Handwriting tracking through motion sensors:** There have also been efforts that explored the use of motion sensors for eavesdropping on users’ handwriting. Motion sensor readings collected from a smartwatch are used to infer what the user is writing [44, 45]. However, these approaches require a compromised smartwatch to be worn on the victim’s writing hand. In contrast, $S^3$ does not require any extra device, and tracks the Pencil movement with high accuracy without restricting the victim’s handwriting style. Another work introduced *Finexus* to track fingertip movements in 3D space by instrumenting the fingertips with electromagnets and measuring the corresponding magnetic field changes using four magnetometers [46]. Although *Finexus* tracks the fingertip movements with millimeter level accuracy, it requires multiple magnetometers for precision. Our system tracks the pencil tip and achieves high accuracy in inferring handwriting with a single magnetometer. Similarly, *TMotion* presented a self-contained 3D input device that enables interactions in 3D space around smartphones by embedding a permanent magnet and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) in the stylus pen [47]. While this work is effective at tracking the stylus, it requires attaching an extra wand on top of the stylus pencil to accommodate a magnet and an extra IMU sensor, impacting the stylus pen’s overall usability. In contrast, our system requires no such hardware for accurate pencil tracking. Lastly, a recent work introduced a sensing system for eavesdropping on handwriting by analyzing the magnetic field changes produced by stylus pens [48]. However, a commodity smartphone with a magnetometer must be placed within 20cm of the victim’s device to sense the magnetic field. In contrast, $S^3$ uses the magnetometer on the victim’s device, resulting in a higher detection accuracy, and does not require the attacker to be present in close proximity of the victim.

2.9 Details of the ML Models

**K-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) regression:** We trained a k-NN model on the data collected for generating the magnetic map for the Pencil and evaluated it on the data collected from the subjects in our user study. The model was designed to predict the Pencil’s location and
orientation at time $t$ when given the magnetic readings for the previous three timestamps. We used a grid search to find the best value for $k$ within the range of 1 to 5 on our training data and chose the value which resulted in the highest accuracy. The attacker was shown the tracking results generated from predicted Pencil location trace for each stroke.

**Long Short-term Memory Network (LSTM):** We implemented a LSTM model for predicting which letter, number or shape corresponds to magnetic readings collected for a stroke. We used TensorFlow’s Keras library [49] for implementing the LSTM network. The model required a three-dimensional input of the shape [samples, time steps, features] where samples is the number of strokes, time steps is the number of magnetic samples for each stroke (fixed to 200 samples) and the number of features is 3 representing the $x$, $y$ and $z$ axis of the magnetometer readings. The output of the LSTM model was a 26 element vector (10 and 5 in the case of numbers and shapes respectively) representing the probability of a given stroke being any of the 26 letters (10 numbers or 5 shapes). We defined the model as sequential model with two LSTM hidden layers followed by a dropout layer to reduce over-fitting on training data. The features extracted from the LSTM layers were fed into a dense fully connected layer followed by a final output layer used to make predictions. We trained this model on the data collected from the 10 subjects in our user study using a leave-one-out cross validation approach [50].

In an attempt to improve the LSTM network’s performance, we limited the search space for the Pencil’s location by implementing separate models for each of the three grids in the input region of the screen. The same network architecture was used for the three models. For final inference, we used the output of the model with the highest confidence score.

**Ground truth for examples in Figure 2.13 in order:** Letters are y, n, c, e, l, z, w, u, a, b, g, q, v, m, h, k, s, i, p, d, o, x, r, t, f, j, q, and f. Numbers are 7, 5, 0, 6, 9, 6, 1, 2, 5, 8, 4, 5, 0, 3, 1, 8, 3, 2, 8, 4, 6, 9, 0, 3, 7, and 6. Shapes are heart, star, circle, heart, square, star, circle, square, heart, heart, triangle, star, and square.

**Ground truth for examples in Figure 2.16 in order:** make, have, now, hello, time, own.
3. LOCIN: INFERRING SEMANTIC LOCATION FROM SPATIAL MAPS IN MIXED REALITY

3.1 Introduction

Mobile mixed reality (MR)\(^1\) has become increasingly popular over the last decade with the release of dedicated headsets and apps that blend virtual content into users’ real-world environments. Apart from gaming and entertainment, mobile MR applications have recently found utility in enabling interactive healthcare, education, and e-commerce experiences [51–53]. For instance, e-commerce apps like IKEA place [54] allow customers to experience how a product fits in their environment before purchasing.

MR apps require an elaborate description of the user’s surroundings in three dimensions (3D) to localize the MR device and enable realistic assimilation of virtual content in the user’s environment. To capture the user’s 3D environment, common MR devices, including dedicated headsets and even off-the-shelf smartphones, are equipped with specialized sensors such as depth cameras and LiDAR sensors. For instance, HoloLens 2 equips a depth camera, and Apple’s latest iPhone and iPad Pro employ a LiDAR sensor to capture the real-time depth of the surrounding space and objects [55]. These sensors capture the distance between the device and physical points in the environment to generate a 3D spatial map of the environment.

As mobile MR adoption grows [56], there is increasing concern about the security implications of 3D spatial maps accessed by mobile apps [57, 58]. All MR apps require explicit user permission for camera access to deliver their functionality, i.e., integrate virtual content in the user’s environment. Once camera permission is granted, MR apps on popular MR platforms [59–61] have access to the 3D spatial maps. MR apps’ access to 3D spatial maps opens doors to a new type of reconnaissance attack where an adversary-controlled malicious app exploits the 3D spatial map of the user’s environment to infer user’s indoor locations (i.e., semantic location).

An adversary’s ability to locate users enables them to launch physical attacks and case a target’s environment for burglary and assault. With mobile MR use cases in entertainment, education, and retail, such threat broadly applies to our homes, businesses, educational

\(^{1}\)We use MR as an umbrella term for augmented and virtual reality.
facilities, and many others. Moreover, an adversary can combine the user’s indoor location information along with the object and semantic properties of the user’s environment to build a profile for delivering personalized ads and recommendations. An adversary can also exploit this to understand users socio-economic status, accessibility requirements, and product preferences, as well as their identity, routines, and activities.

In this chapter, we study how an adversary can exploit 3D spatial maps from MR devices to infer a user’s indoor location. Prior work has explored indoor location inference from 2D and RGB-D images \[62–67\]. However, the direct application of existing approaches to spatial maps is impractical because location inference from spatial maps requires a different type of feature extraction and optimization process due to its sparse, non-uniform, and dynamic nature. To achieve this, a recent work \[68\] built a location classifier from spatial maps. This approach, however, suffers from two main limitations. First, it only uses the high-level geometric features of spatial maps without leveraging their semantic context. The lack of such semantics leads to poor accuracy in inferring different indoor environments. Second, it compares a given location of a user with a labeled database of that user’s previously visited locations with the goal of finding whether the user has been in that location before. From an attack perspective, it fails to infer the location of users without knowing a priori the spatial maps of their indoor environments. These limit its attack practicability, ultimately making it infeasible to conduct a location inference attack in practice.

To this end, we present LocIN, a location inference attack on mobile MR devices which exploits 3D spatial maps to infer a user’s location. We observe that indoor environments are uniquely characterized by their semantic context (e.g., objects and surfaces in the environment). Yet, unlike pixel arrays in images, a 3D spatial map is a set of unordered points with non-uniform density, making detecting objects and surfaces in the environment challenging. Therefore, we introduce a new location inference learning representation that composites the geometric and contextual patterns embedded in the spatial map to infer a user’s location. We design a multi-task learning approach and build an end-to-end encoder-decoder network that can successfully infer the user’s location from spatial maps captured by various MR devices.
LocIn first preprocesses the 3D points in a 3D spatial map through farthest point sampling [69] to remove outlier points and subsample the map to a fixed number of points. The preprocessed map is then fed as input to LocIn’s spatial encoder, which extends a hierarchical neural network [70] to extract a spatial feature representation of the map. This feature representation embeds geometric and contextual patterns of the user’s environment. This representation is invariant to dynamic changes (e.g., changes in viewing angle or size of the map) in spatial maps as users interact with the MR apps. Lastly, LocIn’s encoder output is fed to LocIn’s multi-task location decoder. The multi-task decoder performs 3D object detection and semantic segmentation to generate 3D bounding boxes of objects and point-wise labels for objects and surfaces in the environment. It then integrates the object and semantic context into a classification network to predict the location type (e.g., bedroom, office) of the input spatial map.

We present three studies to evaluate LocIn’s effectiveness. In a first study, we evaluated LocIn on a dataset [71] consisting of $\sim$1,500 spatial maps collected via an iPad Air 2 equipped with a depth sensor belonging to 13 unique indoor location types where MR devices are typically used. To demonstrate LocIn’s effectiveness on MR devices with different depth sensing techniques, in a second study, we evaluated LocIn on a dataset [72] collected through an iPad Pro equipped with a LiDAR scanner consisting of $\sim$5,000 spatial maps. The spatial maps belonged to 9 unique indoor location types in real-world homes. Finally, to show LocIn attack’s practicality on dedicated headsets, we evaluated LocIn on our dataset of spatial maps collected via HoloLens 2. LocIn correctly predicted the location types from the spatial maps with an average accuracy of 84.1%. We also show the LocIn attack is robust against varying sparsity (number of points) and size of the 3D spatial maps.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We present a location inference attack on mobile mixed reality devices that exploits the 3D spatial maps captured from users’ environments to predict their location type.

- We design LocIn, a multi-task learning framework that leverages an encoder-decoder architecture to infer the user’s location by integrating the geometric and contextual patterns embedded in the spatial maps.
We evaluate LocIn on 3D spatial maps captured using three MR devices from 13 unique location types. We demonstrate that LocIn can infer a user’s location with an average accuracy of 84.1%, and it is robust against varying sizes and sparsity of the spatial maps.

3.2 Background

Mixed Reality. The influx of reality-altering headsets and applications has brought mixed reality (MR) to the spotlight in recent years. Consequently, mobile industry has been striving to enable comfortable and realistic MR experiences for users. For instance, Google and Apple released ARCore [60] and ARKit [61] to enable MR app development for smartphones and tablets. Moreover, dedicated standalone headsets, such as HoloLens, have recently emerged with their own MR development platforms, e.g., Windows Mixed Reality Toolkit [59].

MR devices integrate virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) to allow users to visualize and interact with both real and virtual content in their own physical environment. MR use-cases range from social media apps (e.g., Snapchat filters [73]) and games (e.g., Pokemon Go [74]) to e-commerce (e.g., IKEAPlace [54]) and educational apps (e.g., chemical molecular structures [75], human anatomy [76]).

To enable mixed reality experiences, MR devices embed multiple sensors, such as RGB cameras and microphones that capture input from the user’s surroundings. These devices are often equipped with an inertial measurement unit (IMU) to enable tracking of users’ head and body movements. Some recent MR devices are also equipped with specialized depth sensors. For instance, HoloLens 2 uses a depth camera while the latest iPhones and iPads employ a LiDAR sensor to build an understanding of their surroundings [55, 77].

3D Spatial Maps. MR devices need to accurately locate themselves in relation to the physical world and understand the objects and surfaces in the environment to seamlessly superimpose digital content in the user’s surroundings. Most MR devices rely on camera and sensing-based localization techniques to locate themselves in the user’s environment [78]. These techniques require access to a detailed 3D digital representation of the user’s environment, which is used by MR apps to overlay virtual content in the user’s surroundings. To this end,
commonly available MR devices - dedicated headsets and even off-the-shelf smartphones - are equipped with depth sensors that measure the distance between the device and points in the real environment. These depth sensors include Time-of-Flight (ToF) cameras (e.g., HoloLens), and LiDAR scanners (e.g., on iPhone 13 and iPad Pro).

The 3D mapping of the user’s environment is shared with MR apps to allow virtual or augmented content to interact with the physical world, e.g., anchoring a virtual object on user’s desk. MR devices provide the 3D representation of the users’ environment to MR apps as a 3D spatial map. The 3D spatial map is represented by a set of 3D points \( \{P = p_1, \ldots, p_n\} \), where each point \( p_i \) is a vector of its \( (x, y, z) \) coordinate in space. Figure 3.1 shows an example of a 3D spatial map captured by iPad Pro, with and without the color information. Some MR devices also include color and normal vectors (e.g., HoloLens [79]) representing orientation for each point in the 3D spatial map.

![Figure 3.1. An example of a spatial map captured with an MR device in an office (a) without and (b) with color.](image-url)
3.3 Problem Statement and Threat Model

3.3.1 Motivation

**MR Permission Models.** The MR devices leverage the same permission models as traditional mobile operating systems e.g., iOS and Android, to control apps’ access to sensitive data [80–82]. Since access to the camera is essential for MR apps to visually integrate virtual content in the user’s environment, users must grant camera permission to allow MR apps to function as intended. Prior works have highlighted that sensitive data such as credit cards details, sensitive documents, or bystanders’ facial identities could be revealed from images and videos, captured by MR devices [83–86]. Consequently, several works have attempted to protect visual privacy by only sharing user-defined privacy-preserving visual features with apps [83, 85, 87], augmenting privacy markers (e.g., QR codes, RFID tags) into the real world to avoid sensitive content [84, 88], and defining fine-grained permissions for app’s access to visual data [89, 90].

Significant efforts have been made to restrict MR apps from accessing users’ private data through images and videos [86]. Yet, these apps must access the 3D spatial maps of the user’s environment to deliver MR content. Hence, once camera permission is granted to an app, it can access the spatial map.

**Security and Privacy Implications of Spatial Data.** Access to 3D spatial maps of the user’s environment poses serious privacy threats as these maps capture privacy-sensitive cues about the user’s surroundings. For instance, a spatial map captures detailed characteristics of the environment, such as its geometric properties (e.g., length and width of the room), and embeds semantic information about the types of objects or surfaces present in it. Similar to how humans perceive an indoor environment based on its layout, objects, and surface properties [91], an adversary can extract these characteristics from the 3D spatial map to infer user’s location, i.e., the type of indoor environment.

Unlike images and videos, 3D spatial maps are not easily interpretable by average MR users and, therefore, are not perceived as sensitive data yet, exacerbating their privacy threat. Moreover, spatial maps, unlike images, are not sensitive to lighting conditions, occlusions, or
camera orientations/viewpoints which allows an adversary to infer private information about the user in a variety of scenarios.

An adversary can exploit spatial maps to infer a user’s location (e.g., user is at their office or home), without explicitly requesting location permission from the user. The adversary could exploit this information to launch a physical attack (e.g., robbery or assault). The adversary could also gain a fine-grained understanding of the user’s routine (e.g., when the user wakes up, goes to work) based on the inferred locations across time. This information can be leveraged by data brokers aiming at selling detailed user profiles to third parties.

An adversary can also combine the object and semantic segmentation information embedded in a spatial map with the inferred location to reveal additional private information about the user. First, an adversary could leverage the detected objects and the inferred location to understand users socioeconomic status, accessibility requirements, and product preferences. For instance, a wheelchair in a bedroom or handles near a toilet might indicate a user’s accessibility needs. Similarly, the type of appliances found in a user’s environment could reveal their income level. Second, an adversary could use information about rooms and objects sizes and timing of a collected map to distinguish locations visited by a user (e.g., bed on day-1 vs. day-2) and infer users identity, behavior, and activities. For instance, the number of beds in a room could reveal the familial structure of a user, and the presence of athletic equipment could indicate a user’s hobbies. Lastly, with recent permissions for tracking user activities on mobile OS (e.g., Apple’s app-tracking-permission), access to spatial maps aid adversaries in building user profiles for delivering targeted ads based on their visited locations. This is privacy critical as users are unaware of their data being collected.

Therefore, in this chapter, we set the foundation for uncovering users private information inferable from spatial maps.

### 3.3.2 Problem Statement

We investigate how an adversary can exploit the 3D spatial maps captured by MR devices to infer the indoor location of a user, e.g., a user is in the office or bedroom. We consider the spatial map of a user’s environment, \( P = \{ p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n \} \), where \( n \) is the number of points in
Figure 3.2. A malicious MR application accesses the 3D spatial map of a user’s environment to integrate virtual content. The app can exploit this map to infer the user’s location.

the map and each $p_i$ consists of the 3D coordinates of a point. Given $P$, our goal is to infer the indoor location where the spatial map was captured.

To illustrate, consider the scenario in Figure 3.2 where a user installs a malicious virtual meeting app on their mixed reality device (e.g., iPad Pro with LiDAR sensor). The app requests camera permission from the user to display avatars of other meeting attendees. The user interacts with the app in their office to conduct a meeting with their colleagues. The malicious app accesses the 3D spatial map of the user’s current surroundings and shares it with a remote server.

A remote adversary can exploit this spatial map to infer that the user is at their office and leverage this information to break into the house when the user is not home. The adversary could also exploit this information to gain a fine-grained understanding of the user’s identity, routine, and preferences (e.g., when the user wakes up, goes to work, user’s hobbies, etc.). Additionally, based on the user’s inferred location, an adversary can create a detailed profile of a user to deliver unsolicited personalized ads to generate ad revenue. For example, a virtual meeting app could display ads for office furniture or work productivity tools while the user is in their office.
3.3.3 Threat Model

We consider an adversary with the goal of inferring the type of user’s indoor location (e.g., bedroom, kitchen, office) while a user is using an MR device. The target device can be any MR device, capturing a 3D spatial map via the device camera equipped with a depth sensor or LiDAR scanner, e.g., a smartphone with MR capabilities and HoloLens. We assume the adversary has no prior knowledge about the target user’s indoor environment, including its physical location, spatial maps from prior app usage, and location type. The adversary trains the attack model using publicly available datasets that include typical indoor location types [71, 72]. We discuss in Section 5.6 how the adversary can infer location types not observed during the training process.

An adversary provides the user with an MR app, which accesses the 3D spatial map of the user’s surroundings while the user interacts with the app. The adversary can achieve this by (1) distributing the MR app on MR platforms’ app stores and third-party MR forums, and (2) deceiving users into installing the MR app via phishing and other social engineering methods. We note that 3D spatial map can be accessed if the camera permission is granted to an app. As MR apps require camera access to deliver their basic functionality, camera permission is given to all MR apps. The app does not require any other permissions, such as permissions for the device location, or the images and videos recorded by the device; additionally, the 3D spatial map accessed by the app does not contain any color or normal vector information. We note that given the adversary deploys a malicious app on the target user’s device, it has knowledge of the user’s MR device model and its depth-sensing technology. Based on this, the adversary trains an attack model on publicly available datasets collected using similar depth sensors as the target device.

3.3.4 Design Challenges

C1: Extracting Location Cues from Spatial Maps. Given a 3D spatial map, intuitively, an adversary could train a classifier that extracts high-level features, such as structural and geometric properties (e.g., length and width or floor map) of the user’s environment to infer the location. However, this is a challenging task as indoor environments of the same type
vary significantly in their structural and geometric properties. For instance, the size of two bedrooms in a user’s house may differ. Similarly, the geometric features of different locations may share similarities (e.g., structure of a classroom may share similarities with that of a conference room).

One potential solution to this problem is leveraging the semantic context of indoor locations to discriminate them better. To achieve this, an adversary could train a 3D spatial map model trained either on objects or 3D surfaces present in the environment. Yet, solely using objects or 3D surfaces yields incorrect location inference (demonstrated in Section 3.7) because, unlike image pixel arrays, a 3D spatial map is an unordered collection of points with a non-uniform point density, which makes detecting objects and 3D surfaces challenging. Therefore, to accurately infer the location, we build a feature extraction and loss minimization pipeline that simultaneously captures both geometric properties and the semantic context of the user’s environment.

C2: Invariance to App Usage. Spatial maps captured by MR devices change dynamically in size and viewing angle when a user interacts with different MR apps. For example, while playing an MR game, a user may walk around the room, and while using a shopping MR app, a user may position products to specific locations in a real-world perspective. Hence, to infer the user’s location from the captured spatial map, the location inference model must be invariant to spatial map transformations. For instance, translating or rotating the spatial map points should not change the model’s location prediction. We leverage 3D point subsampling and hierarchical multi-scale spatial feature learning to overcome this challenge.

C3: Lack of Prior Knowledge and Generalization. To launch location inference attacks in practice, an adversary must be able to infer the target users’ location without making any assumptions or prior information about their environments. One naive approach would be collecting spatial maps from a set of users while they are using an MR app and then manually-label them with a set of location labels. However, while this approach may yield an acceptable attack success rate for seen users, it is tedious and time-consuming and may fail to generalize to unseen users due to the bias to specific locations, and produce incorrect results (Section 3.7). To address this, we use public spatial map datasets with diverse location labels.
(in addition to the dataset we collected). Additionally, to eliminate the sparse, non-uniform, and noisy nature of such datasets, we leverage a data-driven upsampling method to generate dense points while improving proximity-to-surface and distribution uniformity in the 3D point representations.

### 3.4 LocIn Attack Overview

We present LocIn, a location inference attack for mobile mixed reality devices, which exploits 3D spatial maps to identify a user’s indoor location. Figure 3.3 illustrates the overview of LocIn attack. Given that the sparsity of spatial maps varies based on the MR device and device usage duration, we first preprocess the input map by removing outlier points and subsampling the 3D points in the spatial map (1). Here, we leverage farthest point sampling [69], resulting in a reduced size map with \( N \) points (addressing \( C2, C3 \)).

As discussed in Section 3.3.4, inferring a user’s location solely from geometric (i.e., structure and appearance of an environment) or semantic (i.e., objects and surfaces present in the environment) properties of an indoor environment can often lead to ambiguous results. To address this issue, we introduce a new location inference learning representation by combining...
the geometric and semantic properties of a 3D spatial map. For this, we use a multi-task
learning approach and train an end-to-end encoder-decoder [92], which, in turn, successfully
infers the user’s location (addressing C1).

Specifically, we extract the geometric and semantic properties of the user’s environment
by extending a PointNet++-based hierarchical neural network encoder [70] (2). The encoder
extracts a spatial feature representation of the input spatial map (Z). Z is then fed to LocIn’s
multi-task location decoder (3). The multi-task decoder is a composite model consisting of
three components: (1) location decoder, (2) object decoder, and (3) semantic decoder. The
location decoder consists of a fully-connected neural network classifier trained to predict
the type of input spatial map’s location. The object decoder extends a 3D object detection
network [93] that detects the objects in the user’s environment. Lastly, the semantic decoder
leverages a segmentation network [70] to provide fine-grained information about the objects
and surfaces present in the user’s environment.

To ensure that the location decoder integrates the intrinsic patterns from object detection
and semantic segmentation, we introduce a unified optimization function that combines the
loss functions of the three decoders to train LocIn.

3.5 LocIn Design

3.5.1 Spatial Map Preprocessing

LocIn attack aims to infer the location of the user without any prior knowledge about
the user’s MR device. As different MR devices use different sensors to generate the 3D spatial
map of the user’s surroundings, the number of points in the 3D spatial map varies from one
device to another. For example, the spatial map’s point density captured via a HoloLens 2
with depth cameras is different from the spatial map obtained through the iPad’s LiDAR
scanner. Moreover, spatial maps’ point density is largely dependent on the user’s app usage.
For instance, if the user moves quickly in their environment while interacting with the app,
the spatial map has fewer points.

To infer location from spatial maps with varying densities, we transform the input spatial
map to a fixed number of 3D points. Given an input map (P) of size \(X \times 3\), with a 3D
Figure 3.4. LocIN’s spatial understanding encoder architecture based on a hierarchical neural network (PointNet++).

coordinate for each $X$ point, we apply farthest point sampling [69] to the map to generate a transformed map of size $N \times 3$. Specifically, we select a random point and then iteratively sample points that are farthest from the selected samples. This ensures that the input spatial map is subsampled to a fixed size for efficient processing while providing sufficient coverage.

3.5.2 Spatial Understanding Encoder

To infer the user’s location, a method is needed to understand the geometric properties and semantic context from the preprocessed spatial map. For this, we convert the input spatial map, $P$, into a high-level spatial feature representation $Z$ that only encodes information relevant for uniquely identifying the user’s location. For instance, for the spatial map of a bedroom, $Z$ could represent features of objects or surfaces in the map that can help differentiate its location from others, e.g., 3D points of a bed and nightstand placed close to a wall.

To learn the spatial feature representation, instead of relying on hand-crafted geometric and semantic features, we leverage network architecture for learning point-wise features from 3D point clouds [70, 94, 95]. While LocIN’s approach is not limited to a specific network, we
extend PointNet++ [70] as an encoder to learn hierarchical features that preserve spatial localities in the spatial map at different contextual scales.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the architecture of LocIn’s encoder. The encoder’s PointNet++-based hierarchical structure consists of multiple set abstraction levels with skip connections. At each abstraction level, a subset of points from the input spatial map is selected to ensure efficient computation and processed into a feature vector that represents the local context of the selected points. The set abstraction consists of three main operations: (1) sampling, (2) grouping and (3) PointNet feature extraction.

Iterative Spatial Sampling. The sampling operation in each set abstraction level leverages iterative farthest-point sampling to select a subset of the spatial map’s points such that each point in the subset is the most distant from the remaining points in the subset. Therefore, given an input set of points of size $N \times 3$, the sampling operation generates a set of points of size $M \times 3$. In contrast to random sampling, the farthest point sampling ensures that the sampled points provide better coverage of the entire spatial map. This sampling operation is similar to LocIn’s preprocessing step (Section 3.5.1). Yet, it is repeated at each set abstraction level with a decreasing number of samples, followed by the spatial grouping operation.

Spatial Locality Grouping. With the grouping operation, we generate groups of neighboring points for each point selected during the sampling operation. These groups represent local regions of the input spatial map used for feature extraction via PointNet [94]. To identify the neighboring points, we extend ball query algorithm [96] for the grouping operation to find all points within a specified radius of a given point. Ball query algorithm uses a divide-and-conquer approach to build a ball-tree i.e., a binary tree in which each node of the tree represents the set of neighboring points within a specific radius. Starting from the set of 3D points from the sampling layer as its root node, we iteratively build the ball-tree by selecting the farthest point from the centroid of root node points as the left child and the farthest point from this left child as the right child of the root node. The points in the root node are then assigned to the children nodes based on their distance from the node.

The grouping operation transforms the input spatial map of size $N \times 3$ into a set of groups of points of size $M \times K \times 3$. Here, $M$ is the number of groups centered around the
points selected via sampling operation, and $K$ is the number of neighboring points found for each selected point. We note that $K$ varies across groups, but the spatial feature vector extraction layer converts variable length groups to a fixed vector size.

**Spatial Feature Vector Extraction.** For each of the local spatial map regions (groups) extracted via the sampling and grouping operations, we extract a spatial feature vector that encodes the context of the local region through PointNet [94]. We first extract the coordinates of points in each of the $M$ local regions relative to the centroid of the region. The resulting groups of coordinates are then fed as input to PointNet.

Given the set of points for a specific region, PointNet maps the points to a $D$-dimensional feature vector through a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) network and a max-pooling function. Thus, the feature extraction layer of LocIn’s encoder returns a spatial feature representation $(Z)$ of size $M \times D$, capturing the local context of various parts of the input spatial map.

### 3.5.3 Multi-Task Location Decoder

We translate the problem of inferring location from the feature encoding of the spatial map into a classification task. Given the encoding $Z$ of the user’s environment obtained from the spatial encoder, LocIn’s location decoder predicts the user’s indoor location. For this, LocIn first extracts the high-level geometric features of the user’s environment to infer its location. It then combines these geometric features with the map’s contextual patterns through object and semantic decoders.

We consider pairs of spatial feature encodings and their location label,

$$\{(z_i, y_i)\}_{i=1}^{n} \sim P^n(z), z_i \in \mathbb{R}^D, y_i \in \Delta^c$$

where $c$ is the number of location classes, and $\Delta^c$ is the set of $c$-dimensional probability vectors. Given this data, our goal is to learn a location decoder

$$f_t = \arg\min_{f \in \mathcal{F}_t} \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} L_{loc}(y_i, \sigma(f(z_i))) + \Omega(\|f\|)$$
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where $F_t$ is a class of functions from $\mathbb{R}^D$ to $\mathbb{R}^c$, the function $\sigma : \mathbb{R}^c \to \Delta^c$ is the softmax operation, the function $L_{loc} : \Delta^c \times \Delta^c \to \mathbb{R}_+$ is the cross-entropy loss

$$L_{loc}(y, \hat{y}) = -\sum_{k=1}^{c} y_k \log \hat{y}_k$$

(3.3)

and $\Omega : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}$ is an increasing function as a regularizer.

To infer the location from the spatial encoding, $f_t$ can be implemented as a deep neural network that extracts high-level features of the spatial map useful for predicting its location. However, these features often lack distinctive local or global semantic patterns necessary for uniquely identifying a location (See our evaluation in Section 3.7). Moreover, the lack of labeled data (i.e., pairs of spatial maps and their location label) makes learning a generalized location classification model for various users challenging.

We observe that indoor environments are uniquely characterized by their semantic context i.e., the types of objects and fine-grained details about surfaces present in the environment. For instance, a bedroom can be uniquely identified because of the presence of a bed, and a kitchen can be identified if a stove is detected in the spatial map.

To integrate contextual information into our learning representation for location decoding, we propose a new composite learning representation for location decoding by leveraging the multi-task learning paradigm in transfer learning [92]:

$$f_s = \arg\min_{f \in F_s} \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} [\alpha L_{loc} + \beta L_{obj} + \gamma L_{sem}]$$

(3.4)

Here $L_{obj}$ and $L_{sem}$ are the loss functions for detecting objects and extracting semantic patterns from the input spatial encoding (detailed in Sections 3.5.3 and 3.5.3).

Through this learning representation, we learn a model to classify the location of a given spatial map while concurrently learning the contextual patterns from objects and surfaces in the map. Our representation is inspired by the teacher-student networks in knowledge distillation where the learning of a student model is guided by the teacher networks [97]. In our case, the location decoder is the student network, while the object and semantic decoders act as teacher networks. Object and semantic decoders benefit from stronger supervision.
during learning as the labeled data for these tasks includes ground truth for multiple objects and point-wise semantic class labels. We show in Section 3.7 that this composite learning representation helps improve LocIN’s overall accuracy.

3D Object Decoder

The goal of LocIN’s object decoder is to localize and recognize 3D objects present in the user’s environment as indoor environments are characterized by the objects present within them. This process involves detecting the orientated 3D bounding box for each object from the spatial map as well as predicting the semantic class of each detected object.

To this end, we extend VoteNet [93], a voting-based network for object detection Figure 3.5 illustrates the architecture of LocIN’s object decoder, consisting of two modules: a voting module and an object proposal and classification module.

Object Voting. The voting module adapts Hough transform [98] to generate votes for points in a 3D spatial map based on their distance to objects’ centers. Since depth sensors used by MR devices typically only capture object surfaces, 3D object centers may not be close to any point. For accurate bounding box generation around object centers, VoteNet leverages
the Hough voting to sample *seed points* which are close to object centers and generate votes based on their features.

We use the spatial encoding $Z$ of size $M \times D$ as the input to the voting module. To ensure significant coverage of spatial map points for object detection, we first perform upsampling on the $M$ points via multiple feature propagation layers and obtain spatial feature representation for $M'$ points in the original map. The feature propagation layer interpolates the point features of the input points to output points by computing the weighted average of their three nearest input points features and concatenates features from LocIn’s encoder (forwarded through skip-connections) through an MLP network.

Given the set of upsampled points and their features, $M' \times D$, we generate votes for each point via a shared MLP with fully connected layers. The MLP computes the vote for each point $p_i$ by predicting its offset from an object’s center $\Delta p_i$ through the following regression loss minimization:

$$L_{vote} = \frac{1}{M_o} \sum_{i} \|\Delta p_i - \Delta p_i^*\|_1 [p_i \text{ on object surface}]$$ (3.5)

where $M_o$ is the total number of points lying on the object surface, $\Delta p^*$ is the ground truth displacement of the point $p_i$ from the object’s center it belongs to and $1[p_i \text{ on object surface}]$ indicates whether the point lies on an object surface.

The resulting votes represent the semantics of different parts of the objects in the environment.

**Object Proposal and Classification.** The object proposal and classification module groups and aggregates the votes generated by the voting module to generate object bounding box proposals. It first clusters the votes via uniform sampling and grouping according to spatial proximity and then processes them through a series of MLP and max-pool layers to generate the bounding box proposals. This generates a set of bounding boxes, $B$, for various objects in the input spatial map. These bounding boxes are represented as a multi-dimensional vector, including the center coordinates and size of the bounding box.

**Object Detection Loss.** The object decoder generates the bounding boxes for the detected objects and assigns the semantic class label to each object. Therefore, we train it by optimizing
Figure 3.6. An illustration of (a) object detection and (b) semantic segmentation output. The color in (b) represents the semantic label for points in that region.

A multi-task loss function consisting of the vote ($L_{\text{vote}}$), objectness ($L_{\text{obj-cls}}$), 3D bounding box estimation ($L_{\text{box}}$), and semantic classification ($L_{\text{sem-cls}}$) losses.

$$L_{\text{obj}} = L_{\text{vote}} + \lambda_1 L_{\text{obj-cls}} + \lambda_2 L_{\text{box}} + \lambda_3 L_{\text{sem-cls}}$$ (3.6)

Objectness loss gauges whether the detected box proposals indeed belong to an object. For this, we categorize the detected object proposals based on their distance from the ground truth object center into positive ($< 0.3m$) and negative proposals ($> 0.6m$). Objectness loss is then computed via a cross-entropy loss normalized by the total number of proposals.

The box loss optimizes the detected parameters of the 3D bounding boxes, i.e., their centers ($x, y, z$ coordinates), size (height, width, and length), and the heading angle along $Z$-axis. Thus, the loss is defined as a combined regression loss of the detected bounding box’s center, heading angle and size.

The semantic classification predicts the object labels through standard cross-entropy loss ($L_{\text{sem-cls}}$).
Figure 3.7. LocIn’s semantic decoder consists of upsampling and PointNet layers that generate point-wise semantic labels.

3D Semantic Decoder

The objects in a given location type help distinguish it from other locations. However, the object decoder is sensitive to the sparsity of the input spatial map. The object decoder also does not consider planar surfaces, e.g., walls, floor, or ceiling of a room, or fails to detect smaller objects (See Figure 3.6a for an illustration of the object decoder’s output).

To extract fine-grained contextual patterns from the user’s environment, LocIn leverages a semantic decoder that performs semantic segmentation for classifying each point in the input map to its semantic object class. For instance, all points belonging to walls are assigned the same label (as shown in Figure 3.6b). The semantic decoder’s output is a set of homogeneous subsets of 3D points, where each subset represents a semantically meaningful object or surface.

Figure 3.7 shows the architecture of LocIn’s semantic decoder. LocIn first performs feature upsampling on the spatial encoding, $Z$, of the input spatial map. This process ensures that the semantic labels are generated for all points in the spatial map. We employ a hierarchical feature propagation strategy, inspired by PointNet++ [70]. The spatial feature representation from LocIn’s encoder of size, $M \times D$, is propagated through a series of upsampling layers where each upsampling layer interpolates feature values, $f$, for the points in set abstraction level, $l$, of the encoder, at the coordinates of points in set abstraction level, $l + 1$. 
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We perform the interpolation through the inverse distance weighted average [99] based on the $k$-nearest neighbors for each point. Specifically, for a given point $p$ in layer $l+1$, the interpolated features are computed as:

$$f_p = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} w(p) \cdot f_{p_i}}{\sum_{i=1}^{k} w(p)}, \text{ where } w(p) = \frac{1}{d(p, p_i)} \quad (3.7)$$

The interpolated features at each layer, $f_p$, are then processed through a PointNet layer consisting of convolution, shared fully connected and rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation layers to obtain semantically meaningful features for each point. The final interpolation layer generates $R$-dimensional semantic features for all $N$ points in the input spatial map. Lastly, we apply a softmax function to the semantic features to obtain the per-point semantic labels $S$ for the input map.

**Semantic Segmentation Loss.** The semantic segmentation decoder is inherently a classification network that assigns a semantic class to all input spatial map points. To train the semantic decoder, we leverage the cross-entropy loss function. Given pairs of 3D points and their semantic class label $\{(p_i, s_i)\}_{i=1}^{n}$, we compute the semantic loss by minimizing:

$$L_{\text{sem}}(s, \hat{s}) = -\sum_{k=1}^{j} s_k \log \hat{s}_k \quad (3.8)$$

By minimizing this loss, the semantic decoder assigns the semantic object label to each of the $N$ points in the map.

**3D Location Classifier**

LocIN leverages the contextual patterns extracted from its object and semantic decoders to perform location classification. LocIN’s location classifier predicts the user’s location based on the composite learned representation of the object and semantic decoders, as shown in Eq. 3.4.

The location classifier processes the spatial feature representation $Z$ obtained from LocIN’s encoder through an MLP network which concatenates the skip-linked features from the encoder’s intermediary set abstraction layers with $Z$. The concatenated features are then
fed to a series of fully connected layers followed by a softmax operation that outputs the probability vectors for the \( c \) location classes.

### 3.6 Implementation

We implemented LocIn in Python 3.6 with PyTorch 1.2 \[100\].

**LocIn’s Network Architecture.** We implement LocIn’s spatial understanding encoder with four set abstraction layers and consider the output of last layer as the encoder’s spatial feature representation \((Z)\). For LocIn’s object decoder, we implement two feature propagation layers and concatenate the skip-linked features from the encoder’s second, third, and fourth set abstraction layers to the feature propagation layers’ output. We use the output of the second feature propagation layer as the input seed points for generating votes and then process the votes for object proposal and classification through two MLP networks. We use the smooth-\( L_1 \) loss \[101\] for computing the box regression loss \((L_{\text{box}})\) and PyTorch’s CrossEntropyLoss \[102\] for objectness \((L_{\text{obj-cls}})\) and semantic classification \((L_{\text{sem-cls}})\) losses.

LocIn’s semantic decoder consists of four feature upsampling layers that upsample the points and features from LocIn’s spatial encoder to \( N \times R \) semantic features. Lastly, LocIn’s location classifier uses three fully connected layers followed by a drop-out and softmax layer to predict the probability vectors for all location classes.

**LocIn Training and Inference.** To train LocIn’s network, we subsample the input spatial maps’ 3D points to a fixed number of \( N = 4096 \) points. To address spatial maps’ rotation and scale variations, we augment our dataset by randomly flipping the maps in the horizontal direction, rotating the 3D points by \( \pm 5^\circ \) around the map’s z-axis, and scaling the map by a factor of 0.85 to 1.15. We use the Adam optimizer \[103\] with a batch size of 8 and a learning rate of 0.001. We adopt a grid search to set the optimal values for \( \alpha, \beta \) and \( \gamma \) in LocIn’s optimization function (Eq. 3.4). We also empirically set the object decoder’s loss parameters i.e., \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \) and \( \lambda_3 \) such that each component of the loss function is similar in scale.

At inference time, LocIn takes a 3D spatial map collected by an MR app and predicts the user’s location through one forward pass of its encoder-decoder network. While LocIn’s object
and semantic decoders generate the bounding boxes for objects and semantic segmentation of the input spatial map, we only consider the location prediction as LocIn’s output.

3.7 Evaluation

We describe our experience of applying LocIn attack to 3D spatial maps collected from three popular MR devices. We show that LocIn achieves an average accuracy of 84.1% in inferring location on two publicly available spatial map datasets. We also demonstrate that LocIn’s attack is generalizable to other MR devices equipped with different depth sensors. We additionally show the effectiveness of our multi-task learning-based location decoding model through an ablation study and demonstrate LocIn’s robustness against different spatial map sizes and point densities. Lastly, we compare LocIn with various baselines and prior work [68] for recognizing indoor locations and show it achieves higher accuracy.

We present LocIn’s results by focusing on the following research questions:

RQ1 How effective is LocIn in inferring users’ location?
RQ2 How effective is LocIn’s multi-task learning decoder?
RQ3 How does the sparsity of the 3D spatial map affect LocIn’s performance?
RQ4 What is the impact of a 3D spatial map’s size on LocIn’s effectiveness?
RQ5 How generalizable is LocIn attack?
RQ6 How does LocIn compare against baseline methods?
RQ7 How does LocIn compare to other spatial attacks?

3.7.1 Evaluation Setup and Datasets

We evaluate LocIn’s effectiveness on spatial maps captured from three MR devices, (1) iPad with depth sensor, (2) iPad with LiDAR scanner, and (3) HoloLens 2. The spatial maps from two iPad versions (with depth sensor and LiDAR scanner) are from two publicly available datasets [71, 72] while we create our dataset of HoloLens 2 spatial maps – Holo3DMaps. Table 3.1 presents the detailed statistics of the three datasets.
Table 3.1. Details of the evaluation dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>MR Device</th>
<th># of Location Classes</th>
<th># of Object Classes</th>
<th># of Spatial Maps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScanNet</td>
<td>iPad Air2 with depth sensor</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1201 312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARKitScenes</td>
<td>iPad Pro with LiDAR scanner</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4482 548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holo3DMaps</td>
<td>HoloLens</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-     20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.8. Distribution of the indoor location types across (a) ScanNet and (b) ARKitScenes datasets.

ScanNet Dataset. ScanNet [71] is a richly annotated dataset consisting of 1,513 3D spatial maps captured from 707 distinct indoor environments via a depth sensor attached to an iPad Air2. These spatial maps belong to 13 indoor location types and include annotations for 18 object categories.

Figure 3.8a shows the distribution of the number of samples for each location type in the dataset. The “Miscellaneous” location type is assigned to samples that do not distinctively belong to the other location types. We use 1,201 maps from the dataset for training while the remaining for testing. Each spatial map, on average, includes 150K points with a spatial extent of 5.5m È 5.1m È 2.4m.

ARKitScenes Dataset. ARKitScenes [72] is the first indoor 3D spatial map dataset captured via the Apple LiDAR scanner. It consists of 5,048 spatial maps from 1,661 unique indoor
environments in real-world homes. The dataset includes ground truth for the oriented 3D bounding boxes of room-defining objects belonging to 17 different object categories. However, the dataset does not contain the ground truth for location labels and point-wise semantic labels for spatial maps.

We designed a semi-automated approach to generate the ground truth for location and semantic segmentation labels for the dataset (Detailed in Appendix 3.10). Figure 3.8b illustrates the sample distribution for each location type after labeling. We use 4,482 maps for training while the remaining for testing.

**Holo3DMaps Dataset.** To evaluate LocIN’s effectiveness on various MR devices, we collected our own dataset of spatial maps using HoloLens 2 (there is no publicly available 3D scene understanding dataset captured using HoloLens). We scanned 20 different indoor environments where HoloLens is typically used. These environments are from 5 location types, including bedroom, living room, office, conference room, and kitchen (4 samples per class). We leveraged Microsoft MRTK’s Spatial Mapping [79] to extract the 3D spatial maps of these environments. Two researchers manually annotated the spatial maps to generate the ground truth for location, object detection, and semantic segmentation labels.

**Ethical Considerations.** We collected Holo3DMaps from public places (e.g., labs and common rooms) and a hotel on a university campus. For each environment, we ensure that no human subjects are present during the data collection process and do not collect any personally identifiable information (PII). For the hotel environment, we received permission from the hotel management to visit unoccupied hotel rooms and suites to collect the maps. We contacted our university’s IRB office and got advised that IRB approval is not required since our environments do not include any human subjects and we do not collect any sensitive information.

**Evaluation Setup.** We train the LocIN attack model on the training samples from the ScanNet and ARKitScenes datasets separately. We split each dataset into disjoint training and test sets such that each set’s indoor environments are distinct. This splitting ensures that LocIN’s reported results are independent of users and prior knowledge about their environments. We subsample each spatial map to 4,096 points through LocIN’s preprocessing
Table 3.2. LocIn’s overall attack effectiveness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Avg. Accuracy</th>
<th>Avg. Precision</th>
<th>Avg. Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ScanNet</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARKitScenes</td>
<td>85.6%</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
<td>85.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.9. LocIn’s confusion matrix on (a) ScanNet and (b) ARKitScenes dataset.

3.7.2 Overall Effectiveness (RQ1)

We measure the effectiveness of LocIn through three evaluation metrics: average accuracy, precision, and recall. We compute the average accuracy as the number of correctly predicted location types in the test set. We calculate the precision for each location type as the average ratio of correctly predicted spatial maps to the total number of spatial maps classified to that type. We report recall for each location type as the average ratio of the number of correctly
predicted spatial maps to the total number of spatial maps of the given type. Table 3.2 shows LocIn’s results for ScanNet and ARKitScenes.

**Evaluation Results with ScanNet.** LocIn infers the location from the spatial maps with an average accuracy of 81.6% with 82% and 81.6% average precision and recall rate. Figure 3.9a shows the confusion matrix of the location inference results.

LocIn classifies indoor environments, including distinct object types, correctly with high accuracy. For instance, bedroom, bathroom, and kitchen include unique objects (e.g., bed, sink, and stove) that provide semantic context to LocIn’s location decoder and are classified with > 90% accuracy. In contrast, location types that typically lack such distinct objects have comparatively lower accuracy. For example, spatial maps of “library” type with only chairs and tables are misclassified to “office” since “office” spatial maps include the same object types and share similar geometric structures.

We found that the majority of the spatial maps for location types with low accuracy (e.g., “hallway”) included objects commonly found in other location types or no objects, causing LocIn to misclassify them. To illustrate, we present two examples of spatial maps.
Table 3.3. Effect of individual decoders in LocIn’s multi-task decoder on its performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>LocInLOC</th>
<th>LocInOBJ</th>
<th>LocInSEM</th>
<th>LocIn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ScanNet</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>80.1%</td>
<td>78.4%</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARKitScenes</td>
<td>58.6%</td>
<td>83.7%</td>
<td>79.7%</td>
<td>85.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

from the “hallway” class in Figure 3.10. These spatial maps share similarities with office environments; thus, they are misclassified.

Evaluation Results with ARKitScenes. LocIn achieves an average accuracy of 85.6% in inferring the locations of ARKitScenes spatial maps. It classifies the 9 location types with a precision and recall rate of 85.7% and 85.6%. Figure 3.9b presents the confusion matrix for ARKitScenes results.

The number of spatial maps per class in ARKitScenes is hugely imbalanced (as shown in Figure 3.8). However, because LocIn leverages the class weights in the cross-entropy loss function for its location classifier during training, it accurately infers the location types with few training samples. Similar to ScanNet, LocIn accurately detects distinct indoor locations (e.g., bathroom, bedroom, kitchen) with high accuracy.

LocIn Inference Time. We evaluate LocIn’s inference time by measuring the average time taken to predict the user’s location type from spatial maps collected through an iPhone 14 equipped with a LiDAR scanner. Overall, given a spatial map subsampled to 4,096 points, LocIn takes 0.89s on average to predict the user’s semantic location. Specifically, LocIn’s object decoder takes 0.64s on average to generate the bounding boxes for the detected objects and predict their labels. LocIn’s semantic decoder predicts the semantic labels for each point in the spatial map within 0.25s on average. The low inference time of LocIn’s multi-task framework allows an adversary to infer a user’s location in real-world MR apps.

3.7.3 Effectiveness of Decoders (RQ2)

To understand how each component of LocIn contributes to its performance, we perform an ablation study by training three models: (1) location classifier without LocIn’s multi-task
optimization function, (2) LocIn’s object decoder with location classifier and (3) LocIn’s semantic decoder with location classifier and comparing their performance with LocIn. LocIn’s location classifier in (2) and (3) is solely needed to infer the location labels from the detected objects and semantic features. Table 3.3 shows the average accuracy of LocIn compared to these simplified models.

**Location Classification.** As discussed in Section 3.5.3, an adversary could infer a user’s location by training a DNN classifier directly on the spatial maps. We compare LocIn to a location classifier (LocIn\textsubscript{LOC}) trained on the spatial maps solely with the cross-entropy loss for classification (See Eq. 3.3).

Table 3.3 shows that LocIn\textsubscript{LOC} without LocIn’s multi-task learning optimization function can only achieve 57% and 58.6% accuracy on ScanNet and ARKitScenes datasets. This is because without leveraging context (i.e., object and semantic patterns), the classifier extracts only high-level geometric features (i.e., structure and appearance of the environment). These features are unable to distinguish different indoor locations due to similarities in their structure and appearance, resulting in lower classification accuracy compared to LocIn.

**Object Detection.** We study the impact of object detection on LocIn’s performance by building a model, LocIn\textsubscript{OBJ}, that only leverages the LocIn’s object decoder for classification i.e., we only consider $L_{\text{loc}}$ and $L_{\text{obj}}$ (in Eq. 3.4) for training.

We found that integrating object detection for location classification significantly improves the accuracy of the location classifier. With object decoder, LocIn\textsubscript{OBJ} can achieve an average accuracy of 81.9% that is $\sim24\%$ higher than the model trained without object detection (LocIn\textsubscript{LOC}). This gain in accuracy shows that objects uniquely characterize indoor location types and enable accurate discrimination between them.

**Semantic Segmentation.** We study how semantic decoder influences LocIn’s performance by training a model, LocIn\textsubscript{SEM}, that combines only $L_{\text{loc}}$ and $L_{\text{sem}}$ in Eq. 3.4. It improves accuracy by $\sim22\%$ compared to the location classifier, LocIn\textsubscript{LOC}. The semantic decoder helps LocIn extract fine-grained details (e.g., planar surfaces, sparse/small objects) about the environment that help in location classification.
We note that the accuracy gain with LocIN\textsubscript{SEM} is 2% less than that from LocIN\textsubscript{OBJ}. This is because predicting point-wise semantic object labels is more prone to errors resulting from sparse or missing points on an object’s surface. However, combining the object and semantic decoder in LocIN’s multi-task decoder provides higher accuracy in inferring locations than using them individually for location classification. This accuracy gain demonstrates the effectiveness of LocIN’s unified multi-task network architecture.

### 3.7.4 Parameter Analysis

We evaluate the impact of the input spatial map’s point density and size on LocIN’s performance.

**Spatial Map Sparsity (RQ3).** The results reported in the previous sections are achieved on spatial maps with $N = 4096$ points. We now evaluate the impact of varying the number of points, $N$, subsampled in LocIN’s preprocessing module on its effectiveness. Table 3.4 shows the accuracy of LocIN on spatial maps with varying sparsity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>512</th>
<th>1024</th>
<th>2048</th>
<th>4096</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ScanNet</td>
<td>71.7%</td>
<td>75.5%</td>
<td>78.4%</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARKitScenes</td>
<td>75.6%</td>
<td>79.7%</td>
<td>83.4%</td>
<td>85.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LocIN achieves more than 70% accuracy on both datasets even when the input spatial maps have fewer points i.e., $N = 512$. We note that even with sparse maps, LocIN’s location decoder extracts the environment’s structural and semantic properties, sufficient for accurate location classification. This ensures that LocIN infers the user’s location even if the map is captured while the user quickly scans their environment.

**Spatial Map Size (RQ4).** An important factor concerning LocIN’s practicality is the input spatial map’s size since MR device depth sensors have a limited field of view of the user’s environment due to object/surface occlusions or their non-panoramic nature. We define size as the area of the user’s environment captured by the MR device.
To this end, we evaluated the ScanNet and ARKitScenes datasets by creating submaps from each spatial map in the test dataset by randomly selecting a point in the map and cropping a bounding box around it. The resulting submaps only include a subset of objects and walls (including the case where no walls are sampled) present in the user’s environment. The size of the bounding box is a percentage of the original map’s size. We discard submaps with less than $N = 4096$ points.

Figure 3.11 presents the average accuracy of LocIn on submaps generated from the two datasets as we vary the percentage of the indoor environment’s size captured by the MR device. LocIn achieves an average accuracy of 69.1% in classifying the indoor location type when the spatial map captures only 50% of the environment. The accuracy improves to 77% as the spatial map size increases to 70%. LocIn effectiveness deteriorates as the size of the map decreases since the cropped submaps lack complete semantic and object details necessary for distinguishing the indoor location (e.g., cropped/missing bed in a bedroom’s submap).

We note that we perform this evaluation on LocIn model trained on the complete spatial maps of the indoor environments. Hence, one possible approach to improve LocIn’s robustness to map size would be to train on cropped submaps.
Table 3.5. LocIn’s performance on Holo3DMaps dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Depth Sensor</th>
<th>Avg. Accuracy</th>
<th>Avg. Precision</th>
<th>Avg. Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indirect ToF (ScanNet)</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiDAR (ARKitScenes)</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.7.5 Generalizability of LocIn (RQ5)

We perform LocIn’s main evaluation on the two publicly available datasets (i.e., ScanNet and ARKitScenes) collected using iPads with two different depth sensors. To evaluate LocIn’s generalizability to other MR devices with different depth-sensing technologies, we collected our own dataset (Holo3DMaps) of spatial maps from indoor environments using Microsoft’s HoloLens 2 equipped with indirect Time-of-Flight (ToF) depth sensor [77]. We evaluate LocIn’s performance on Holo3DMaps through two models: (a) LocIn trained on a dataset collected using indirect Time-of-Flight depth sensor (ScanNet) and (b) LocIn trained on a dataset collected using LiDAR scanner (ARKitScenes).

Table 3.5 shows LocIn’s effectiveness on Holo3DMaps on the two models. LocIn achieves 80% accuracy in inferring user location when trained on the ScanNet dataset. Interestingly, LocIn’s accuracy deteriorates when evaluated on the model trained with ARKitScenes dataset. This is due to the resolution differences in the spatial maps captured by HoloLens 2 and iPad with LiDAR scanner. HoloLens 2 employs indirect Time-of-Flight (ToF) depth sensor that illuminates the observed scene with infrared light and uses the reflected light to calculate scene depth [104]. In contrast, iPad’s LiDAR scanner (direct ToF) uses timed light pulses to measure scene depth, instead of illuminating the whole scene with modulated light like an indirect ToF sensor [105].

Due to the differences in depth calculation methods, the spatial maps of two devices have inherent differences in their 3D point cloud sparsity. Thus, if LocIn is trained on LiDAR spatial maps (ARKitScenes), the features from spatial maps in Holo3DMaps are inconsistent with the features observed during training, causing LocIn to misclassify them.
Contrarily, given that both ScanNet and Holo3DMaps are created using indirect ToF sensors, LocIn trained on ScanNet dataset generalizes well to Holo3DMaps. Therefore, an adversary can leverage LocIn trained on one MR device to attack a different device with the same depth-sensing technology.

### 3.7.6 Comparison with Baseline (RQ6)

We compare LocIn’s effectiveness against three baseline approaches on ScanNet and ARKitScenes datasets. First, we compare LocIn with a naive ML classifier (Base-RF\textsubscript{obj}) that leverages the objects in the user’s environment. For this, we predict the semantic labels for objects using VoteNet [93] and generate a histogram of the objects present in a given location type. We then train a Random Forest classifier on these object class histograms to predict the location. We choose Random Forest classifier as it classifies the point cloud based on statistical features from the object histogram. Second, we compare LocIn against another Random Forest classifier trained on the object class histogram generated from ground-truth object semantic labels (Base-RF\textsubscript{obj}). This eliminates the impact of errors in object detection and evaluate how object information without spatial information impacts location classification accuracy. Lastly, we compare LocIn with a baseline deep neural network that takes the spatial representation obtained from PointNet++ [70] as input and processes it through a series of fully connected layers followed by a softmax operation to predict the location class (Base-DN).

Table 3.6 shows the accuracy of the baseline models in contrast to LocIn. Base-RF\textsubscript{obj} achieves an accuracy of only 29.6% and 38.8% on ScanNet and ARKitScenes, respectively. This is because Base-RF\textsubscript{obj} does not consider the spatial and geometric information in the spatial map. We find that the accuracy for location types with distinct objects (e.g., bed in bedroom and toilet in bathroom) is higher than location types with no distinct objects (e.g., office and living room). Moreover, the errors in the object detection model contribute to inaccuracies in the object class histograms and, in turn, the location inference accuracy.

Base-RF\textsubscript{ground} achieves a higher location inference accuracy of 41.7% on ScanNet and 44.2% on ARKitScenes. While this model eliminates the impact of errors in object detection,
Table 3.6. LocIn’s comparison with baseline approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Base-RF$_{\text{obj}}$</th>
<th>Base-RF$_{\text{ground}}$</th>
<th>Base-DN</th>
<th>LocIn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ScanNet</td>
<td>29.6%</td>
<td>41.7%</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARKitScenes</td>
<td>38.8%</td>
<td>44.2%</td>
<td>58.6%</td>
<td>85.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

it still does not capture the correlation between spatial, geometric, and semantic features of a spatial map. Similarly, Base-DN extracts high-level features, such as structural and geometric properties (e.g., length and width or floor map) of the users environment. However, since indoor environments of the same type vary significantly in their geometric and structural properties (e.g., size of two bedrooms in a house), it is difficult to predict the specific location type, resulting in a low accuracy of 57.1% and 58.6% on ScanNet and ARKitScenes datasets, respectively. In contrast to these models, LocIn’s multi-task learning framework performs feature extraction and loss minimization that simultaneously capture both geometric properties and semantic context of the users environment to accurately infer the location.

3.7.7 Comparison with Prior Work (RQ7)

We compare LocIn with a recent work [68], the only prior work that leverages 3D spatial maps from an MR device to infer the user’s indoor location. This work extracts 3D spin image features [106] from the input spatial map and employs nearest neighbor distance and deep learning-based 3D place recognizer (PointNetVLAD) [107] to determine if the map’s feature vector matches with one of the maps from the user’s previously visited locations. However, their attack has limited practicality as it assumes that the attacker has access to a labeled dataset of 3D spatial maps of the target user’s indoor locations. Therefore, it only targets a specific user and her previously visited locations.

To evaluate how this work compares against LocIn in a realistic attack scenario (no prior knowledge about a user is available), we implement its DNN place recognizer [107] to extract global features from 3D spatial maps. Since our goal is to infer the location type, we replace its final Euclidean distance-based feature matching step with our location classifier that processes the spatial feature vector through an MLP followed by a softmax operation.
We train this model on the ScanNet dataset with the same training parameters as described in [107]. It achieves an accuracy of 50.1% on ScanNet’s test dataset which is much lower compared to LocIn’s 81.6% accuracy. This significant difference in accuracy shows that LocIn is more effective in inferring users’ location from spatial maps without any prior knowledge about the user’s location.

3.8 Limitations and Discussion

Inferring Location of Complex Environments. LocIn can infer users’ location from 3D spatial maps in various indoor environments with common objects (Section 5.5.1). However, if a user’s environment includes unique objects or very few objects or planar surfaces, LocIn’s effectiveness will mainly rely on its location classification decoder. This is because LocIn’s object and semantic segmentation decoders cannot extract meaningful patterns from the input map. We conducted an additional experiment to evaluate LocIn’s effectiveness on spatial maps where no objects are present in the user’s environment. In this case, LocIn infers the users’ environment based on its geometric properties with an accuracy of 59.1%.

Generalization to Various MR Devices. We demonstrate LocIn attack on three popular MR devices that leverage depth cameras or LiDAR sensors to capture the spatial map of a user’s environment. However, spatial maps from different MR devices have varying sparsity and non-uniform point density because various MR devices employ different sensors and depth calculation techniques to generate the 3D spatial maps [94, 104]. For instance, in contrast to LiDAR scanner-based devices, devices leveraging ToF depth cameras (e.g., smartphones, HoloLens) build spatial maps based on the reflection of light pulses emitted by the device. As a result, they experience difficulty in capturing a complete 3D representation of reflective surfaces and objects, such as mirrors, polished metal, or very dark surfaces, producing more sparse spatial maps. Although we show that LocIn attack is transferrable across devices that leverage the same depth sensor type, this inherent difference in spatial map properties requires building a specialized model for each MR device.

Predicting Unknown Location Types. We demonstrate in Section 3.7 that LocIn can effectively identify 13 indoor location types where MR devices are typically used. LocIn,
Figure 3.12. LocIn’s performance with varying noise levels.

however, is limited to inferring location types observed during its training process. Thus, if
the user interacts with their MR device in a location not included in the LocIn’s training,
LocIn cannot correctly infer the location from the spatial map. An adversary can leverage
outlier detection techniques to detect samples out of distribution from the known location
classes [108, 109] and collect a more comprehensive dataset with diverse labels for training
LocIn.

LocIn Counter Measures. One possible defense against LocIn is to limit the MR app’s
access to the raw 3D spatial maps and only share privacy-preserving features (e.g., planar
surfaces or 3D points of a user-defined region) to enable MR content. Yet, this would affect
MR apps’ functionality as they rely on detailed spatial understanding to enable MR content,
requiring further investigation into its usability for MR apps.

Another possible defense is to inject noise into the 3D spatial maps shared with the MR
apps to force LocIn to misclassify the user’s location. To test this defense, we conducted two
sets of experiments on the ScanNet dataset. First, we applied random perturbations to all
points in the spatial maps in our test dataset by adding Gaussian noise to their points’ 3D
coordinates and predicted their location using LocIn trained on raw spatial maps. Second,
we applied random perturbations of varying intensity only to points belonging to objects present within the spatial maps. In both cases, we change the noise intensity by changing the standard deviation ($\sigma$) of the added noise. Figure 3.12 presents the change in accuracy with varying noise for both experiments. We observe that LocIn’s accuracy drops to 61% when all points are perturbed in the spatial maps by a noise level of $\sigma = 0.3$. Similarly, when similar noise is added to only objects, LocIn’s accuracy deteriorates to 49.5%. This decrease in accuracy occurs since noisy points in the spatial map make it difficult to detect the objects and semantic features of the user’s environment.

Although noise injection reduces LocIn’s effectiveness, its feasibility is limited as the perturbed spatial maps reduce usability for the MR apps. For instance, MR apps leverage the spatial map to localize a user in its environment [110]; thus, a perturbed spatial map may result in erroneous localization results, affecting the apps’ functionality. Moreover, implementing this defense requires evaluating different spatial map usage scenarios to ensure app functionality is not affected.

3.9 Related Work

**Privacy Leakage in Mobile Mixed Reality.** Recent works have exposed attacks that leverage the multi-modal sensors on MR devices, similar to privacy leakages in other mobile devices [2, 16, 111]. For instance, a line of work proposed virtual keystroke detection side-channel attacks on MR devices by exploiting the channel state information (CSI) of WiFi signals [112], headset motion sensors [113, 114] and IMU sensors on MR device hand controllers [115]. Another work [116] proposed an eavesdropping attack through motion sensors on head-mounted MR devices to detect facial movements for inferring human speech. In this chapter, we show a new privacy leakage from MR devices by exploiting the 3D spatial maps to infer the user’s location type.

**Location Inference Attacks.** Several works exploit radio frequency (RF) signals emitted by commodity devices to infer users’ location [117, 118]. However, these approaches require a physically proximate attacker to deploy sniffing devices near users. In contrast, LocIn attack operates remotely without requiring any additional devices or information about the user.
Another line of attacks exploits mobile sensors, e.g., microphone [119] and IMU sensors [120], to infer users’ location. Yet, these works only localize a user with respect to the mobile device and require an indoor map of the environment.

Previous approaches have also investigated indoor location inference from images and videos through hand-crafted features and deep learning models [62, 63, 65–67]. Yet, these attacks are ineffective in various scenarios. First, these attacks are sensitive to lighting and occlusion, decreasing their location inference accuracy in low-lighting conditions or when objects are partially obscured. Second, the accuracy of these attacks is influenced by different camera orientations/viewpoints while capturing images/videos. Lastly, given users’ privacy concerns surrounding apps’ access to camera images and videos, several privacy-preserving approaches attempt to eliminate location attacks through visual data [87, 89, 90] and various MR devices limit apps’ access to image and video data. In contrast, LocIn exploits spatial maps, shared with apps to enable device localization, to infer locations from different camera orientations/viewpoints regardless of low lighting and occlusion.

A recent work [68] leveraged spatial data on MR devices to recognize users’ previously visited locations. While this work, similar to LocIn, exploits the spatial data on MR devices to infer private user information, its practicality is limited as it only recognizes a specific user’s previously visited indoor locations. Contrarily, LocIn infers a user’s location without any prior information through its semantic aware multi-task network and generalizes well to unseen users (Section 3.7.7).

Multi-task Learning on 3D Data. Several prior works have leveraged multi-task learning for scene understanding tasks (e.g., object detection, semantic segmentation, object classification) on 3D data [93, 121–124]. Previous works [123, 124] simultaneously learned embedded features for 3D object instance segmentation and semantic segmentation through a combined loss function. A recent work [122] learned the shape of 3D objects and their labels simultaneously based on objects’ curvature. A line of work [121, 125] used multi-task learning to improve a robot’s ability to recognize a scene by combining color and geometric properties of 3D data. In contrast, LocIn leverages 3D objects and semantic context of a user’s environment from 3D spatial data to infer its location.
3.10 Labeling ARKitScenes Dataset

We describe our approach for generating ground truth labels for location type and point-wise semantic labels for the ARKitScenes dataset [72].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location Type</th>
<th>Object Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t_0$: Living Room</td>
<td>sofa, fireplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_1$: Bedroom</td>
<td>bed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_2$: Kitchen</td>
<td>stove, dishwasher, oven, refrigerator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_3$: Bathroom</td>
<td>bathtub, toilet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Location Type Labels.** We adopted a semi-automated annotation process to label each spatial map in ARKitScenes with its location type. Since ARKitScenes includes ground truth for the objects (including bounding boxes and object semantic labels), we leverage the fact that objects uniquely characterize indoor environments to assign an initial location label to each spatial map. Specifically, two researchers developed a mapping ($M$) between typical indoor environments and the objects that uniquely identify them (Table 3.7). For instance, a bedroom must have a bed, and a kitchen must have a stove. This mapping includes four location types commonly observed in real-world homes where ARKitScenes is collected and a subset of objects from the 17 objects types in the ARKitScenes dataset. We assigned an label to each spatial map through the function $l = \arg \max(t_0, t_1, t_2, t_3)$ where

$$t_i = \Sigma(u_0, u_1, \ldots, u_m), \text{ where } u_j = \frac{k}{U}$$ (3.9)

Here, $k$ is the number of objects of type $u_j$ in the spatial map, $m$ is the number of object types present in the mapping for location type ($t_i$), and $U$ is the total number of objects in the input spatial map that belong to location type $t_i$ in $M$.

Two researchers then manually inspected and verified the initial labels by visualizing the spatial map and its associated images available in the dataset. We found that among 5,048 spatial maps in the dataset, 256 maps did not include any objects in the location-object type mapping in Table 3.7 and hence could not be labeled in the initial labeling process. The two researchers manually labeled these 256 samples individually and assigned them
labels following the location types in the ScanNet dataset. The authors then met to discuss and reconcile differences. We assigned the “Miscellaneous” label to samples for which no conclusive location type could be derived from the spatial map and its corresponding images.

**Semantic Segmentation Labels.** We used the ground truth for 3D objects in the maps to assign the semantic label to each point based on the object the point belonged to. For instance, we assigned the semantic label “bed” to all points within the bounding box of the bed object in a given spatial map. This approach, however, only considers points that belong to one of the 17 object types annotated in the ARKitScenes dataset. These types do not include planar surfaces such as walls, floors, and ceilings. Hence, to annotate points on these planar surfaces, we adopted a semi-automated annotation approach.

We first identified an estimate of all planar surfaces in a given spatial map through Random Sampling Consensus (RANSAC) \[126\] algorithm for plane detection. For this, we employed an iterative procedure that randomly samples a subset of points from an input spatial map and fits a plane equation on these points. The number of points that satisfy the plane equation (inliers) in each iteration is used to calculate a confidence score for the plane equation. We then marked the plane equation, which achieves the highest confidence score as a planar surface in the spatial map. We used this process to identify the horizontal and vertical planar surfaces (along \(x\) and \(y\) axes of the spatial maps) only because these planes represent the walls, floors, and ceiling in the spatial maps.

Two researchers manually inspected the plane detection output and corrected errors in the point-wise semantic labels. Through this procedure, we annotated all spatial maps in the dataset and assigned the points to one of 20 object types (17 objects in ARKitScenes and wall, floor and ceiling).
4. FACEREVELIO: A FACE LIVENESS DETECTION SYSTEM FOR SMARTPHONES WITH A SINGLE FRONT CAMERA

4.1 Introduction

Considering the growingly extensive use of smartphones in all aspects of our daily life, reliable user authentication for securing private information and mobile payments is an absolute necessity. Recent years have witnessed a rising usage of face authentication on smartphones as a promising alternative to traditional password-based protection mechanisms. Most of the existing face authentication systems use traditional 2D face recognition technologies, which suffer from vulnerability to spoofing attacks where the attacker uses 2D photos/videos or 3D masks to bypass the authentication system.

Recently, some smartphone manufacturers have introduced liveness detection features to some of their high-end products, e.g. iPhone X/XR/XS and HUAWEI Mate 20 Pro. These phones are embedded with specialized hardware components on their screens to detect the 3D structure of the user’s face. For example, Apple’s TrueDepth system \[127\] employs an infrared dot projector coupled with a dedicated infrared camera beside its traditional front camera.

Although effective, deployment of such specialized hardware components, adding a notch on the screen, is against the bezel-less trend in the smartphones’ market. Customers’ desire for higher screen-to-body ratio has consequently forced manufacturers to search for alternative methods. For example, Samsung recently launched S10 as its first phone with face authentication and an Infinity-O hole-punch display. However, S10’s lack of any specialized hardware for capturing facial depth, made it an easy target for 2D photo or video attacks \[128\].

Therefore, we ask the following question: How can we enable liveness detection on smartphones only relying on a single front camera?

Prior works on face liveness detection for defense against 2D spoofing attacks have relied on computer vision techniques to detect and analyze facial liveness clues like blinking and eye movements \[129\], nose and mouth features \[130, 131\], and skin reflectance \[132\]. Usually, extracting such characteristics from a face requires ideal lighting conditions, which are hard to guarantee in practice. Another common approach is the use of challenge-response protocols
where the user is asked to respond to a random challenge, such as pronouncing a word, blinking or other facial gestures. These techniques, however, are unreliable because facial gestures can be simulated using modern technologies, such as media-based facial forgery [133]. A time-constrained protocol was recently introduced to defend against these attacks, which however still required the users to make specific expressions [9]. The additional time-consuming efforts and their reliance on users’ cooperation, make such protocols harder to use in many scenarios, including but not limited to elderly usage and emergency cases.

In this chapter, we introduce a novel face liveness system, FaceRevelio, that only uses the front camera on commodity smartphones. Our system reconstructs 3D models of users’ faces in order to defend against 2D-spoofing attacks. FaceRevelio exploits smartphone screens as light sources to illuminate the human face from different angles. Our main idea is to display combinations of light patterns on the screen and simultaneously record the reflection of those patterns from the users’ faces via the front camera. We employ a variant of photometric stereo [134] to reconstruct 3D facial structures from the recorded videos. To this end, we recover four stereo images of the face from the recorded video via a least squared method and use these images to build a normal map of the face. Finally, the 3D model of the face is reconstructed from the normal map using a quadratic normal integration approach [135]. From this reconstructed model, we analyze how the depth changes across a human face compared to model reconstructed from a photograph or video and train a deep neural network to detect various spoofing attacks.

Implementing our idea of reconstructing the 3D face structure for liveness detection using a single camera involved a series of challenges. First, displaying simple and easily forgeable light patterns on the screen makes the system susceptible to replay attacks. To secure our system from replay attacks, we designed the novel idea of a light passcode, which is a random combination of patterns in which the screen intensity changes during the process of authentication, such that an attacker would be unable to correctly guess the random passcode. Second, in the presence of ambient lighting, the intensity of the reflection of our light passcode was small, hence difficult to separate from ambient lighting. In order to make FaceRevelio practical in various realistic lighting conditions, we carefully designed light passcodes to be orthogonal and "zero-mean" to remove the impact of environment lighting. In addition,
we had to separate the impact of each pattern from the mixture of captured reflections to accurately recover the stereo images via the least square method. For this purpose, we linearized the camera responses by fixing camera exposure parameters and reversing gamma correction [136]. Finally, the unknown direction of lighting used in the four patterns causes an uncertainty in the surface normals computed from the stereo images which could lead to inaccurate 3D reconstruction. We designed an algorithm to find this uncertainty using a general template for human surface normals. We used landmark-aware mesh warping to fit this general template to users’ face structures.

*FaceRevelio* is implemented as a prototype system on Samsung S10 smartphone. By collecting 3800 videos with a resolution of 1280 × 960 and a frame rate of 30 fps, we evaluated *FaceRevelio* with 30 volunteers under different lighting conditions. *FaceRevelio* achieves an EER of 1.4% for both dark and day light settings, respectively against 2D printed photograph attacks. It detects the replay video attacks with an EER of 0.0%, and 0.3% for each lighting, respectively.

The contributions of our research are summarized as follows:

1. We design a liveness detection system for commodity smartphones with only a single front camera by reconstructing the 3D surface of the face, without relying on any extra hardware or human cooperation.

2. We introduce the notion of light passcodes which combines randomly-generated lighting patterns on four quarters of the screen. Light passcode enables reconstructing 3D structures from stereo images and more importantly, defends against replay attacks.

3. We implement *FaceRevelio* as an application on Android phones and evaluate the system performance on 30 users in different scenarios. Our evaluations show promising results on applicability and effectiveness of *FaceRevelio*.

### 4.2 Background

In this section, we introduce photometric stereo and explain how it is used for 3D reconstruction under known/unknown lighting conditions.
Photometric stereo is a technique for recovering the 3D surface of an object using multiple images in which the object is fixed and lighting conditions vary [137]. Its key idea is to utilize the fact that the amount of light that a surface reflects depends on the orientation of the surface with respect to the light source and the camera.

**Computing Normals under Known Lighting Conditions:** Besides the original assumptions under which photometric stereo is normally used [137] (e.g. point light sources, uniform albedo, etc.), we now assume that the illumination is known.

Given three point light sources, the surface normal vectors $S$ can be computed by solving the following linear equation based on the two known variables:

$$I^T = L^T S, \quad (4.1)$$

where $I = [I_1, I_2, I_3]$ is the stacked three stereo images exposed to different illumination, and $L = [L_1, L_2, L_3]$ is the lighting direction for these three images. Note that at least three images under variant lighting conditions are required to solve this equation and to make sure that the surface normals are constrained.

**Computing Normals under Unknown Lighting Conditions:** Now we consider the case when the lighting conditions are unknown. The matrix of intensity measurements is further denoted as $M$, which is of size $m \times n$ where $m$ is the number of images. Therefore

$$M = L^T S. \quad (4.2)$$

For solving this approximation, $M$ is factorized using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [138]. Using SVD the following is obtained

$$M = U \Sigma V^T. \quad (4.3)$$

This decomposition can be used to recover $L$ and $S$ in the form of $L^T = U \sqrt{\Sigma} A$ and $S = A^{-1} \sqrt{\Sigma} V^T$, where $A$ is an $3 \times 3$ linear ambiguity matrix. [134] provides the details about how this equation can be solved with four images under different lighting conditions.
4.3 FaceRevelio System Overview

FaceRevelio is a liveness detection system designed to defend against various spoofing attacks on face authentication systems.

Figure 4.1 shows an overview of FaceRevelio’s architecture. It begins its operation by dividing the phone screen into four quarters and using each of them as a light source. Random Light Passcode Generator module is used to select a random light passcode which is a collection of four orthogonal light patterns displayed in the four quarters of the phone screen. The front camera records a video clip containing the reflection of these light patterns from the user’s face. These light patterns are not only used during video recording, but also help reconstruct 3D structure of the face and detect replay attacks. The recorded video then passes through a preprocessing module where first face region is extracted and aligned in each adjacent video frame. This is followed by an inverse gamma calibration operation applied to each frame to ensure linear camera response. Finally, the video is filtered by constructing its Gaussian Pyramid [139], where each frame is smoothed and subsampled to remove noise. After preprocessing, a temporal correlation between the passcode in the video frames and the one generated by the Random Light Passcode Generator is checked. If a high correlation is verified, the filtered video frames along with the random light passcode are fed into an Image Recovery module. The goal of this module is to recover the four stereo images corresponding to the four light sources, by utilizing the linearity of the camera response. The recovered stereo
images are then used to compute face surface normals under unknown lighting conditions using a variant of photometric stereo technique [134]. A generalized human normal map template and its 2D wired mesh connecting the facial landmarks are used to compute these normals accurately. A 3D face is finally reconstructed from the surface normals by using a quadratic normal integration method [135]. Once the 3D structure is reconstructed, it is passed on to a liveness detection decision model. Here, a Siamese neural network [140] is trained to extract depth features from a known sample human face depth map and the reconstructed candidate 3D face. These feature vectors are then compared via L1 distance and a sigmoid activation function to give a similarity score for the two feature vectors. The decision model declares the 3D face as a real human face if this score is above a threshold and detects a spoofing attack otherwise.

4.4 FaceRevelio Attack Model

Attacks to face authentication techniques can be classified into static and dynamic attacks. In a 2D static attack, a still object such as a photograph or mask is used, such that the face recognition algorithms would not be able to differentiate these presented objects from an actual face. Dynamic attacks aim at spoofing systems where some form of user action is required like making an expression or a gesture. In these attacks, a video of the user is replayed performing the requested action. These videos can easily be forged by merging user’s public photos with its facial characteristics. Adversaries can also launch a 3D static attack by using 3D models of the face. However, this requires advanced 3D printing capabilities which requires high cost. Similarly, 3D dynamic attacks involving building a 3D model in virtual settings, are impractical as described in [9].

Our goal is to prevent adversaries from spoofing face authentication systems with 2D static and dynamic attacks. We assume that an attacker has access to high-quality images of the legitimate user’s face. We also assume that the adversary can record a video of the user while using FaceRevelio. In this case, the recorded video will capture the light patterns’ reflections from the user’s face. The attacker prepares these videos beforehand and launches an offline attack on our system by displaying them on a laptop screen/monitor. Conducting an
online attack is extremely difficult since our system displays a random passcode on the screen each time. This would require the attacker to use a very high-speed camera and computer to determine the random passcode and then generate a forged video response using this passcode, all within the duration of a frame of the passcode; hence impractical.

4.5 FaceRevelio System Design

4.5.1 Light Passcode Generator

To apply photometric stereo, we need to generate four images of the face illuminated under various light sources, from different directions. In order to simulate these light sources using the phone screen, we divide the screen into four quarters where each quarter is assumed a light source. During the video recording, each of these quarters is illuminated alternately in four equal intervals, while the other three quarters are dark. Figure 4.2 shows how the screen changes with different patterns during the four intervals and an example of the 3D reconstruction of the face using these patterns.

Random Passcode Generator

It could be argued that using these basic light patterns, the system would be prone to replay attacks. Keeping this in mind, we consider the idea of illuminating all the four quarters together for a certain period and changing the screen lighting randomly at each time instance and each quarter to a random value between 0 and 1. Now, each quarter of the screen is
Figure 4.3. An example of a random passcode. The top row shows the four random patterns in the passcode before and after low-pass filtering and the final patterns after applying the Gram-Schmidt process to the filtered pattern. The bottom row shows the FFT of these patterns before and after applying the Gram-Schmidt process. The frequency bound still holds after applying the Gram-Schmidt process.

illuminated simultaneously with a random pixel value, simulating four light sources. Based on this, we define a *light passcode* as a collection of four random light patterns displayed in the four quarters. In the rest of the chapter, we will use *passcode* as a short-term for *light passcode*.

For the passcode, a random light pattern $P_j$ is generated for a quarter $j$. During a time interval $t_s$, $P_j$ is the light pattern represented as a sequence of random numbers, between 0 and 1, of length $t_s$. The light pattern represents what each pixel of the screen is set to in the quarter $j$. The screen quarter is white when this value is 1 and black when 0. In order to account for the smartphone screen refreshing rate, we apply an ideal low pass filter with a frequency threshold of $3Hz$ to each of the four light patterns. Although current smartphone screens support a refreshing rate of $60Hz$, there is a delay when the screen is gradually updated from top to bottom. As a result, when the frequency threshold is set to a higher value, the intensity within each quarter may not be consistent. Additionally, setting a higher frequency threshold would result in rapid changes in the screen intensity, making
it uncomfortable for users’ eyes. These filtered patterns are then normalized such that each pattern is zero-mean.

One problem in illuminating the four quarters together is that the recorded video has a mixture of reflections of the four light patterns from the face. To be able to recover the stereo images from the mixture of reflections, we guarantee independence when combining the light patterns into a passcode. On top of ensuring their independence, we also introduce orthogonality between these four patterns. We apply Gram-Schmidt process to the four light patterns to get their orthogonal basis and use these as patterns. Orthogonality assures a good separation between the impact of the four patterns on the human face and hence helps in the recovery of stereo images. Using induction and the fact that Gram-Schmidt process is linear, we can prove that if each of the original patterns satisfies the frequency threshold of 3Hz, the resulting orthogonal patterns are also within 3Hz. Figure 4.3 shows an example of a passcode with four patterns and the FFT of these patterns before and after the application of Gram-Schmidt process. We can see that the FFT of the patterns generated after applying Gram-Schmidt to the filtered random sequence only has components below 3Hz. On a side note, the above process is analogous to code-division multiple access (CDMA) used in radio communications. In our case, the face is analogous to the shared media, the camera is the receiver and our orthogonal patterns are like the codes in CDMA. The stereo images generated by each independent quarter are like the data bit sent by each user. The difference is that in our case, we design and use patterns of continuous values that satisfy a frequency bound requirement.

As a result of the above steps, we obtain four orthogonal zero-mean light patterns, forming a passcode. This passcode is then added on top of a constant base intensity value and displayed on the screen. Section 4.5.5 describes how the passcodes are used to defend against replay video attacks.

4.5.2 Video Preprocessing and Filtering

After generating a random passcode, the corresponding light patterns are displayed on the smartphone screen. Meanwhile, a video of their reflections from a user’s face is recorded.
using the front camera. From the recorded video, first, we locate and extract the face in each frame by identifying the facial landmarks (83 landmarks) using Face++ [143]. We then use these landmarks to align the face position in every adjacent frame to neutralize the impact of slight head movements and hand tremors.

Since our following algorithms focus on how the changes in lighting conditions affect the captured face images, we preprocess the recorded video by converting each frame from the color space to the HSV space [144]. Only the V component will be kept and the other two components are discarded since the V component reflects the brightness of an image. Then, each video frame represented by the V component is further processed using Gaussian pyramid [139] for removing noises and optimizing the video size. We use two levels of pyramid and select the peak of the pyramid in the subsequent steps for video analysis, which reduces the system’s processing time.

4.5.3 Image Recovery

Recall that in photometric stereo, at least three stereo images with different single light sources are needed for computing the surface normals. However, what we obtained so far is a series of frames, in which the lighting on the face at any given time is a combined effect of all four light patterns on the screen. Therefore, we need to recover these stereo images for each quarter from the preprocessed video frames, which is different from the traditional way of directly collecting stereo images used for photometric stereo.

Based on the theory that the intensities of incoherent lights add linearly [145], we propose to recover the stereo images by directly solving the equation, \( G = WX \), where \( G \) is a \( f \times n \) matrix representing the light intensity values received on each pixel in the recorded video frames, where \( f \) is the number of frames and \( n \) is the number of pixels in one frame. \( W \) represents the \( f \times 4 \) light patterns \([P_1; P_2; P_3; P_4]\) used while recording the video. \( X (= [I_1; I_2; I_3; I_4]) \) is a \( 4 \times n \) matrix representing the four stereo images that we aim to recover. This equation utilizes the fact that under a combined lighting condition, the light intensity received on a certain pixel is a weighted sum of four light intensities with a single light from each quarter.
However, we cannot directly use the above equation unless under the assumption that camera sensors can accurately capture light intensities and reflect the actual values. Problems, e.g. inaccurate image recovery, will arise if we ignore the possible effects of camera parameters and sensitivity. Recently, smartphone camera APIs\textsuperscript{1} started supporting manual camera mode which gives the user full control of the exposure parameters, i.e. aperture, shutter speed (exposure time) and sensitivity (ISO). In automatic mode, the camera continuously adjusts its ISO to compensate for lighting changes in the scene. In order to have a smoother camera response with changing light intensity, we use the camera in manual mode where its ISO is set to a fixed value.

Although the camera response curve is smooth after fixing the ISO, we still need to linearize the relationship between the image captured and the light from the screen to be able to use the equation for solving $G$. For this purpose, we dig deep into the mechanics of the camera sensor and image processing involved in generating the final output images. Cameras typically apply a series of operations on the raw camera sensor data to give us the final output images. These include linearization of sensor data, white balancing, demosaicing \cite{146} and gamma calibration \cite{136}. Gamma calibration is where non-linearity arises between the captured pixel values and the light intensity from the scene. In order to make use of linear relationship between these two, we apply an inverse of the gamma calibration, to the recorded video frames obtained from the camera. As a result, the resulting pixel values in the range between black and saturation level have a linear relationship with the actual light present in the scene. This relationship can be formulated as the linear model, $y = kx + b$, where $b$ is the $y$-intercept introduced to account for the non-zero black level of the camera sensor. This inverse calibration is applied to each frame in the video preprocessing before face extraction. Now by generalizing the linear model to every frame, containing multiple pixels, we get

$$K = kG + B,$$

\footnote{Android supports manual camera mode starting from Android Lollipop 5.1}
where $K$ is the video frames that the camera actually captured for the duration of the passcode. By substituting the definition of $G$ into Equation 4.4, we get

$$K = kWX + B.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

Finally, we use the least square method to solve

$$WX = \frac{1}{k}(K - B)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

which can be written as

$$X = (W^TW)^{-1}W^T(\frac{1}{k}(K - B))$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.7)

Here, notice that $B$ is a constant matrix and since each of the four patterns in the passcode $W$ are zero-mean, the term $W^TB$ will be eliminated. Hence Equation 4.7 becomes:

$$X = (W^TW)^{-1}W^T(\frac{1}{k}K)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.8)

Note that this solution $X$ will have an uncertainty of a scale factor. For any $\alpha > 0$, let $X' = \alpha X$, $k' = \frac{1}{\alpha}k$. $X'$, $k'$ will also minimize the above function.

However, this will not have an impact on the reconstructed surface normals. Recall, that surface normals are computed by taking SVD of the stereo images. So, when $X$ and $X'$ are both factorized using SVD, the decompositions are

$$X = U\Sigma V^T,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.9)

$$X' = U(\alpha\Sigma)V^T.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.10)

The surface normal $V^T$ will stay the same in these two cases. From the above observation, we can set $k = 1$ without any impact on the surface normals. Now, we can solve for $X'$ by

$$X' = (W^TW)^{-1}W^TK$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.11)
So far, we assumed that the only light present in the scene is due to the passcode displayed on the screen. However, we still need to consider the ambient light present in the scene as well as the base intensity value of the screen on top of which the passcode is added. To account for these other light sources, Equation 4.5 now becomes

\[ K = kWX + B + C \]  

(4.12)

where \( C \) is the constant light present in the scene. Again, since \( C \) is a constant, because of the orthogonal and zero-mean nature of our passcode, \( W, W^T C \) will become 0. As a result, Equation 4.11 will give a solution for \( X \) even when ambient light is present.

Due to the inherent delay in the camera hardware, the recorded video may have some extra frames and the timestamps for each video frame captured and the four patterns displayed on the screen at that point may differ. To ensure that we obtain a correct and fine alignment between these two, we first compute the average brightness of each frame and then apply a low pass filter on the average brightness across frames. The peaks and valleys in the average brightness are matched with those of the passcode and finally, DTW [147] is used to align the two series correctly. Once aligned, the result is the video frames which exactly represent the reflection of the passcode from the face. These video frames are then given as input to Equation 4.11 to recover the four stereo images as \( X \). We define the average brightness of these video frames as the recorded passcode for later sections.

An example of the recovered four stereo images corresponding to every single light i.e four patterns displayed in each quarter is shown in Figure 4.4. The top 4 images are the recovered stereo images. The bottom images are the binary representation of these stereo images such that in each image, a pixel value is 1 if the pixel in the corresponding stereo image is larger than the mean value of the same pixel in the other three stereo images. This binary representation is just to visually emphasize how different these stereo images are and how they represent the face illuminated from lighting in four different directions.
4.5.4 Photometric Stereo and 3D Reconstruction

The stereo images recovered from the least squared method approximate the facial images taken with four different point lights. Now, we can use these stereo images to compute the surface normals of the face as described in Section 4.2.

However, as mentioned earlier, these surface normals have an ambiguity of matrix $A$. We design an algorithm illustrated in Algorithm 2 to compute the normals without this uncertainty. We use a generalized template, $N_t$, for the surface normals of a human face and use this to solve for $A$. This template can be the surface normals of any human face recovered without any ambiguity like surface normals computed when the lighting is known. Note that obtaining this template is a one-time effort and the same normal template is used for all users. Along with the normal map, we also have a 2D wired triangulated mesh, $M_t$, connecting the facial landmarks (vertices), for this template. Now, when computing the normals of a user subject, we use the facial landmarks detected from an RGB image of the face to build a triangulated mesh of the face, $M$, using $M_t$ as a reference for connecting the vertices and triangles. A representation of this mesh can be seen in Figure 4.5 (left). An affine transformation from the template mesh, $M_t$ to $M$ is then found independently for each corresponding pair of triangles in the two meshes and applied to the matching piece in $N_t$. As a result, the transformed normal map template, $N_t'$ now fits the face structure of the user.
Algorithm 2 Surface Normal Computation

1: procedure SURFACE_NORMAL_COMPUTATION
2:   Input: normal map template $N_t$, template mesh $M_t$, stacked four stereo images $I$, and face RGB image $R$
3:   Output: surface normals $S$
4:   $V \leftarrow$ getFaceLandmarks($R$)
5:   $M \leftarrow$ buildMesh($V, M_t$)
6:   $\hat{S}, \hat{L}^T \leftarrow$ SVD($I$)
7:   Solve $N'_t = A\hat{S}$ for $A$
8:   $S' \leftarrow A\hat{S}$
9:   $M_s \leftarrow$ symmetrizeMesh($M$)
10:  $S \leftarrow$ transform($S, M, M_s$)
11:  $S \leftarrow$ adjustNormalValues($S$)
12: function TRANSFORM($Z, T_1, T_2$)
13:   for each pair of triangles $< t_1, t_2 > \in T_1, T_2$ do
14:     $a \leftarrow$ affineTransformation($t_1, t_2$)
15:     $Z_{\text{out}} \leftarrow$ warp($Z(t_1), a$)
16:     $Z(t_2) \leftarrow Z_{\text{out}}$
17:   end for
18: end function
19: end procedure

This transformed template can finally be used to find the unknown $A$, by solving $N'_t = A\hat{S}$ where $\hat{S}$ are the approximate normals recovered from SVD, and obtain the surface normals, $S'$. The last step in normal map computation is to make the normal map symmetric. This is needed to reduce noise in the recovered stereo images and hence the surface normals. We first find the center axis of the 2D face mesh using landmarks on the face contour, nose tip and mouth. Once the center is found, each pairing landmarks like eyes, eyebrow corner etc. are adjusted such that they have equal distance to the center to get a symmetric mesh. After symmetrizing the mesh, we fit $S$ into this symmetrized mesh. Now, we can easily apply inverse symmetry to the $x$ component of $S$ and symmetrize the values in $y$ and $z$ components of $S$. Note that by introducing symmetry, we might loose some tiny details of the facial features as all human faces are not symmetrical. However, since our goal is to distinguish
the human face from their spoofing counterpart and not another human, the information retained in the surface normals is more than sufficient. Figure 4.5 (right) shows an example of the $x$, $y$ and $z$ components of a normal map generated from our algorithm.

![Image](image1.png)

**Figure 4.5.** Normal map calculation (left) shows 2D triangulated face mesh generated by using facial landmarks. (right) shows the $X$, $Y$, and $Z$ components of the normal map generated from Algorithm 2.

After we have successfully recovered the surface normals, we can reconstruct the 3D surface of the face from them. For 3D reconstruction, we follow the quadratic normal integration approach described in [135]. The results of 3D reconstruction are shown in Figure 4.6. Side and top view are shown for each reconstructed model.

![Image](image2.png)

**Figure 4.6.** Examples of 3D reconstruction from human faces. Side and top views are shown.

### 4.5.5 Liveness Detection

*FaceRevelio* aims to provide security against two broad categories of spoofing attacks: 2D printed photograph attack and video replay attack.

**2D Printed Photograph Attack:** To defend against the 2D printed photograph attacks, we need to determine whether the reconstructed 3D face belongs to a real/live person or a printed photograph. Figure 4.7 shows examples of 3D reconstruction from a printed
Figure 4.7. Examples of 3D reconstruction from 2D printed photographs. Side and top views are shown.

photograph using the approach described in the previous section. It is interesting to note here that the same general human face normal map template is used for computing the surface normals of a photograph. As a result, the overall structure of the reconstructed model looks similar to a human face. However, even when using this human normal map template, the freedom provided by solving for $A$ is only upto 9 dimensions. Therefore, despite having a similar structure, the reconstruction from the 2D photograph lacks depth details in facial features, e.g. nose, mouth and eyes, as is clear in the examples in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.8. Architecture of the Siamese neural network. One of the twin neural networks takes a known human depth map as input while the other is passed the candidate 3D reconstruction.

Based on these observations, we employ a deep neural network to extract facial depth features from the 3D reconstruction and classify it as a human face or a spoofing attempt. We train a Siamese neural network adapted from [140] for this purpose. The Siamese network consists of two parallel neural networks whose architecture is the same, however, their inputs
are different. One of these networks takes in a known depth map of a human face while the other is given the candidate depth map obtained after the 3D reconstruction. Both these networks output a feature vector for their inputs. These feature vectors are then compared using L1 distance and a sigmoid activation function. The final output of the Siamese network is the probability of the candidate depth map being that of a real human face. Figure 4.8 shows the architecture of the Siamese network. Every time a subject tries to authenticate using FaceRevelio, the reconstructed 3D model along with a sample human depth map is fed as input to the Siamese network. If the output of the Siamese network is above a threshold $\tau_s$, the system detects a real face. Otherwise, a spoofing attempt is identified.

Since Siamese network uses the concept of one-shot learning [148] and takes pairs as input for training, the amount of data required for training is much smaller than traditional convolutional neural networks. Here, one may argue that why not train the model with the raw images/videos captured by the front camera, for the duration of passcode, instead of the depth map? Training a model with these raw images would significantly increase the storage and computation costs of our system and would require huge amounts of training data for the different ambient environments.

![Figure 4.9. Video Replay Attack: (left) shows the distribution of correlation between recorded passcodes from human face and the original passcode. (right) shows the percentage of passcodes which have a correlation with another random passcode higher than a threshold for different thresholds.](image)

**Video Replay Attacks:** FaceRevelio has a two-fold approach for defending against video replay attacks. The first line of defense is to utilize the randomness of the passcode. When a
human subject tries to authenticate via *FaceRevelio*, the passcode displayed on the screen is reflected from the face and captured by the camera. As a result, the average brightness of the video frames across time has a high correlation with the light incident upon the face i.e. the sum of the four patterns in the passcode displayed on the screen. Figure 4.9 (left) shows a distribution of the correlation between recorded passcodes and the original passcode for experiments conducted with humans. The correlation between the two passcodes is higher than 0.85 for more than 99.9% of the cases. An adversary may try to spoof our system by recording a video of a genuine user while using *FaceRevelio* and replay this video on a laptop screen or monitor in front of the phone later. In this case, the video frames captured by the camera will have the reflections of the passcode on the phone screen as well as the passcode present in the replay video. Since *FaceRevelio* chooses a totally random passcode each time as described in 4.5.1, the probability that the passcode displayed on the screen and the passcode in the video has a high correlation is extremely low. To give an idea, for a passcode duration of 3s, if we compare 300 million pairs of random passcodes, only 0.0003% of the pairs will have a correlation greater than 0.84. Figure 4.9 (right) shows the percentage of passcode with a correlation higher than threshold values 0.84, 0.85 and 0.86 for passcode lengths of 1, 2 and 3s. Hence, just by computing and setting a threshold on the correlation between the recorded passcode and the sum of passcode from the screen, the chances of detecting a replay attack are very high.

For the rare cases when the correlation is higher than the predefined threshold, our second line of defense comes into play. Similar to 2D photograph attack, video replay attacks can also be detected using the reconstructed 3D model. The reconstruction from the replayed video suffers from two main problems. First, it is hard for the adversary to accurately synchronize playing the attack video with the start of the passcode display on the smartphones. Second, even if the correlation passes the threshold, there will be some differences in the replayed passcode and *FaceRevelio*’s passcode. Because of this, the DTW matching will not match the recorded video frames with the displayed passcode very well, resulting in wrong stereo image recovery. The incorrect 3D reconstruction from these wrong stereo images is sufficient to identify a spoofing attempt.
4.6 Evaluation

We describe the implementation and evaluation of our system in this section. We first describe the experiment settings and the data collection details and then the performance of our system in different settings.

4.6.1 Implementation and Data Collection

We implemented a prototype for FaceRevelio on Samsung S10 which runs Android 9, with 10 MP front camera that supports Camera2 API. The videos collected for our authentication system have a resolution of 1280x960 and a frame rate of 30fps. For each experiment setting, we display the passcode patterns on the smartphone screen and record a video of the reflections from the user’s face via the front camera. We use Face++ [143] for landmark detection and OpenCV in the image recovery and reconstruction modules of our system. Python libraries for TensorFlow [149] and Keras were used to train the neural network for liveness detection while TensorFlow Lite was used for inference on Android.

We evaluated FaceRevelio with 30 volunteers using our system for liveness detection. The volunteers included 19 males and 11 females with ages ranging from 18 to 60. These volunteers belonged to different ethnic backgrounds including Americans, Asians, Europeans and Africans. During the experiments, the volunteers were asked to hold the phone in front of their faces and press a button on the screen to start the liveness detection process. Once the button was clicked, the front camera started recording a video for the duration of the passcode. During all experiments, we collected a high-quality image of the user to test the performance of our system against photo attacks. For the video replay attack, we used the videos collected from real users and replayed them to the system.

We collected a total of 3800 videos from the 30 volunteers over a duration of 2 weeks. We evaluated the performance of our system in natural daylight as well as in dark. For the daylight setting, all experiments were conducted during daytime however the lighting varied based on the weather conditions on the day and time of the experiment. Each volunteer performed 10 trials of liveness detection using our system for each of the two light settings. A random passcode of 1s duration was added on top of a gray background (grayscale intensity
value of 128) for these trials. We also tested FaceRevelio with passcode durations of 2 and 3s in the two light settings. We also evaluated the impact of indoor lighting and the use of a background image on the performance of our system. For these scenarios, we collected data from 10 volunteers with a passcode duration of 1s. These volunteers also used the system 10 times for each scenario.

We used the Siamese neural network described in section 4.5.5 to test a user by using the depth maps generated from data collected from the remaining users for training.

4.6.2 Performance Results

For evaluating FaceRevelio system performance, we answer the following questions:

(1) What is the overall performance of FaceRevelio?

To determine the overall performance of our system, we evaluated our system’s ability to defend against 2D printed photographs and video replay attacks. We report the accuracy of our system as the true and false accept rate for the two light settings. We also determine the equal error rate (EER) for the attacks.

![ROC curve](image)

**Figure 4.10.** ROC curve for detecting photo attack in dark and daylight setting with a passcode of 1s. The detection rate is 99.7 and 99.3% when true accept rate is 98% and 97.7% for the two settings respectively.

First, we describe our system’s performance against printed photograph attack. Figure 4.10 shows the ROC curve for FaceRevelio’s defense against photo attack in the dark and daylight setting with a passcode duration of 1s. For dark setting, with a true accept rate of 98%, the false accept rate is only 0.33%. This means that a photo attack is detected with an accuracy of 99.7% when the real user is rejected in 2% of the trials. The EER for the dark setting is 1.4%. In daylight, the photo attack is detected with an accuracy of 99.3% when the true accept rate is 97.7%. The EER in this case is also 1.4%. FaceRevelio performs better in dark
setting because the impact of our light passcode is stronger when the ambient lighting is weaker. Hence, the signal-to-noise ratio in the recorded reflections from the face is higher, resulting in a better 3D reconstruction.

![Figure 4.11. Distribution of the correlation between the passcode on the phone and the camera response from real human and video attack combined for dark and daylight setting.](image)

We also evaluated our system against video replay attacks by using videos collected from the volunteers during the experiments. Each video was played on a Lenovo Thinkpad laptop, with a screen resolution of 1920 x 1080, in front of a Samsung S10 with FaceRevelio installed. Our system detected these video replay attacks with an EER of 0\% in dark and 0.3\% in daylight settings. Figure 4.11 shows a histogram of the correlation between the passcode displayed on the phone and the camera response for all experiments with 1s long passcode. The correlation for all the attack videos is less than 0.9. In contrast, 99.8\% of the videos from real human users have a correlation higher than 0.9.

![Figure 4.12. Processing time of the different modules of the system for a passcode of 1s duration.](image)

Another performance metric is the total time it takes to detect liveness with FaceRevelio. Figure 4.12 shows the processing time of the different modules of our system. On top of the signal duration of the passcode, the liveness detection process only takes 0.13s in total. The stereo images recovery only takes 3.6\ms. The most expensive computation step is the normal map computation, taking 56\ms, since it involves two 2D warping transformations.
3D reconstruction and feature extraction and comparison via the Siamese network take 38.1 and 35.4 ms respectively.

(2) **What is the effect of the duration of the light passcode?**

![Figure 4.13](image-url). ROC curve for passcode durations of 1, 2, and 3 seconds in dark (left) and daylight (right) settings.

To answer this question, we tested the performance using passcodes of time durations 1, 2 and 3s. Figure 4.13 shows the ROC curve for photo attack with different passcode duration in dark (left) and daylight (right) settings. In dark, the attacks are detected with an accuracy of 99.7% for passcodes of length 1, 2 and 3 seconds each. These accuracies are achieved when the true accept rate is 98%, 99% and 99.3% for the three time durations respectively. The EER is 1.44% for 1s and 0.7% for 2 and 3 each. For daylight, the detection accuracy is 99.3% for 1s and 2s. For 3s, the photograph attack is detected with an accuracy of 99.7%. These accuracies are achieved when the true accept rate is 97.7%, 98.3% and 99.3% for 1, 2 and 3s respectively. We observe that the performance of FaceRevelio improves as we increase the duration of the passcode. Although the true accept rate deteriorates when a passcode of 1s is used, achieving a higher attack detection accuracy within a short duration is the priority of an effective liveness detection system.

We also evaluated the effect of passcode duration on detecting video attacks. Figure 4.14 shows the correlation distribution for human and video attack combined for passcode duration of 2 (Figure 4.14 left) and 3 (Figure 4.14 right) seconds in the two light settings. For 2s, all the video attacks have a correlation less than 0.84 while 99.8% of the human data have
(a) Figure 4.14. Distribution of the correlation between passcode on the phone and the camera response from real human and video attack for 2s (left) and 3s (right) long passcodes.

We also determine the effect of the passcode duration on the processing time in the authentication phase. The duration of the passcode only affects the time taken to determine the least squared solution for recovering the four stereo images as that depends on the number of frames in the recorded video. The computation time for the other components of the system stays consistent across different passcode duration. The total processing time remains below 0.15s for all three passcode durations.

(3) How well does FaceRevelio perform in indoor lighting?

To evaluate the effect of indoor lighting, we conducted experiments with 10 volunteers in a room with multiple lights on. The goal was to determine if this extra light had any impact on the efficacy of our light passcode. In these experiments, we used 1s long passcodes. For a true accept rate of 98%, FaceRevelio’s accuracy against 2D attacks is 99.7%. It achieves an EER of 1.4% which is comparable to the dark setting. Hence, we conclude that FaceRevelio performs well even when artificial light is present in the scene.

(4) What is the effect of displaying the signal on a background image?

So far, we used gray image as a base for the light passcode displayed on the screen to evaluate our system. Here we want to determine how the system performance change if we
used an RGB image for the passcode instead of the gray background. For this purpose, we selected a total of 5 background images (shown in Figure 4.15(top)). Figure 4.15 also shows an example of what the passcode frames look like with an image background across time. We performed experiments with 10 users where each user performed 10 trials in daylight setting using the 5 background images. Our system achieves an EER of 1.15% against the spoofing attacks. A photo attack is detected with an accuracy of 99.4% when the true accept rate for humans is 97%. These results show that FaceRevelio’s process can be made more user friendly by using images of the user’s choice as a base for the passcode.

![Figure 4.15](image)

**Figure 4.15.** Top row shows images chosen as background for the light passcode. Bottom row shows what the passcode looks like with an image as background.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Attack Resistance</th>
<th>Special Hardware?</th>
<th>User Interaction Required?</th>
<th>Limitation</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FaceID [127]</td>
<td>2D &amp; 3D</td>
<td>TrueDepth</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3D head mask attack</td>
<td>&gt; 99.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung FR [150]</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Photo Attack</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EchoFace [151]</td>
<td>2D photo</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Audible sound</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaceCloseup [152]</td>
<td>2D photo/video</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Requires moving the phone</td>
<td>99.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EchoPrint [153]</td>
<td>2D photo/video</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Audible sound, low accuracy in low illumination</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face Flashing [9]</td>
<td>2D photo/video</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Requires expression</td>
<td>98.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaceHeart [154]</td>
<td>2D photo/video</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Place fingertip on back camera</td>
<td>Low accuracy in low illumination</td>
<td>EER 5.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaceLive [133]</td>
<td>2D photo/video</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Requires moving the phone</td>
<td>Slow, low accuracy in low illumination</td>
<td>EER 4.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patel et al. [155]</td>
<td>2D photo/video</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Device dependent, low accuracy in low illumination</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. [130]</td>
<td>2D photo/video</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Requires moving the phone</td>
<td>Slow response</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(5) Where does FaceRevelio stand compared to existing face liveness detection methods?

Table 4.1 gives an overview of the existing methods for face liveness detection on smartphones. It shows the type of attacks these methods can defend against and if they require any extra hardware or user interaction for doing so. Among the commercial solutions, Samsung’s
face recognition is vulnerable to simple 2D photo attacks and needs to be combined with other authentication methods for security [150]. Apple’s FaceID [127] is the most secure method against 2D and 3D spoofing attacks, owing to the TrueDepth camera [127] used for 3D reconstruction. However, among methods that do not rely on any extra specialized hardware [9, 133, 152, 154], FaceRevelio achieves the highest accuracy in detecting 2D photo and video attacks with the fastest response time of 1s. Tang et al. [9] use a challenge-response protocol to achieve a high detection accuracy, however, their approach relies on the user to make facial expressions as instructed and takes 6s or more (depending on the number of video frames collected) to perform well. In contrast, FaceRevelio detects the spoofing attempts in 1s, without requiring any user interaction, increasing its overall usability. Another important comparison metric is the performance variation in different lighting conditions. For methods like [153–155], the performance mentioned in table 4.1 is achieved under controlled lighting conditions and deteriorates in dark environments. EchoFace [151] achieves a good accuracy by using an acoustic sensor based approach however their sound frequency is within human audible range, (owing to smartphones’ speaker limitation [156]) making it less user friendly.

4.7 Related Work

Several software-based face liveness detection techniques have been proposed in the literature. These depend on features and information extracted from face images captured without additional hardware. Texture-based methods detect the difference in texture between real face and photographs/screens. In [132], local binary patterns were used to detect the difference in local information of a real face and a 2D image using binary classification. Another technique, [157], measures the diffusion speed of the environmental light which helps distinguish a real face. [154] operates by comparing photoplethysmograms independently extracted from the face and fingertip videos captured by front and back cameras. Similarly [158] uses a combination of rPPG and texture features for spoof detection. These works do not perform well in poor lighting conditions and are affected by the phone camera limitations. Some works [155, 159], make use of the degraded image quality of attack photos or videos. However, with modern cameras and editing softwares, an adversary can easily obtain high quality images and videos to conduct an attack. In contrast to these approaches, FaceRevelio
works in different lighting conditions and is not dependent on the quality of the videos captured.

Other techniques use the involuntary human actions such as eye blinking [129] or lips movement [160] to detect spoofing, but these techniques fail against video replay attacks. Challenge-response protocols require the user to respond to a random challenge, such as blinking, face expression, head gesture, etc [161]. These systems are limited by their unconstrained response time and are still prone to replay attacks. Another work, [9], used a time constrained challenge-response technique that shows different colors on the screen and detects the difference in the time of reflection between a real face and an attack. This work differs from FaceRevelio as they utilize the random challenge on the screen to perform a timing verification whereas we use the screen lighting to reconstruct the 3D surface of the face. Also, [9] requires the user to make a face expression to defend against static attacks. Some works like [130, 133] require the user to move the phone in front of their face and analyze the consistency between the motion sensors’ data and the recorded video to detect liveness. These approaches require some form of user interaction unlike our system which operates independently of the user.

Some hardware-based techniques require extra hardware or different sensors to detect more features of the human face structure. FaceID was introduced by Apple in the iPhone X to provide secure 3D face authentication using a depth sensor [127]. However, the extra hardware consumes screen space and requires additional cost. [153] developed an authentication system that uses the microphone with the front camera to capture the 3D features of the face. However, this technique does not work well in poor lighting and depends on deep learning which requires large training datasets. Similarly, [151] uses acoustic sensors to detect the 3D facial structure. Both these techniques play audible sound for detection, which makes their system less user friendly. Some other techniques use thermal camera [162], 3D-camera or multiple 2D-cameras [163]. Again, these techniques suffer from the setup cost for these extra devices.
4.8 Discussion

*FaceRevelio* depends on light emitted from the screen, therefore it is sensitive to rapid changes in the ambient lighting like when a user is in a moving car. The accuracy of our system would be affected in such scenarios. This requires investigating other camera features to recognize the small light changes produced by our passcode in the presence of strong, changing ambient light.

Recently, some advanced machine learning based attacks [164, 165] have been successful in spoofing state-of-the-art face recognition systems. However, *FaceRevelio* can defend against these attacks because the random light passcode changes with every use of our system and does not have any relation to the passcodes used previously. Hence, learning a machine learning model to guess the password on the fly and replaying it to the system is not possible. Here, we admit that *FaceRevelio* can be spoofed by using a 3D printed mask of the subject, however, such attacks are costly and much more difficult to execute than existing attacks.

In our system, we divided the phone screen into four quarters for displaying four random patterns in the passcode. These passcodes helped us achieve a good accuracy in detecting replay attacks. However, we can further push the randomness involved in our passcodes by dividing the screen into smaller regions or using combination of different shapes to display the light patterns. We also plan to increase the system usability by using more sophisticated light patterns, such as a picture of blinking stars or animated waterfall.

*FaceRevelio* provides a promising solid idea for secure liveness detection without any extra hardware. Our technique can be integrated with existing 2D face recognition technologies on smartphones. Detecting the 3D surface of the face through our system before face recognition would help them in identifying spoofing attacks at an early stage. This will improve the overall accuracy of these state-of-the-art technologies. Apart from this, our system also has the potential to be used for 3D face authentication directly.
5. ONE KEY TO RULE THEM ALL: SECURE GROUP PAIRING FOR HETEROGENEOUS IOT DEVICES

5.1 Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) devices need secure wireless communication channels to protect the confidentiality and integrity of the data they exchange (e.g., sensor measurements, actuator states). This protection is critical to prevent various attacks (e.g., man-in-the-middle (MitM) \cite{13,166} and protocol manipulation \cite{167,168}), provide user privacy and ensure the trustworthiness of IoT systems \cite{10,15}. Therefore, IoT devices require a *pairing* mechanism, which establishes shared cryptographic keys between devices to enable secure wireless communication among them.

Traditional pairing methods employ a centralized approach where a user pairs each device with a trusted IoT gateway/hub through an external helper device (e.g., user typing a password on their smartphone to pair a smart light with the IoT hub). Yet, central gateways/hubs (a) are prone to temporary or permanent failures due to operational malfunctions \cite{169}, and (b) can be compromised due to their vulnerabilities \cite{168,170}. In such cases, devices need a secure mechanism for directly communicating with each other.

To illustrate, consider a smart home that turns on the lights and unlocks the door when smoke is detected for fire safety. If the hub is not present or experiences a failure, these devices cannot communicate with each other, resulting in severe consequences, e.g., residents being trapped in a fire.

Consequently, IoT platforms have recently been pushing towards decentralized IoT networking protocols (e.g., OpenThread \cite{171}). Such decentralized protocols have applications in smart homes and industrial automation due to their reliability (always-on), scalability (easy device addition), and adaptability (supporting devices from different vendors). Past efforts at decentralized secure IoT device pairing have explored two primary approaches: (1) human-in-the-loop-based and (2) context-based pairing.

In human-in-the-loop-based approaches, a user needs to be physically involved to facilitate the pairing process. A line of work requires users to contact devices by exploiting the fact that the movement pattern is correlated in multiple devices \cite{172,173}. For instance, a user with a
wristband touches a device [12] or shakes two devices at the same time for pairing [11]. Another
line of work relies on the user to enter passwords, read QR codes, or press buttons [174].
For example, OpenThread requires a user to scan the QR code of each device with a mobile
phone [171]. These approaches, however, require human involvement that affects usability
and scalability with an increasing number of devices.

To address these limitations, there is an increasing interest in context-based pairing
schemes [13]. In this, co-located sensors establish shared keys based on the entropy extracted
when they observe common events. Yet, these approaches are limited to pairing devices
only equipped with homogeneous sensors that sense identical sensing modalities [14, 15, 175,
176]. For instance, to pair a power meter with a microphone, another microphone must be
embedded into the power meter so that both devices capture a common audio context.

Recent work has proposed capturing event timings among heterogeneous devices as
evidence for device co-presence to derive secure keys [10]. While this approach supports
heterogeneous sensing types without human intervention, it suffers from four fundamental
limitations: (1) takes several hours or a few days for pairing, (2) is limited to sensors that only
sense instant physical quantities (e.g., cannot pair widely deployed temperature and humidity
sensors), (3) entire pairing process is impaired by concurrent events (e.g., when the sound
from door lock and coffee machine overlaps), and (4) can pair solely two sensors at a time.
These limit its usability, make it infeasible for pairing diverse device types and ultimately fail
in offering promise for adoption to a wide-variety of IoT deployments in practice.

In this chapter, we design and develop IoTCupid, a secure group pairing system for
IoT deployments with heterogeneous sensing modalities. IoTCupid complements trusted
gateways in IoT deployments when they experience operation failures or are compromised and
enables secure communication among devices. It operates both on instantly and continuously
influenced sensors, supports concurrent events for context extraction, and establishes a secure
shared group key among devices that sense the same events.

IoTCupid first obtains the sensor measurements corresponding to events sensed by each
device. It implements a feature processing technique through a window-based derivation
algorithm to support sensors that measure instant (e.g., sound) and continuous physical
quantities (e.g., temperature and humidity). It then derives temporal sensor features from
detected events, extends a fuzzy clustering algorithm to group concurrent and independent events into different types, and obtains inter-event timings (time interval between consecutive events) for each event type. Lastly, it uses the inter-event timings as evidence to authenticate the devices and establishes a shared group key among all devices that sense the same events. IoTCupid’s group key establishment protocol enables dynamic group generation and is resilient to MitM, offline brute-force and denial of key exchange attacks. In contrast to previous approaches, IoTCupid provides a fast, practical, and secure group pairing scheme that automates pairing diverse device types with no active user involvement and a minimal computational and storage cost.

We present two studies evaluating IoTCupid’s effectiveness. In a first study, we conducted experiments in a smart home with 4 sensors and 4 event sources while two residents were conducting their routine activities. We also deployed devices outside the home to evaluate IoTCupid’s resilience against attacker devices that aim to pair with legitimate devices. To demonstrate IoTCupid’s practicality in different environmental conditions, in a second study, we evaluated IoTCupid on a dataset [177, 178] collected in an office environment with multiple devices and event sources while four people were conducting their everyday work. IoTCupid correctly detected events with an average precision and recall rate of 95.8% and 83%, and successfully paired all devices with only four equivalent inter-event timings. We show that the attacker devices cannot pair with legitimate devices using IoTCupid. These studies demonstrate IoTCupid establishes group keys without a significant overhead. It takes 39 milliseconds on average to derive group keys among 20 devices with 4 event sources, and the overhead increases linearly with an increasing number of event sources and devices. In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We introduce IoTCupid, a secure and practical group pairing system for heterogeneous sensors. IoTCupid leverages inter-event timings of commonly sensed events to pair devices with diverse sensing modalities in a short duration with minimal computation and storage cost.

- We design a dynamic group key establishment protocol that extends a partitioned group password-authenticated key exchange scheme with provable security.
We perform two studies in a smart home and smart office to show IoTCupid’s effectiveness and performance in pairing multiple devices with diverse modalities.

5.2 Problem Statement

Trusted gateways may not always be available in IoT deployments. In such cases, secure communication channels are constructed through decentralized pairing systems that authenticate the devices and establish cryptographic keys for device-to-device communication. Most of these systems require human involvement (e.g., simultaneously shaking two devices) to pair the devices. However, such solutions have limited usability and are infeasible for IoT deployments with the increasing number of devices. Therefore, recent efforts have explored context-based pairing to provide secure communication channels [14, 15, 175, 176]. These approaches, however, can only pair devices equipped with homogeneous sensors that sense identical sensing modalities.

Since IoT devices are equipped with sensors with different capabilities and sensing modalities, our goal is to design a secure, and practical pairing system for these heterogeneous devices based on their shared context, without user involvement. To illustrate, we consider an IoT deployment with three devices. Each device is equipped with one of the following sensors: a
Table 5.1. Commonly occurring events in IoT environments and the sensors impacted by these events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Sensors Impacted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>door-open/close</td>
<td>air pressure, humidity, illuminance, microphone, motion, temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coffee-machine-on/off</td>
<td>microphone, power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>window-open/close</td>
<td>air pressure, humidity, illuminance, motion, temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oven-on/off</td>
<td>humidity, power, temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>light-on/off</td>
<td>illuminance, power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC-on/off</td>
<td>air pressure, humidity, microphone, power, temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heater-on/off</td>
<td>humidity, microphone, power, temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV-on/off</td>
<td>illuminance, microphone, power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dryer-on/off</td>
<td>humidity, microphone, power, temperature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

microphone, a power meter, and a temperature sensor. In the morning, user-A opens the door (door-open) to go out. Meanwhile, user-B turns on the coffee machine (coffee-machine-on). While the coffee machine is on, user-A returns and closes the door (door-close). User-A prepares a cup of coffee for herself (coffee-machine-on) and turns on the heater (heater-on).

Figure 5.1 presents the physical influences of the described event sequence on the sensors, where all devices perceive common events. For instance, the door-open/close events influence the microphone and temperature sensor while the microphone and power meter sense the coffee-machine-on event. Similarly, heater-on influences all three sensors.

In general, commonly occurring events in typical IoT environments are sensed by multiple devices equipped with heterogeneous sensors [10, 177, 179–181]. Table 5.1 summarizes commonly occurring events and the group of sensors impacted by these events in a typical smart home setting. Although the devices’ measurements are not directly comparable due to different signal characteristics and their times may not be synchronized, these devices can leverage the inter-event timings to verify they observed the same event. Particularly, two or more devices can use the time interval between the subsequent occurrences of a commonly
observed event type (e.g., coffee-machine-on events sensed by the microphone and power meter) as a proof of co-presence and use them as an evidence to establish a symmetric key.

**Definitions.** In this chapter, we use the term *events* to refer to instances of changes in the device states (e.g., door-open, coffee-machine-on and heater-on). Events influence a set of physical channels that are measured by sensors. We use the term *signals* to refer to the processed sensor readings that represent the influence of an event separated from the background noise. Common devices in IoT environments are influenced by multiple *event types*. For instance, a device equipped by a temperature sensor may be influenced by events of types door-open, heater-on and AC-on.

### 5.2.1 Design Requirements and Challenges

Several schemes leveraged shared homogeneous context to securely pair IoT devices [14, 15, 175, 176], and only a single prior work [10] explored using inter-event timings for the secure pairing of heterogeneous sensing devices. However, these schemes suffer from four primary problems, which makes them impractical in many IoT environments. We detail them below and address each with IoT Cupid.

**Short Pairing Time.** Existing works use cryptographic primitives that are vulnerable to offline brute-force attacks. In these attacks, the attacker enumerates all possible inter-event timings to derive the cryptographic keys. Thus, they require many inter-event timings to provide sufficient entropy for the shared keys to be cryptographically secure. The time needed to derive secure keys is further increased due to concurrent events, which cannot be used for pairing as they create inter-event timing mismatches (Detailed below).

**Pairing Continuously Influenced Sensors.** Prior pairing systems only consider sensors that are instantly influenced by an event. Yet, in real environments, many sensors measure continuous physical quantities (e.g., temperature and humidity). We refer to such sensors as *continuously influenced* sensors. For instance, in Figure 5.1, the heater-on event’s sound instantly influences the microphone. However, the temperature continuously increases over time. Unless event detection considers gradual changes in the temperature, the heater-on event cannot be detected and used to pair the microphone and temperature sensor. Without
considering continuously influenced sensors, the number and types of devices which can be paired are very limited.

**Concurrent Events.** Existing pairing schemes mainly evaluate scenarios where a device only senses a single event per time period. However, in practical scenarios, multiple events occur simultaneously and produce an overlapping influence on the sensors. In Figure 5.1, coffee-machine-on and door-close happen concurrently, and the microphone measures their aggregated influence. Prior works group concurrent events into a new separate event type. This leads to longer pairing times since the inter-event timings for a device sensing concurrent events will not match with another device sensing only one of those event types. To address this, a method to separate independent and concurrent events into groups is needed for scalable and practical pairing.

**Deriving Group Keys.** In centralized IoT deployments, a trusted hub monitors and controls the devices. However, in decentralized IoT protocols, devices need to broadcast their states to invoke their event-triggered automations. For instance, a smoke-detector broadcasts the smoke-detected event; upon receiving, the lights are turned on and the door is unlocked for user safety. Previous decentralized pairing schemes establish individual keys among pairs of devices. When a device needs to broadcast a message, it individually encrypts it with all shared keys and then sends the ciphertexts, causing linear computation, communication and energy consumption overhead. Since IoT devices typically have limited resources and energy constraints, this overhead negatively impacts their performance and battery.

### 5.2.2 Threat Model

The attacker, \( A \), aims to eavesdrop on the communication between IoT devices and learn private information about users. We assume that the devices are deployed within an indoor closed physical space (e.g., smart home, smart office, industrial control room, etc.), and controlled by a common trusted entity (e.g., smart home owner, office occupants, etc.). We assume that the attacker is not present within the physical boundary of the indoor IoT environment and cannot access, add devices or control the devices inside. We also assume
that the attacker has complete knowledge of the pairing protocol and has access to the communication channels.

We consider $\mathcal{A}$ can launch the following attacks: (1) Eavesdropping attack, $\mathcal{A}$ places malicious devices $D_A$ outside the IoT environment’s physical boundary to pair them with legitimate devices. $D_A$ may be (a) embedded with off-the-shelf sensors with similar capabilities as the legitimate devices, or (b) equipped with higher-end sensors that are more powerful and expensive compared to the legitimate devices. (2) Man-in-the-middle attack, $\mathcal{A}$ intercepts the messages between legitimate devices and attempts to establish keys with them. (3) Brute-force attacks, $\mathcal{A}$ tries every possible evidence to derive the cryptographic keys used by legitimate devices. $\mathcal{A}$ can conduct this attack in two ways. For online attacks, $\mathcal{A}$ joins the key establishment process and guesses the evidence. For offline attacks, $\mathcal{A}$ eavesdrops on the communication between the legitimate devices and attempts to crack the established key after pairing. (4) Denial of key exchange, $\mathcal{A}$ participates in group key establishment with random evidences to prevent legitimate devices from establishing a key.

5.3 IoTCupid

5.3.1 System Overview

Figure 5.2 illustrates the three stages of IoTCupid. IoTCupid first processes the raw time-series data collected in real-time by both instant and continuously influenced sensors and performs a threshold-based signal detection to separate the sensor data corresponding to events (signals) from background noise (1). For instance, it determines that Device A detects five signals ($a_1$-$a_5$), and Device B and Device C detect four signals ($b_1$-$b_4$, $c_1$-$c_4$).

Second, IoTCupid extracts distinctive time-series features from the signals each sensor has detected. It then extends a fuzzy clustering algorithm to group independent and concurrent signals into different events (2). For example, Device A creates two event clusters, $E_1$ and $E_2$. It then groups each detected signal into one or both of these clusters ($a_5$ is grouped into both clusters as $E_1$ and $E_2$ occur concurrently). The clustered events are used to obtain the sequence of time intervals between consecutive events of a given type, which serve as evidence of the devices' shared context.
Lastly, IoT devices use the inter-event timings to authenticate each other and establish a shared group key (3). IoTCupid encodes the inter-event timings into passwords and extends a partitioned group password-based authenticated key exchange scheme for a group key establishment protocol. We consider the devices that sense the same event as a group. Through this, each subset of devices that have the same inter-event timings establishes a group key. For instance, Devices A, B, and C derive a shared group key since they extract matching inter-event timings through $E_1$.

**Deployment.** IoTCupid presents a secure system for ad-hoc connectivity among heterogeneous IoT devices without a central gateway or IoT hub. It does not require specific user actions to initiate the protocol or trigger events in the IoT environment. It solely depends on the entropy extracted from events resulting from users’ routine activities. In IoTCupid’s key establishment protocol initiation, all devices broadcast their public keys encrypted with the extracted inter-event timings for establishing group keys. Given the ad-hoc nature of the network, any device broadcasting its encrypted public key can initiate and participate in the

---

*Figure 5.2. Overview of IoTCupid’s architecture.*
protocol. Thus, IoTCupid operates without knowing the number of devices present in the IoT deployment.

5.3.2 Event Detection

IoTCupid’s event detection operates on each sensor’s raw time-series data. We first pre-process the sensor data for signal smoothing and noise reduction. We then perform threshold-based signal detection to separate the events’ impact on sensor data from noise. We adapt our approach for both instantly and continuously influenced sensors.

Sensor Data Extraction and Pre-processing

To extract signals corresponding to events, we first segment the sensor data into multiple samples with window size, \( w_s \). Many sensor values heavily fluctuate throughout the day (e.g., temperature sensor readings depend on ambient temperature) \([10, 16]\). To address this, we first normalize the sensor readings to eliminate these fluctuations’ impact and capture the transient changes caused by events. We then apply a smoothing filter by computing sensor data’s exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) to reduce noise. We compute the sensor data’s EWMA as \( S_w = \alpha \cdot Y_w + (1 - \alpha) \cdot S_{w-1} \), where \( \alpha \) is the weight, \( Y_w \) is the sensor data in window \( w \), and \( S_{w-1} \) is the EWMA of the preceding window. Appendix 5.8 shows an example of the sensor data before and after pre-processing.

Event Signal Detection

We design a threshold-based approach to distinguish events’ influence on sensor readings from background noise. We leverage a lower threshold, \( T_L \), to identify peaks in the sensor readings that distinguish events’ impact from background noise, and an upper threshold, \( T_U \), to remove high amplitude noise signals. We consider the consecutive timestamps at which the sensor values exceed \( T_L \) but are below \( T_U \) as a signal representing a single event.

Figure 5.3 (highlighted region) shows how the thresholds determine the microphone signal corresponding to an event. We disregard short discontinuities between the signals (Figure 5.3a) to ensure small fluctuations do not segment a signal representing a single event into multiple
To detail, we aggregate consecutive events into a single signal if the duration between these signals is less than the aggregation threshold, $t_A$; (Figure 5.3b).

**Detecting Continuous Physical Quantities.** The event detection approach described above is suitable for sensors instantly impacted by an event since the raw sensor readings can be directly compared to the thresholds. Yet, many sensors measure continuous physical quantities, such as temperature, and humidity, that may not change instantly in response to an event. For instance, a heater-on event occurring at time $t$ causes a gradual increase in temperature sensor values after a delay ($\Delta t$), which may vary depending on environmental factors such as the sensor’s distance from the heater.

To illustrate, consider the raw sensor data from a temperature sensor shown in Figure 5.4a. The sensor values gradually increase or decrease in response to heater-on/off events. However, the maximum (or minimum) temperature values are sensed after a delay from the original event timestamp. The length of this delay is different even for two events of the same type. For example, for the two heater-on events, $\Delta t_{\text{heater-on2}}$ is larger than $\Delta t_{\text{heater-on1}}$. Additionally, the maximum (or minimum) values recorded in response to the two events also vary. Due to
these variations, using thresholds determined from the raw sensor data results in inaccurate event detection and incorrect inter-event timings.

To account for the gradual changes and the varying delay in the impact on sensor readings, IoTCupid leverages the rate of change in the sensor readings to detect signals corresponding to events for continuously influenced sensors. IoTCupid first computes the derivative of the pre-processed sensor values in each window ($w$) as $S'_u = (S_{w_s} - S_{w_0}) / w_s$, where $w_s$ is the window size and $w_0$ and $w_s$ are the first and last sensor values in the window. IoTCupid then applies the lower and upper thresholds ($T_L$ and $T_U$) determined based on the average derivative values for each sensor. We extract the timestamps where the absolute value of the sensor readings’ derivatives lie within the predetermined $T_L$ and $T_U$ for the sensor. Compared to the raw sensor data, the sensor data’s derivative has clear peaks that align well with the events’ timestamps, as shown in Figure 5.4b.

Figure 5.4. (a) Raw sensor data collected from a temperature sensor. (b) Absolute of the first derivative of the temperature data with upper and lower thresholds.
5.3.3 Context Extraction

IoTCupid leverages inter-event timings as evidence of a shared context among devices. To compute inter-event timings, it first derives the temporal features of the detected signals, performs dimensionality reduction, and clusters them into events. It then computes the sequence of time intervals between the start times of events of a given type.

Event Clustering

We cluster the detected signals into different events to extract their inter-event timings. This is because each device can sense multiple event types, and the devices do not know the type of detected signals. We use temporal features extracted from the detected signals to cluster similar events via a fuzzy clustering algorithm, without any prior information about the event types.

Deriving Temporal Sensor Features. IoTCupid implements a feature extraction and selection algorithm to extract features representing different events. It extracts time-domain features (F) such as min, max, mean, and median from the signals corresponding to each event. We perform feature selection to identify the features that enable the correct characterization of different events. We normalize the selected features and perform dimensionality reduction through principal component analysis (PCA) \[182\] to select a subset of features, \(F_{\text{min}}\), which is used to differentiate event types.

Fuzzy C-Means Event Clustering. In real IoT deployments, multiple events may occur simultaneously and produce an overlapping signal on the devices. For instance, consider the event sequence shown in Figure 5.5, where door-open and coffee-machine-on events occur concurrently. The signal features corresponding to such simultaneous events may significantly differ from the same event’s occurrence in isolation. Thus, traditional hard clustering methods such as K-Means may cluster concurrent events into a separate type instead of the existing types (as shown by the K-Means output in Figure 5.5). This approach results in a higher mismatch in the inter-event timings generated by two devices for a given event type, leading to longer pairing times.
To address this, we extend fuzzy C-Means clustering [183] to assign the detected signals into one or more appropriate event clusters based on the extracted features. Fuzzy C-Means partitions signal into \( c \) fuzzy event clusters, where \( c \) is an input. Each signal corresponding to an event is assigned a degree of membership to each of the \( c \) clusters. For a given signal \( e \), the degree of its membership \( u_{ej} \) in cluster \( j \) is determined by

\[
u_{ej} = \frac{1}{\sum_{k=1}^{c} (d_{ej}/d_{ek})^{2/m-1}},
\]

where \( d_{ej} \) represents the Euclidean distance between the cluster \( j \)'s centroid and signal \( e \)'s feature vector. Since a device does not know the possible event types that may occur, IoTCupid employs the elbow method to identify the optimal value of \( c \) [33]. The fuzziness index, \( m \), is the hyper-parameter controlling the tendency of an element to belong to multiple clusters. We detail how \( c \) and \( m \) are determined in Section 5.4. This process allows two events occurring simultaneously to belong to their appropriate clusters (Figure 5.5 (Right)).

**Context Evidence Generation**

IoTCupid generates inter-event timings, \( I \), for each device after clustering the detected signals into different event types. Each device \( d \) extracts and concatenates the time intervals between the start times of event occurrences \( (e_1, \ldots, e_n) \) in cluster \( k \) to generate inter-event timings, \( i_k \). IoTCupid uses the inter-event timings for all events sensed by a device (\( I \)) as evidence in our group key establishment protocol (Section 5.3.4).
Table 5.2. Our group key establishment protocol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1: Evidence Extraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Choose random ( x_1, \ldots, x_n ) ( \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}_p )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Choose random ( x_{i,a} \rightarrow x_{i,b} \mod q ) if ( y_{i,a} \rightarrow \text{Enc}<em>{p</em>{i,a}}(X_{i,a}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Broadcast ((d_i, y_{i,a}), \text{where } i \in {1, \ldots, c})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. For every received message ((d_j, y_{j,a}), \text{where } j \in {1, \ldots, N}):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. ( X_{i,j} \rightarrow \text{Dec}<em>{p</em>{i,a}}(Y_{j,a}) \cdot \text{if}(Y_{j,a} \in E(\mathbb{F}_q)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. ( \text{sid}<em>{i,j,a} \rightarrow (d_i, y</em>{i,a}, d_j, y_{j,a}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. ( 	ext{sk}<em>{i,j,a} \rightarrow \langle d_i, d_j, y</em>{i,a}, y_{j,a}\rangle \cdot \text{if}(y_{i,a} \rightarrow \text{Enc}<em>{p</em>{i,a}}(X_{i,a})) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. ( r_{i,j,a} \rightarrow Z_v, \text{Sid}<em>{i,j,a} \rightarrow \text{Enc}</em>{\text{sym}}(r_{i,j,a}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Broadcast ((d_i, \text{Sid}<em>{i,j,a}, \text{Sid}</em>{i,j,a}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. For every received message ((d_j, \text{Sid}<em>{i,j,a}, \text{Sid}</em>{i,j,a}), \text{where } i \in {1, \ldots, c} \text{ and } j \in {1, \ldots, N}):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. ( \text{if}(Y_{j,a} \in \text{Sid}<em>{i,j,a}) \cdot \text{r}</em>{i,j,a} \rightarrow \text{Dec}<em>{\text{sym}}(\text{Sid}</em>{i,j,a}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. ( \text{key}<em>{i} \rightarrow \sum</em>{j=1}^{N}(r_{i,j,a}) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using inter-event timings as evidence to bootstrap key establishment has significant advantages for pairing heterogeneous devices. First, two devices detecting the same event roughly record the same inter-event timings even if their raw signals have different characteristics (e.g., door-close events sensed by a microphone and gyroscope). Second, inter-event timings eliminate the need for a global clock or time synchronization. Even if an event’s timestamps observed by two devices are not synchronized (e.g., heater-on is instantly sensed by a sound sensor but gradually sensed by a temperature sensor with a delay), the time intervals between consecutive events of the same type are still similar. Third, inter-event timings eliminate the impact of changes in the duration of detected events, e.g., a coffee-machine-on event’s duration depends on the number of cups.

5.3.4 Establishing Group Keys from Evidences

After devices extract inter-event timings, they use the timings as evidence to authenticate each other and establish group keys. A group key is shared between the devices that sense the same event type, and all devices in the group can securely communicate using a single key. Group keys have unique advantages over deriving individual keys among each device pair. First, devices must store an individual key for each device they pair with. Second, when
a device communicates with multiple devices (e.g., broadcasts a message), it must encrypt and authenticate the message with all individual keys. Due to the storage, computation, and energy constraints of IoT devices, linear storage, communication, and computation overhead from individual keys significantly deteriorates the devices’ performance and battery.

**Design Space Exploration**

Deriving group keys using inter-event timings from multiple events in a dynamic IoT deployment introduces several challenges. First, the groups must be generated dynamically based on the devices that sense the same event. Second, the group key establishment protocol must support device addition and removal. When a device is added, it must pair with the existing devices for secure communication, and when a device is removed, its keys must be revoked since an adversary can capture it (e.g., through reselling or returning [168, 184]) and physically extract the keys. Unfortunately, prior works cannot be easily extended to address these challenges.

**Group Diffie-Hellman.** Group keys can be generated using the secure communication channels from the individual keys derived through a standard pairing protocol. This means the devices run an additional Group Diffie-Hellman (GDH) [185] protocol to derive group keys, increasing the pairing time. Here, the group key establishment protocol must be run over the secure communication channels to prevent MitM attacks. Since group key establishment protocols require multiple broadcasting rounds, using the secure channels between each pair of devices further increases the communication and computation overhead of the group key establishment. Additionally, when a device is added to the IoT environment, it must first individually pair with other devices to be authenticated and then participate in the group key establishment.

**Fuzzy Commitment.** Several approaches use fuzzy commitment schemes [186, 187] to generate individual keys. These schemes are built on error-correcting codes and enable verifying two evidences even when they have small differences (e.g., Hamming distance less than a threshold). These schemes can be extended to derive group keys where each device broadcasts its commitment, and the ones with similar evidences derive the same keys. Yet,
approaches only built on fuzzy commitment are vulnerable to offline brute-force key guessing attacks [12]. In this attack, the adversary collects the network traffic and tries all evidences until they find the one that can decrypt the network traffic.

There are two approaches to protect against these attacks. First, a large number of evidences (i.e., inter-event timings) can be used to derive the keys. Yet, this approach sacrifices efficiency since it may take a long time to derive a large number of evidences. Second, Password-Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE) schemes have been proposed to prevent offline brute-force attacks. However, extending PAKE into group settings is non-trivial, as discussed below.

**Group PAKE (GPAKE).** GPAKE enables multiple devices sharing the same evidence to derive group keys [188, 189]. However, the passwords of all devices that participate in the key agreement must be the same because these schemes abort without establishing a shared key even if a single password is different. The adversary can leverage this limitation by joining the key agreement protocol with arbitrary evidences to deny legitimate devices from deriving shared keys. We refer to this attack as *Denial of Key Exchange.*

**Our Group Key Establishment Protocol**

Table 5.2 shows our group key establishment protocol, which offers dynamic group generation with computational efficiency, device addition/removal, and resilience to offline brute-force and denial of key exchange attacks. We extend a partitioned GPAKE scheme [190] to build our protocol. Particularly, we include evidence extraction and encoding steps to first
derive inter-event timings and then encode them into passwords to address their deviations. The devices then use the passwords to run the partitioned GPAKE scheme such that each subset of devices sensing the same events derives a group key. Here, we implement the partitioned GPAKE scheme over an elliptic curve to offer compact key sizes and fast computations. Lastly, we introduce a re-initiation-based key management scheme to support device additions and removals. Table 5.3 shows our protocol’s advantages over the alternatives.

**Evidence Extraction.** Each device first extracts inter-event timings as evidence of co-location (1). We represent the evidences as \( \{i_1, \ldots, i_c\} \), where \( c \) is the number of event types the device senses. For each event type, the devices can concatenate multiple inter-event timings to increase the entropy of the evidence. Our protocol requires 32-bit entropy in its evidences, whereas the protocols based only on fuzzy commitment (e.g., Perceptio’s key establishment [10]) need 128-bit entropy that requires a larger number of inter-event timings. This is because our protocol is resilient to offline brute-force attacks, where an adversary who guesses the password correctly after the group keys are established cannot extract the keys. We further elaborate on each inter-event timing’s entropy and required number of timings in Section 5.5.

**Encoding.** Slight deviations in the inter-event timings may occur since devices may have different sampling rates for their measurements. For instance, a device with a 10 Hz rate collects a sensor measurement every 0.1 seconds, whereas a device with 1 Hz rate collects every second. This leads the first device to compute an inter-event timing of 24.2 whereas the second device computes it as 24. Yet, the passwords used in the partitioned GPAKE must be identical for the devices to pair. To address this, we use a quantization window \( W \) to round down the inter-event timings while deriving the passwords (2). Here, the quantization window introduces a trade-off between efficiency and the password’s entropy. With a larger \( W \), more devices have matching passwords, and with a smaller \( W \), the passwords have higher entropy.

**Partitioned GPAKE.** We extend a partitioned GPAKE scheme with provable key secrecy and password privacy [190]. In this, a probabilistic polynomial time adversary who does not
know the passwords cannot extract keys or passwords by eavesdropping or MitM attacks (See Appendix 5.9 for proof).

We implement the partitioned GPAKE scheme on an elliptic curve (EC). The devices first determine the public EC parameters (\(\mathcal{O}\)). Each device then generates a unique private and public key pair for each event type it senses and encrypts the public keys with its passwords (4-5). The devices broadcast the encrypted public keys with their device identifiers (6). Only the devices with the same password can decrypt the messages, preventing an adversary from conducting a MitM attack.

After a device receives the encrypted public keys (7), it tries to decrypt them using all of its passwords. If one matches with the password the public key was encrypted with, the device derives a valid public key (8). The device then generates session IDs using the received IDs and public keys (9), and derives intermediate two-party elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) keys (10). It generates random values for each event type, encrypts them using the intermediate keys, and broadcasts along with its ID and the session ID (11-12).

Upon receiving a message, the device checks whether its ID is in the session ID of the received message. If it is, the device decrypts the message with its intermediate key to derive the random value of the other device (13-14). After collecting all such random values, the device adds them to derive the group keys (15). Since random values are uniformly sampled from \(\mathbb{Z}_p\), the group keys are random and secure. Yet, if the devices do not have a reliable source of randomness, they can use a key derivation function instead of addition to generate group keys. At the end of the protocol, each device derives a separate shared group key with the other devices that can sense the same event type.

**Key Management.** In IoT environments, device additions and removals are common. Yet, an added device cannot securely communicate with other devices without establishing keys with them, and an adversary may leverage the removed devices to physically extract keys. Therefore, a key management scheme is required to support added and removed devices. Prior schemes for sensor networks, however, require a trusted entity to assign keys to devices [191–193], which is infeasible for IoT devices from different vendors.
To address this problem, we integrate a re-initiation-based key management strategy. First, the added devices re-initiate IoTCupid and extract inter-event timings to prove their legitimacy to the existing devices. Thus, when IoTCupid is re-initiated, the existing devices also start extracting inter-event timings to pair with the newly added devices. Yet, an adversary can abuse this and attempt a denial of service attack by initiating the protocol unnecessarily. Such attacks are easy to detect since the adversary cannot prove its legitimacy and pair with the existing devices. When an adversarial pairing attempt is detected, the devices notify the user and we provide a waiting period to re-initiate the protocol. This period offers a trade-off between time to re-initiate the protocol for benign devices and the security against denial of service attacks.

Second, the removed devices can no longer derive correct inter-event timings. We integrate a periodic liveness check to detect if a device is removed and initiate IoTCupid to derive new keys after a device fails the liveness check.

**Group-to-Group Communication.** Devices may need to communicate with other devices in the same environment that they do not share a common event type. In such cases, they can leverage intermediary devices from their groups for communication. For instance, we consider a case where devices \( d_a, d_b, d_c \) share a key, and devices \( d_b, d_c, d_d \) share a key. When \( d_a \) needs to communicate with \( d_d \), it can leverage \( d_b \) or \( d_c \) as an intermediary device for secure communication.

**Attack Resiliency.** Our protocol offers resiliency to MitM attacks, offline brute-force password enumeration, and denial of key exchange. First, the adversary can try to conduct a MitM attack by intercepting a legitimate device’s messages and establishing keys with other devices. Yet, as legitimate devices encrypt their public keys with passwords (5), the adversary cannot decrypt them to join the protocol. Thus, the passwords (i.e., inter-event timings) provide the authentication necessary to protect against MitM attacks.

Second, the adversary can enumerate all possible inter-event timings to find the password used. However, the adversary still cannot extract the group keys due to the online ECDH session in the partitioned GPAKE (10). Particularly, since the probability that the adversary can guess the password is very low (e.g., \( 1/2^{32} \)), the adversary’s attack can be successful
only after the key agreement is completed. If an adversary recovers the password after keys are established, the adversary can decrypt the devices’ broadcasted public keys. Yet, the adversary cannot use them to derive the private keys or group keys due to the hardness of the computational elliptic curve Diffie-Hellmann problem [194].

Lastly, an adversary can enter the protocol with random passwords to disrupt pairing. Here, the legitimate devices cannot decrypt the adversary’s public keys and thus would ignore the adversary’s keys while deriving their group keys.

5.4 Implementation

**Event Detection.** We implement IoTCupid’s event detection in Python 3.9.12. IoTCupid’s event detection module uses lower and upper thresholds for sensors to detect events. Prior pairing schemes relying on event detection for pairing assume that these thresholds are built-in to the sensors by device manufacturers or manually configured [10]. However, in the case that such thresholds are not available (as for the devices in our experiments), we design an approach for threshold identification, which requires minimal sensor data without any information about the event types.

Our approach begins by separating the ambient noise from the event signals from the sensor data. We first extract the signal data in the interval \([t_s - \Delta t_n, t_e + \Delta t_n]\) for all events, where \(t_s\) and \(t_e\) are event start and end timestamps, and consider the rest of sensor data as noise. From the sensor signal values corresponding to an event, we consider the values between intervals \([t_s, t_s + \Delta t_v]\) and \([t_e - \Delta t_v, t_e]\) as event start and end signals. Here, we empirically determine \(\Delta t_n\) and \(\Delta t_v\) from a specific event type’s average duration. We determine the frequency distribution of the signal values for noise and event samples separately by assigning them to equally sized bins. We then select the bin with the highest and lowest frequency for the event and noise samples, respectively. We set the selected bin’s maximum and minimum values as the upper \((T_U)\) and lower \((T_L)\) thresholds. This approach allows IoTCupid to determine event detection thresholds for both instantly and continuously influenced sensors.
To determine the optimal value for the event detection window size ($w_a$) and aggregation threshold ($t_a$), we perform a grid search between 1 sec to 5 mins and choose the ones that give the highest event detection accuracy.

**Context Extraction.** We use the MinimalFCParameters class of tsfresh [195] package in Python to extract common time-domain features. We extend the Scikit-Fuzzy [196] package to implement the fuzzy C-Means clustering. To determine the optimal number of clusters ($c$), we employ elbow method [33], average Silhouette coefficient [197], and gap statistic [198]. We observe the optimal number of clusters is similar using these methods and select the elbow method. Since IoTCupid does not assume any prior information about the type of events occurring in the environment, we need to identify the fuzziness index ($m$) to accurately separate independent and concurrent events. For this, we perform a grid search to select the optimal value for the fuzziness index ($m$) based on the variance in the distances between cluster centroids and event feature vectors.

**Group Key Establishment.** We implement partitioned GPAKE on the FourQ elliptic curve [199], which offers 128-bit security with fast computations. We use blake2 [200] as the hash function and ChaCha-Poly [201] as the authenticated encryption due to their efficiency. We leverage the portable libraries of FourQ [202], blake2 [203] and ChaCha-Poly [204] to implement our protocol in C. We implement the communication rounds with the zeromq library [205].

5.5 Evaluation

We perform two studies to evaluate IoTCupid in two different IoT environments, a smart home and smart office.

In the first study, we conduct experiments with 4 sensors and 4 event sources to evaluate IoTCupid’s effectiveness in pairing devices inside a home and its security against attacks launched from outside the environment. In the second study, we evaluate IoTCupid on a dataset [177, 178] collected in an office with multiple sensors and event sources to demonstrate IoTCupid’s practicality in different environmental conditions. Our studies show IoTCupid effectively pairs all devices in the smart home and office via shared group keys using only
four equivalent inter-event timings extracted from 13 or fewer events detected by each device.

We present our IoT cupid analysis results by focusing on several research questions:

**RQ1** What is the accuracy of IoT cupid in event detection?

**RQ2** What is the impact of sensors’ locations on IoT cupid’s event detection accuracy?

**RQ3** What is the time required to achieve sufficient entropy for our group key establishment protocol?

**RQ4** How effective is IoT cupid in establishing group keys?

**RQ5** How resilient is IoT cupid against adversarial sensors?

**RQ6** What is IoT cupid’s performance overhead?

**RQ7** How does IoT cupid perform against other schemes?

**Evaluation Setup.** Figure 5.6a shows the placement of the 4 event sources and 4 sensors in the smart home. The deployed sensor types are similar to commonly found sensors in smart homes. The event sources include the smart home’s interior door, a ceiling light, an electric drip coffee machine, and a portable heater. We collect sensor traces over three days during which events are sporadically triggered by the two occupants (authors) while conducting their daily activities (e.g., walking, cooking, cleaning, etc.). We contacted our university’s IRB office and got advised that IRB approval is not required as we do not collect any sensitive information.
Table 5.4. Events detected by sensors in IoT environments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Events†</th>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Illum.</th>
<th>Gyroscope</th>
<th>Temp.</th>
<th>Humidity</th>
<th>Pow. meter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Door-open/close</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee-machine-on</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light-on/off</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiator-on/off</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† The smart home includes a BMP180 temperature sensor, DHT11 humidity sensor, photoresistive illuminance sensor and an iPhone XR microphone. The smart office includes two USB microphones, a TSL2560 illuminance sensor, an ST Micro LSM9DS1 gyroscope, a BMP280 temperature sensor and a BME680 humidity sensor. There are two microphones in the office and they detect the same events.

For the second environment, we use 4 event sources and 7 sensors, as shown in Figure 5.6b. The sensor data is measured over three days while four people are using the office for their everyday work. The door, light, and coffee events are triggered during the office occupants’ routine activities, while the radiator events are triggered automatically.

We run IoT Cupid on a Raspberry Pi 4 with ARM Cortex-A72 processor and 2 GB RAM.

5.5.1 Event Detection Performance

We evaluate each sensor’s performance in distinguishing the events’ physical influences from background noise. With a higher event detection accuracy, more sensors can derive similar inter-event timings in a shorter duration and establish group keys. Table 5.4 presents the events detected in the two environments. For instance, door-open/close events are detected by all devices except the power meter, and light-on/off events are detected by the illuminance sensor.

We present the event detection accuracy for each sensor type in terms of precision and recall. The precision represents the ratio of the number of detected events whose start times accurately match the ground truth event start times. The recall is the ratio of the number of correctly detected events to the number of events occurred. We only use the events’ ground truth timestamps in the first hour of data collection from the smart office for identifying event
Table 5.5. Smart home event detection results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Sources</th>
<th>Sensors</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a door-open/close</td>
<td>1 Sound</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Illuminance</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 Temperature</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 Humidity</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b light-on/off</td>
<td>2 Illuminance</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c coffee-machine-on</td>
<td>1 Sound</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d radiator-on/off</td>
<td>3 Temperature</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 Humidity</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

thresholds and exclude these events from our evaluation. We use the same thresholds for event detection in both smart home and office. IOTCUPID correctly detects events with an average precision and recall of 95.8% and 83%, and uses these detected events to extract matching inter-event timings for group key establishment. We note that IOTCUPID’s event detection may not capture some events with very small influence on the sensor data, resulting in a lower recall rate. Yet, the high precision detection of high impact events ensures IOTCUPID extracts a sufficient number of inter-event timings for group key establishment.

Smart Home Deployment Results. Table 5.5 presents the event detection results of the 4 sensors in the smart home. All sensors detect events with a high precision and recall. For instance, all sensors detect the door-open/close events with a precision and recall greater than 0.9. Thus, these sensors can use the door events to successfully establish a group key. Additionally, we found that the events’ influence on the sensor data is relatively large compared to the ambient noise such as disturbances from the home occupant’s activities, resulting in a high event detection accuracy.

Smart Office Deployment Results. Table 5.6 shows the precision and recall rate for the 7 sensors in the smart office. All sensors detect events with high precision. The recall rate is also high for gyroscope, coffee power meter, and sound sensors for all events. Yet, the temperature and humidity sensors yield a lower recall rate for the radiator-on/off and door-open/close events. This low recall is attributed to the relatively small influence of these
Table 5.6. Smart office event detection results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Sources</th>
<th>Sensors</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a door-open/close</td>
<td>Sound 1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sound 2</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Illuminance</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gyroscope</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Humidity</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b light-on/off</td>
<td>Illuminance</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c coffee-machine-on</td>
<td>Sound 1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sound 2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power Meter</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d radiator-on/off</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Humidity</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

events on sensor measurements, compared to the ambient changes in the temperature and humidity levels, particularly due to the uncontrolled disturbances from four office occupants’ activities. Similarly, although the illuminance sensor accurately detects light-on/off, its recall is lower for the door-open/close events. This is because the change in illuminance caused by some events occurring during the day is insignificant compared to the ambient lighting in the office. Despite the low recall rate, these sensors’ high precision event detection ensures that they can still correctly extract sufficient inter-event timings for participating in group pairing.

**Impact of Distance on Event Detection.** We conduct additional experiments in the smart home to demonstrate varying sensors’ locations impact on event detection. We vary the devices’ distance from the event sources between 1 to 5 m. Figure 5.7 shows the precision and recall for the detected events at different distances. IoTcupid’s threshold-based signal detection lets most sensors detect all events correctly even when their distance from the event source increases. We find that the influence of door events on temperature and humidity sensors slightly deteriorates with an increased distance. This is because the short duration of the door events results in a small change in temperature and humidity, making it difficult to detect the events at a longer distance.
Impact of Number of Events on Sensor Calibration. We analyze how the number of events used for sensor calibration (i.e., determining sensor thresholds and parameters) impacts IoTCupid’s event detection accuracy. We perform this analysis on the smart office dataset since it is collected in a noisy environment with a higher variance in the events’ influence on the sensor data. Figure 5.8 shows the precision and recall rates for the detected events with an increasing number of events used for calibration. Both the precision and recall increase with more event calibration data as it improves the generalization of determined
signal thresholds in detecting different event types. All sensors detect events with a precision higher than 0.8. Sensors that only detect a single event type require fewer events to achieve accurate detection. For instance, the coffee power meter and gyroscope need less than 10 events for high precision and recall.

5.5.2 Context Extraction and Key Agreement

We evaluate IoTcupid’s efficacy in context extraction and key establishment by analyzing events’ entropy and then present the groups of securely paired sensors. IoTcupid’s fuzzy clustering enables deriving four matching inter-event timings among six sensors when only 13 or fewer events are detected by each device.

**Entropy Analysis.** We analyze the events’ entropy to determine how many bits of security each inter-event timing provides with different quantization windows ($W$). This window is used in IoTcupid’s encoding to address slight deviations in inter-event timings extracted by different devices. This analysis is required to determine the number of inter-event timings sufficient to securely pair the devices. We found inter-event timings provide enough entropy, even with larger windows, that can be used in IoTcupid’s key establishment.

Previous works model event arrivals as a Poisson process, and thus, inter-event timings’ probability density function follows a gamma distribution $[10, 206, 207]$. Hence, we fit a gamma distribution on the inter-event timings to compute their entropies. Figure 5.9 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the inter-event timings of the events sensed by multiple devices (door events in the smart home and door and coffee events in the smart office). From this, an adversary can uniformly sample inter-event timings from the intervals $([0, T])$ that contain 95% of the timings to establish keys with legitimate devices. In this case, the probability that the adversary successfully guesses the inter-event timing is $W/T$. Thus, an inter-event timing’s bit security is $\log_2(T/W)$. For instance, the coffee machine events in the smart office provide $\log_2(100500/30) = 11.71$ bits of security when the quantization window is $W = 30$ secs, and 95% of the inter-event timings fall into an interval of $[0, T = 100500]$.

**Inter-event Timings Analysis.** We present the similarity of inter-event timings computed by IoTcupid from the detected events after event clustering. Our analysis shows that sensors
Figure 5.9. CDF of inter-event timings for (a) smart home’s door events, (b) smart office’s door, and (c) coffee events.

Figure 5.10. # of matching inter-event timings for (a) smart home’s door events, (b) smart office’s door, and (c) coffee machine events with K-Means and fuzzy C-Means clustering.

influenced by the same event types extract a sufficient number of matching inter-event timings. We determine the number of equivalent inter-event timings from the events sensed by multiple devices (door events in the smart home and door and coffee machine events for the smart office) as they can derive group keys with these timings.

Figure 5.10 shows the number of matching inter-event timings extracted by each sensor with an increasing number of events. We compute the inter-event timings for smart home door events with a quantization window $W = 8$ seconds to account for the differences in sensor sampling rates. Based on our entropy analysis, for the smart home sensors, only four matching inter-event timings are sufficient to achieve 32-bit password security. This enables four sensors
influenced by door events to derive a secure group key with matching inter-event timings from less than 10 detected events.

For the smart office events, we use a larger quantization window $w = 60$ seconds due to the larger number of devices and higher ambient noise. Since the door and coffee events in the smart office offer a higher entropy (See Figure 5.9), four similar inter-event timings are sufficient to securely pair the devices despite the larger quantization window. The six smart office sensors sensing the door events establish a group key with only 13 door events. Even though the recall rate of temperature and humidity sensors for door events is relatively low, the correctly detected events are sufficient for these devices to derive the group key. The number of coffee events required to pair the sound sensors and the coffee power meter is even smaller, as shown in Figure 5.10c.

**Comparison of K-means with Fuzzy C-Means.** Figure 5.10 shows the effect of using K-Means instead of fuzzy clustering in distinguishing event types. K-Means takes longer to extract the same number of matching inter-event timings for door events in the smart office as it clusters concurrent events into separate event types. For instance, generating four matching inter-event timings among the six sensors needs 13 detected door events with fuzzy C-Means clustering while it takes 20 events with K-Means. The inter-event timings generated for the door events in the home and coffee events in the office are similar for the two methods since their timings do not overlap with the other events in the datasets.

**Group-to-group Communication.** IoTCupID supports group-to-group communication where devices that do not share a key can securely communicate over a common device. In the smart office, sensors are paired into two groups, i.e., the six sensors influenced by the door events and the sound sensors and power meter influenced by the coffee events. Although the power meter is not directly paired with the illuminance, temperature, humidity, and gyroscope sensors, it can still securely communicate with these devices via the sound sensors. With group-to-group communication, multiple devices that belong to various groups can broker communication between devices in different groups. Thus, unlike centralized IoT systems, IoTCupID does not rely on a single device for secure communication.
Table 5.7. Event detection results for malicious devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Sources</th>
<th>Sensors</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a door-open/close</td>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Illuminance</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Humidity</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b light-on/off</td>
<td>Illuminance</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c coffee-machine-on</td>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d radiator-on/off</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Humidity</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Advanced attacker devices include a Snowball Black Ice USB microphone, a TSL2560 illuminance sensor and a BME 680 temperature and humidity sensor.

5.5.3 Security Analysis

We evaluate IoT Cupid against eavesdropping attacks where an attacker tries to sense the events from outside. We conduct experiments in the smart home by placing sound, illuminance, temperature and humidity sensors outside the front door to simulate attacker devices ($D_A$). We deploy two types of $D_A$ equipped with: (a) off-the-shelf sensors with the same capabilities as the smart home devices, and (b) advanced sensors that are more powerful and expensive compared to the inside sensors. Our experiments show that $D_A$ can only detect events with a precision and recall rate of 0.125 and 0.025 on average. Thus, an attacker is unable to extract sufficient inter-event timings for pairing.

Table 5.7 demonstrates the average event detection results for the two types of $D_A$. We found that both the normal and advanced $D_A$’s sound, temperature and humidity sensors cannot correctly detect any of the events that occur inside the home; hence they cannot participate in the pairing protocol. This is because the home walls induce a significant distortion and attenuation in the event signals. We observe that the illuminance sensor senses a limited light-on/off events with a precision of 1.0. The light penetrates through the window when the light inside the home is turned on, especially at night when the outside ambient light is too low. Yet, the recall rate of the illuminance sensor is 0.2, lower than
the sensors inside the home. This prevents it from extracting sufficient inter-event timings required for pairing with inside sensors.

We note that IoTCupid, by design, offers resiliency to MitM, offline brute-force, denial of key exchange attacks, and key extraction from removed devices. We show in Section 5.3.4 that IoTCupid’s partitioned GPAKE scheme offers provable password and group key security against a probabilistic polynomial-time adversary conducting a MitM or brute-force attacks [190]. To launch a denial of key exchange attack, the adversary uses a malicious device to enter the key establishment with random passwords. Yet, legitimate devices still derive their group keys despite this attack because they discard the public keys of malicious devices as they do not share a password. Lastly, a removed device’s keys cannot be used to communicate with legitimate devices since the legitimate devices derive new group keys with new inter-event timings in each key update.

5.5.4 Performance Evaluation

Event Detection and Context Extraction Overhead. We evaluate IoTCupid’s event detection overhead by measuring the average time for processing and detecting events in each sensor data window. IoTCupid takes, on average, 20.08 secs to pre-process and extract event signals when the window size ($w_s$) is 2 mins. From the extracted event signals, IoTCupid performs feature extraction in 5.66 ms and inter-event timing extraction in 73.9 ms on average. Since the computation overhead for signal detection and feature extraction is negligible compared to the sensor data window size, it does not impact the overall performance of IoTCupid.

Group Key Establishment Overhead. We evaluate IoTCupid’s key establishment overhead, the time between context extraction to deriving group keys, with an increasing number of devices and event types. Figure 5.11 shows the computation time where we run our protocol 100 times and compute the average and standard deviation of the timings. IoTCupid can efficiently pair a large number of devices with inter-event timings extracted from multiple event types. For instance, with 4 event types and 20 devices, the computation overhead is 39.04 ± 13.78 ms ($\approx 39M$ CPU cycles), and with 10 event types and 5 devices, the overhead is
20.77 ± 7.32 ms (≈ 20.8M CPU cycles). The overhead increases linearly with the number of devices (See Figure 5.11a) and event types (See Figure 5.11b). This is because the communication rounds and elliptic curve scalar multiplications dominate the time overhead, and their number increases linearly.

**Memory Usage.** IoTCupid requires each device to temporarily store the data received from other devices during the group key establishment protocol’s communication rounds. This corresponds to $96 \times X \times Y$ Bytes, where $X$ is the number of event types and $Y$ is the number of devices. For instance, when there are 100 devices that sense 10 event types, the memory usage of each device is 93.75 KB, which is acceptable even for low-end IoT devices.

**Encryption and Communication Cost.** We evaluate IoTCupid’s encryption and communication cost with a varying number of devices (See Section 5.5.5 for comparison with individual keys). We run the encryption scheme for a 32-byte message 100 times. We observe IoTCupid’s secure channels incur 0.21±0.005 ms (≈ 0.2M CPU cycles). Figure 5.12 shows that IoTCupid’s computation overhead and communication cost are constant with an increasing number of devices as the devices communicate with a group key.
We also evaluate IoTCupid’s group-to-group communication cost when devices that do not share a key securely communicate over a common device that they share a key with. This requires one additional decryption and encryption operation, which takes 0.42 ± 0.007 ms.

5.5.5 Comparison with Prior Work

Among existing pairing approaches, only two works, T2Pair [12] and Perceptio [10], can pair heterogeneous IoT devices. T2Pair requires users to swipe screens or press buttons on devices and uses the timings of these actions as evidence for pairing. Given the need for active user involvement, quantitatively comparing T2Pair with IoTCupid is infeasible. Therefore, we discuss its strengths and weaknesses in comparison to IoTCupid in Section 5.7.

Perceptio [10], similar to IoTCupid, leverages inter-event timings from various sensing modalities as evidence of co-presence to pair devices. It detects events for only instantly influenced sensors and leverages a fuzzy commitment scheme to establish individual keys among devices with similar inter-event timings. Below, we quantitatively compare IoTCupid with Perceptio.
Paired Devices. We compare the number of devices paired using IoTCUPID and Perceptio in our evaluation setup. Perceptio can only pair 7 out of the 11 devices (63%) in the two IoT environments while IoTCUPID pairs all of them. Perceptio can only pair instant sensors but cannot detect events for continuously influenced sensors since it cannot capture the gradual changes in sensor values (as described in Section 5.3.2). For instance, Perceptio cannot pair the temperature and humidity sensors with the other devices even though they commonly sense the door events. In contrast, IoTCUPID detects the events for both instantaneously and continuously influenced sensors and pairs all six devices in the smart office influenced by the door events.

Pairing Time. To compare IoTCUPID and Perceptio’s pairing time, we assume the time required to extract inter-event timings is same for both systems and compare their entropy bits required to defend against offline attacks. Since Perceptio relies on fuzzy commitment, it requires 128-bit entropy whereas IoTCUPID requires 32-bit entropy due to its resilience to offline brute-force attacks. Thus, IoTCUPID requires 4× less matching inter-event timings, resulting in 4× faster pairing compared to fuzzy commitment-based pairing protocols. Moreover, IoTCUPID extracts correct inter-event timings using a fewer number of events. Particularly, for smart office’s door events, IoTCUPID extracts four matching inter-event timings from 13 occurred events whereas Perceptio requires 20. This translates into 54% faster pairing with IoTCUPID.

Secure Communication Cost. We compare IoTCUPID’s computation and communication cost with Perceptio’s when a device aims to broadcast a single 32-Byte message. IoTCUPID incurs a constant overhead, whereas Perceptio’s overhead linearly increases due to its pairwise individual keys [10] (Figure 5.12). Particularly, a device needs to encrypt the message one by one with all the individual keys and then send it to the other devices individually. For instance, broadcasting a message to 50 devices takes on average 0.21 ms and requires transmitting 32-Byte with IoTCUPID’s group key, while it takes on average 6.73 ms and requires transmitting 1600-Byte with Perceptio’s individual keys. We note that linear overhead is inherent in any pairing protocol that establishes pairwise individual keys. On the contrary, with IoTCUPID’s group keys, the device encrypts the message only once with the group key and broadcasts it.
5.6 Limitations and Discussion

Handling Mismatches in Inter-event Timings. IoTCupid requires concatenating four inter-event timings in a password to provide enough entropy for group key establishment. However, inter-event timings of sensors that sense the same event may not always match (e.g., due to a sensor missing an event). This would create discrepancies in the passwords and prevent them from establishing a key.

To address such mismatches, we initially considered integrating a private set intersection (PSI) protocol [208] into IoTCupid for devices to determine which inter-event timings they should use for their passwords. However, since the universal set of possible inter-event timings is small (e.g., $2^{8}$-$2^{12}$), an adversary can enter the PSI protocol with many inter-event timings to learn the benign devices’ timings. Thus, we let devices enter our group key establishment protocol with all combinations of their inter-event timings, allowing them to use the matching ones to derive keys. We set an upper limit ($n_p$) on the number of inter-event timings the device should extract before entering key establishment to ensure the number of combinations does not hurt the protocol’s scalability. For instance, when $n_p = 10$, the number of devices is 20, and the number of event types is 4, it takes, on average, $\approx 8$ secs to run our key establishment protocol.

Deployment Considerations. IoTCupid uses window-based pre-processing and sensor thresholds for event detection and identifies the optimal parameters for clustering via statistical methods [33]. In practice, IoTCupid’s calibration for determining these parameters can be performed in two ways: (a) offline by device manufacturers or (b) online by IoT service provider at the time of device installation. For the offline calibration, device manufacturers may calibrate sensors by (1) generating commonly occurring events in IoT deployments or (2) using publicly available smart home datasets [177, 178, 209–211] that include different sensors’ measurements corresponding to common events.

We show in Section 5.5.1 that parameters extracted from a publicly available dataset [177] are transferable across IoT deployments. Yet, some IoT environments may include unique event types or may be exposed to environmental disturbances, distinct from typical IoT environments. In such cases, the manufacturer determined parameters may require fine-tuning.
for the specific deployment. For this, calibration can be initiated by IoT service providers by recording timestamps of various events occurring in the IoT deployment for a given amount of time (a few hours is sufficient, detailed in Section 5.5.1). Both of these calibration methods do not require any information about the event types. Each device only needs the sensor data and the timestamps at which events occurred to determine its parameters.

**Resourceful Attackers.** IoTCupid is resilient against normal and advanced eavesdropping attackers (Section 5.5.3). Yet, an attacker may have access to devices with asymmetric capabilities (e.g., x-ray vision). We do not consider such attackers as they could already visualize and reveal users’ private activities, independent of our pairing protocol. Moreover, an outside attacker may attempt to inject signals to the inside sensors to pair with them or disrupt the pairing process. For this, the attacker may use electromagnetic interference (EMI), acoustic injection, and inaudible voice attacks [212–214]. Yet, such attacks require a high amplitude signal, which is difficult to achieve since outside signals experience a high attenuation from the walls (as shown in Section 5.5.3). Besides, these attacks can be identified by anomaly detection and prevented by shielding techniques [215–218].

**Pairing in Large Spaces.** We demonstrate in Section 5.5.1 that IoTCupid can successfully pair devices at a distance of up to 5m. In large indoor spaces, some devices may be located far away from event sources and may not be able to sense the same events as other devices and establish the same group keys. However, such devices may share group keys with common devices (e.g., a nearby device paired with far away devices) or there may exist transient devices that have a view of different areas of the room (e.g., an illuminance sensor in a dining area may view both the kitchen and living room) and can sense the events occurring in each. These devices can then use the inter-event timings of the commonly observed events as evidence and act as a bridge between the groups in two distant areas for secure communication.

**Rarely/Regularly Occurring Events.** Although a few frequent events (e.g., door-open) commonly sensed by sensors are enough to establish group keys, some sensors may only detect rarely occurring events (e.g., a laundry washer’s power meter). Such rarely occurring events would cause longer pairing times. Devices equipped with such sensors would need additional sensors (e.g., a microphone) that measure diverse events to timely pair with other devices.
Contrarily, some events may regularly occur in an IoT environment (e.g., smart home door opening at 9 am every day) and may be predictable by attackers. However, it is extremely difficult to predict successive timestamps of such events at a fine granularity. Thus, given that IoTCupid's group key establishment concatenates multiple inter-event timings of a given event type as evidence of co-presence and event detection accuracy is very low for attacker devices (Section 5.5.3), an attacker cannot extract evidences matching with the legitimate devices.

**Impact of Environmental Noise.** We develop a signal threshold-based event detection approach where we subtract the sensor readings' mean value in the preceding window for each window and compute the absolute difference before applying a smoothing filter for noise removal (Detailed in Section 5.3.2). This allows us to accurately detect events even with varying environmental noise. In rare cases, environmental noise's impact might be significantly higher than an event’s physical influence, eliminating the event’s impact on the sensor readings. Yet, this limitation is present in all existing systems that rely on sensing physical processes.

### 5.7 Related Work

**Human-in-the-loop-based Pairing.** Initial methods leverage mobile phone cameras and 2D barcodes to establish keys [219]. Mayrhofer et al. propose pairing the devices with a user simultaneously shaking them [11]. Move2Auth requires users to perform hand gestures by holding their smartphones in front of the devices and uses the variations in received signal strength for pairing [172]. Tap2Pair pairs devices through a user synchronously tapping on a device following the patterns displayed on the other device [173]. T2Pair needs users to apply operations such as pressing a button and swiping a touchscreen, and uses timestamps as a source of entropy [12]. SenCS pairs devices with mobile phones carried by users using the entropy from their actions (e.g., walking) [220]. These schemes need human involvement which only allows pairwise device pairing, incurring a huge manual effort from users with an increasing number of devices. Automating these user actions would require specialized equipment (e.g., robotic arms); thus, impractical for typical IoT environments.
Table 5.8. Comparison of IoTCupid with context-aware pairing schemes for IoT devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pairing Scheme</th>
<th>Sensing Modality</th>
<th>Concurrent Events</th>
<th>Group Pairing</th>
<th>Continuous Sensors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schurmann et al. [176]</td>
<td>Ambient sound</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathur et al. [221]</td>
<td>Wireless signal</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miettinen et al. [14]</td>
<td>Ambient sound or light</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rostami et al. [175]</td>
<td>Heart beat</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptio [10]</td>
<td>Heterogeneous sensors</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoTCupid</td>
<td>Heterogeneous sensors</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Context-aware Pairing. To address the limitations of above approaches, context-aware pairing schemes have been proposed. Table 5.8 compares IoTCupid with several of them.

Schurrman et al. leverage audio context [176] and Miettinen et al. [14] use fingerprints from sound and luminosity to pair sensors. Mathur et al. [221] use similarities in the temporal variations in wireless channels between two nearby wireless devices as evidence. Rostami et al. [175] use the entropy extracted from heart beat signals of patients to pair implantable medical devices with their controllers. FastZIP [15] uses sensor fusion to construct fingerprints of shared context for intra-car device pairing with a Fuzzy PAKE scheme. Yet, these schemes do not support heterogeneous sensor modalities and therefore, their use cases are limited.

Similar to IoTCupid, Perceptio [10] uses inter-event timings from heterogeneous sensing modalities as evidence for co-presence to pair devices. Unfortunately, it does not support pairing continuously influenced sensors (e.g., temperature and humidity), does not support concurrent events, and only establishes individual keys. This results in longer pairing times to establish the keys, and linear storage, computation, and communication overhead after the keys are established. IoTCupid addresses these limitations, providing a secure and practical group pairing solution.

5.8 Sensor Data Pre-processing

Figure 5.13 shows an example of the temperature sensor signal before and after IoTCupid’s pre-processing during event detection. As a result, the signal becomes smoother and amenable for event detection.
5.9 Partitioned GPAKE Security Analysis

Following [190], we provide a formal security analysis of the partitioned GPAKE protocol. We first define two security properties, key secrecy and password-privacy. Key secrecy means that assuming the passwords (evidences) are distributed uniformly at random and only a constant number of passwords can be checked by the adversary on each online attack, the probability that the adversary can derive a group key with legitimate devices is negligible. Password-privacy ensures that an adversary that conducts an online attack cannot gain any information on the passwords used by legitimate devices, including which devices actually share the same password. We provide a proof sketch below, and refer to [190] for the full proof. We note that we reduce our protocol’s security to computational elliptic curve Diffie-Hellmann (ECDH) instead of traditional computational DH in [190], although the reductions remain the same.

**Theorem 5.9.1.** Let the encryption scheme in Table 5.2 be both unforgeable and chosen plaintext semantically-secure. Then, the protocol in Table 5.2 is a correct partitioned group password-authenticated key exchange scheme that achieves key secrecy and password-privacy under the elliptic curve computational Diffie-Hellman assumption in the random oracle and ideal cipher model.
**Proof Sketch. Correctness.** In an honest execution of the partitioned GPAKE protocol where no adversaries are involved, it is straightforward to verify that all devices that share the same password derive the same session ids and a shared group key. This follows from the fact that the devices that share the same password first derive session keys with each other, and then use these session keys to broadcast a random value. The devices with the same session key can decrypt the random values and add them to derive the group key. All the devices that share the same password conduct these steps, and thus, they all add the same random values shared among them, deriving a correct group key.

**Key Secrecy.** An adversary can target different stages of the protocol to gain information about the group keys.

First, we consider an adversary \((A)\) who has a valid tuple \((d_i, d_j, X_{i,d_i}, X_{j,d_j}, x_{i,d_i} \cdot X_{j,d_j} \mod q)\) in the group key establishment protocol. Such an adversary can derive the same group key with legitimate devices as it has a valid session key. However, we show that if such an adversary exists, we can construct another adversary \((B)\) that can break the computational elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) assumption. Particularly, given the input of \(x \cdot P\) and \(y \cdot P\), \(B\)'s goal is to derive \(x \cdot (y \cdot P)\). For this, \(B\) picks two random user indices (i and j) and a random execution number. It next sets the \(i^{th}\) device’s \(X_{i,d_i}\) as \(x \cdot P\) and \(j^{th}\) device’s \(X_{j,d_j}\) as \(y \cdot P\). \(B\) then uses \(A\) as a subroutine and returns \(x_{i,d_i} \cdot X_{j,d_j} \mod q\). If \(B\) guesses the random user indices and the execution number correctly, it correctly breaks the computational ECDH problem and derives \(x \cdot (y \cdot P)\). Therefore, the security of the session key of the partitioned GPAKE protocol reduces to the hardness of the computational ECDH problem.

We next consider an adversary who guesses a password correctly. Such an adversary can participate in the protocol and derive the same keys with legitimate devices by following an honest execution of the protocol. However, assuming the password’s are uniformly distributed, the probability of such an adversary existing is \(\frac{q^2}{2^{pw}}\) where \(q\) is the number of times the adversary can guess a password in an online attack and \(pw\) is the bit-length of the password. Therefore, if the password has a sufficient bit-length, the probability of such an attack is negligible.

Lastly, we consider an adversary who modifies the messages in the broadcast stages of the protocol such that it crafts messages that can decrypt correctly by legitimate devices to derive
shared keys with them. Yet, existence of such an adversary reduces to the unforgeability of the encryption scheme used.

**Password-privacy.** The proof for password-privacy is very similar to the one for key secrecy. This is because after the devices encrypt their public keys using their passwords with an unforgeable and CCA-secure encryption scheme, the protocol messages become independent of the passwords. Therefore, a polynomial-time adversary who has no prior knowledge about the passwords cannot learn any information about them from the protocol under the hardness of the computational ECDH problem and the unforgeability of the encryption scheme.

Following this proof, the security of IoTCupid relies on (1) the randomness of the passwords, (2) the hardness of the computational elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman problem, and (3) the security of the encryption scheme used in GPAKE. We show in our evaluation that the inter-event timings provide enough entropy to be used as passwords. The security of the computational ECDH problem and used symmetric encryption scheme are already well-established.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis, I presented my studies on how mobile sensors pose privacy threats to users and then how we can leverage these sensors to improve the security of these devices through usable user and device authentication methods.

Chapter 2 introduced a side-channel attack through motion sensors by exploiting the vulnerability introduced due to the introduction of embedded magnets in stylus pencils. We presented S3, a novel system that infers what a user is writing from motion sensors’ data on an iPad Pro using the latest version of the Apple Pencil. To track the Pencil movement, we developed a novel multi-dimensional particle filtering algorithm using a 3D magnetic map of the Pencil to identify the magnetic impact of different locations and orientations of the Pencil. We evaluated S3 with 10 subjects and demonstrated that an attacker could identify 93.9%, 96%, 97.9%, and 93.33% of the letters, numbers, shapes, and words correctly by only using the motion sensors’ data. In future work, we will expand our analysis to support more devices that use stylus pencils with embedded magnets to find potential privacy leaks.

In chapter 3, we present LocIn, a new location inference attack on mixed reality (MR) devices via 3D spatial data. LocIn exploits the 3D spatial maps accessible to MR apps to extract contextual patterns from a user’s environment and infer their location. It leverages a multi-task learning approach to train an end-to-end encoder-decoder architecture that integrates these contextual patterns into a classification network for predicting users’ location. Our evaluation on spatial maps collected from three MR devices demonstrates that LocIn can effectively infer an MR user’s location type. Future work will explore LocIn attack’s transferability across various MR devices that leverage different depth sensors and develop countermeasures that optimize the spatial maps’ utility and privacy.

In chapter 4, we presented a secure liveness detection system, FaceRevelio, that uses a single smartphone camera with no extra hardware. FaceRevelio uses the smartphone screen to illuminate the human face from various directions via a random light passcode. The reflections of these light patterns from the face are recorded to construct the 3D surface of the face. This is used to detect if the authentication subject is a human or not. FaceRevelio achieves a mean EER 1.4% and 0.15% against photo and video replaying attacks, respectively.
While FaceRevelio focuses on spoofing attacks via photos and videos, future work will investigate liveness detection methods against generative spoofing attempts (e.g., adversarial examples simulating 3D human face and its depth features) and 3D masks.

In chapter 5, we introduced IoTCupid, a secure group pairing system for heterogeneous devices, without requiring active user involvement. IoTCupid exploits the fact that multiple co-located sensors sense the same events and the time between subsequent event occurrences sensed by different sensors is similar. IoTCupid pairs both instantly and continuously influenced sensors, supports distinguishing concurrent events for context extraction and establishes group keys from inter-event timings with partitioned GPAKE. We evaluated IoTCupid on two IoT environments, a smart home and a smart office, and showed that it can pair devices with diverse sensing modalities with minimal overhead. IoTCupid is an important step forward in automated and practical secure device pairing in IoT deployments. Future efforts will focus on developing automated pairing approaches for public IoT environments with no physical security guarantees.

6.1 Future Research Directions

6.1.1 Privacy Preserving Sensing Systems

With new computing devices emerging and frequent software updates, privacy leakages through sensors continue to be a serious threat to users’ security and privacy. This thesis has highlighted a few of these privacy leakages through sensors on existing mobile devices. However, users’ awareness and understanding of sensor-based privacy threats still remain largely unexplored. In the short term, I plan to conduct large-scale studies to gauge users’ awareness of the private data collected by sensors and their perception of the associated threats. For example, I seek to answer questions such as do mobile users understand which of their activities impact motion sensors and whether they think existing mobile permissions control apps’ access to this data.

Based on the findings about users’ understanding and perception, in the long term, I aim to develop sensing systems that leverage sensor data to enable useful applications while maintaining users’ privacy. Existing solutions for sensor-based privacy leakages focus on
limiting apps’ access to sensor data or data modification techniques (e.g., noise injection) without considering their impact on this data’s utility for useful applications. Developing privacy and utility-preserving sensing systems requires a careful in-depth analysis of desired applications of mobile sensor data and the design of machine learning techniques that transform sensor data while optimizing its utility.

6.1.2 Cross-Device Security and Privacy

My prior research has focused on improving the security of interactions between mobile and IoT devices. I plan to extend my insights on secure and usable authentication to emerging computing platforms. For instance, traditional user authentication and pairing mechanisms are not feasible for emerging mixed reality or intermittent computing devices due to their unique interfaces and energy constraints. In the short term, I seek to investigate the unique challenges introduced by these devices and address them to improve the usability and security of authentication and communication mechanisms for AR/VR and energy-constrained devices.

While my current research has focused on individual devices or single components of mobile systems, in the long term, I strive to evaluate the security and privacy of multi-device systems. We now live in a world where users simultaneously interact with smartphones, wearables, IoT devices, and even autonomous vehicles while these devices interact with each other. This interconnectivity of various systems creates unique security and privacy challenges that must be addressed presently. For example, without unified access control, an app on a smartphone and smartwatch connected to a car may access a user’s location even if the location permission is not granted on the phone and watch. I plan to leverage multi-modal sensing and my skills in computer vision and machine learning to design context-aware privacy solutions for multi-device systems and verify their usability for end-users.

6.1.3 Digital Safety for Diverse Populations

I also aim to expand this thesis to a broad investigation of the societal impacts of emerging computing platforms. As access to technology is becoming widespread, understanding the privacy needs and challenges of users with diverse social and cultural backgrounds is imperative
for developing privacy solutions for all. My work on understanding the impact of technology on the security and privacy of refugees is the first step in this direction. I plan to expand my work by investigating the security and privacy of marginalized and vulnerable populations from a cross-culture perspective. In the future, I aim to conduct research that brings more diverse perspectives into security and privacy scholarship. For instance, most of the existing security research relies on the assumption that each device has a single user. This assumption is invalid for many developing countries where an entire family may share a single device. To this end, I will develop privacy mechanisms that are responsive to local and global constraints and explore methods to improve privacy legislation to account for potential privacy issues across regions and cultures.
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